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Documentation List for
Laws of Florida, 1979, Chapter 79-386
"An Act Relating to the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Law"
01.

Joint Legislative Management Committee. Division of Legislative Information.
History of Legislation, 1979 Regular Session. HB 625 [passed bi/� (p. 151),SB
509 [substituted bi/� (pp.149-150),HB 1352 [compare bi/� (p. 310) and SB 1152
[compare bi/� (pp. 296-297).
HB 625 (1979) - copy of original bill not available.

02.

House. Committee on Commerce. Sub-Committee on Business and Commercial
Law. Report on House Bill (HB) 625 [vote sheet], March 26,1979.

03.

House. Committee on Commerce. Staff Summary of Committee Substitute for
House Bill 625 (CS/HB), March 22,1979.

04.

House. Committee on Commerce. Sub-Committee on Business and Commercial
Law. Report on CS/HB 625 [vote sheet],April 4,1979.

05.

House. Committee on Commerce. Amendment to CS/HB 625 [April 4,1979).

06.

House. Committee on Commerce. Full Committee Report on CS/HB 625 [vote
sheetj,April 11,1979.

07.

House. Committee on Commerce. Sub-Committee on Business and Commercial
Law. Report on CS/HB 625 [vote sheet], April 16,1979.

08.

House. Committee on Commerce. Sub-Committee on Business and Commercial
Law. Report on CS/HB 625 [vote sheet],April 23,1979.

09.

House. Committee on Commerce. Full Committee Report on CS/HB 625 [vote
sheet], May 12,1979.

10.

CS/HB 625 (1979).

11.

House. Committee on Commerce. Staff Summary of CS/HB 625, May 9,1979.

12.

Journal of the Florida House of Representatives, May 23,1979,pp. 704-706,re:
amendment to CS/HB 625 and 1352 ["Strike everything after the enacting clause
and insert... [text of new bill]"].

Documentation List
Laws of Florida, 1979, Ch. 79-386
Page Two
13.

Journal of the Florida Senate, May 30, 1979, pp. 667-668, re: CS/CS/SB 509
(substituted bill) and CS/HB 625 and 1352 [note: CSIHB 625... was amended by
the Senate and was concurred in the House on May 30, 1979].

14.

Senate. Committee on Commerce. Staff Analysis of CS/HB 625, May 31, 1979.

15.

Senate Bill (SB) 509 (1979).

16.

Senate. Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs. Staff
Analysis of SB 509, April 27, 1979.

17.

CS/SB 509 as reported by the Senate Committee on Economic, Community and
Consumer Affairs, May 1, 1979.

18.

Senate. Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs. Staff
Analysis of CS/SB 509, May 2, 1979 (revised).

19.

Committee Substitute for Committee Substitute (CS/CS) for SB 509, as reported
by the Senate Committee on Commerce, May 22, 1979.

20.

Senate. Committee on Commerce. Staff Analysis of CS/CS/SB 509, May 23,
1979.

21.

Senate. Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs. Staff
Analysis of CS/CS/SB 509, May 31, 1979 (revised).

22.

SB 1152 (1979). [note: staff analysis is available for this bill as it was never
formally heard by a committee].

23.

Laws of Florida, 1979, Chapter 79-386. In Vol. I, part 2, pp. 1935-1940.

History of Legislation
1979 Regular Session
Florida Legislature

prepared by:

Legislative Information Division
Joint Legislative Management Committee
Capitol Building, Room 826- 488-4371
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06/06/79

HOUSE

PAGE 151

DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H 0624 GENERAL BILL BY DUNBAR (COMPARE H 1792, CS/S 07171
CONDOMINIUM ACT; REQUIRES BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF A CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION TO MAKE ANNUAL REPOPT TO UNIT OWNEPS DETAILING ACTUAL
EXPENDITUPES. AMENDS 718.111. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
03/08/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY
03/28/79 HOUSE SUBPEFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER, PROBATE C
FAMILY LAW
04/03/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00068;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER, PROBATE C
FAMILY LAW
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 717 ICH. 79-3141
/��ENERAL BILL/CS BY COMMERCE, HAWKINS, L. R., ROSEN (SIMILAR CS/S 0509,
�OMPARf H 1352, S 11521
DECEPTIVE C UNFAIP TRADE PPACTICES; REDEFINES TERM "ENFORCING
AUTHORITY•; DEFINES •CONSUMEP•; PROVIDES DEPT. OF LEGAL AFFAIRS SHALL
ADQPT PULES & PROCEDURES UPON MAJORITY VOTE OF GOVERNOR AND CABINET;
PROVIDES PROCEDURE FOR PROBABLE CAUSE HEARINGS, ETC . AMENDS CH. 501.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/03/79.
03/08/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE
03/09/79 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUSINESS & COMMERCIAL
LAW
04/03/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CGMMERCE -HJ 00068; SUBREFFRPEO
TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUSINESS & C OMMERCIAL LAW
05/09/79 HOUSE C/S COMBINES THIS Bill AND HB 1352; CCMM. REPORT: (/S
PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE -HJ 00499
05/22/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENCAR
05/23/79 HOUSE C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TIMES -HJ 00704; AMENDMENTS
ADOPT"O -HJ 00706
05/24/79 HOUSE READ THIPD TIME; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 103 NAYS
5 -HJ 00740
05/29/79 SENATE rECEIVED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAJPS, COMMERCE -SJ 00617
0�/30/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FPCM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMEP
AFFAIRS, COMMEPCE; SUBSTITUTED FOR S 509; PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 36 NAYS
O -SJ 00668
05/30/79 HOUSE CONCURPED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 112 NAYS
I -HJ 00915
06/06/79 HCU�E ORCFRED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/18/79 HOUSE 5l(NED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
07/03/79
APPROVED ey GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-386
H 0626 GENEPAL BILL BY HAWKINS, L. R. IICENTICAL S 01571
CP!MJNAL PROCEEDINGS; REOU!PES COURTS TO ACVISE PERSONS PLEADING GUILTY
OR NOLD CONTENOERE THAT SUCH PLEAS MAY AFFECT THEIR !�MIGRATION STATUS;
PROVIDES THAT DEFENDANTS NEED NOT DISCLOSE THEIR LEGAL STATUS; PROVIDES
P�OCEOUPE FDR VACATING JU DGMENTS. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BF.COMING LAW.
03/08/79 HOUSE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
04/03/79 HOUSE INTPODUCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00068
04/17/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER PULE BY
CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00253
H 0627 GENERAL BILL eY PJCHHONO
JUVENILE TRAFFIC OFFENSES; REDEFINES "JUVENILE TRAFFIC OFFENSE•;
ELIMINATES CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS TO JURISDICTION OF CIRCUIT COURT RE A
CHILO WHO COMMITTED CERTAIN V IOLATIONS; PROVIDES JUVENILES WHO COMMIT
CERTAIN TPAFFIC VIOLATIONS HAY BE CERTIFIED TO CIRCUIT COURT, ETC.
tMENDS 39.01-.02, 316.630. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
03/08/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY
03/19/79 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY; REREFERREO TO HEALTH &
P"HABILITATIVE SERVICES
04/03/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALT H & REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES -HJ 00068
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON HEALTH C REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
H 062B GENERAL BILL BY RICHMOND
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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APPROVAL OF LEVY OF AO VALOREH TAXES IN D ISTRICT C FOR INCLUSION OF NEW
TER�ITORY WITHIN DOWNTOWN AREA REGULATED BY THE AUTHORITY.
E FFECTIVE DATE: 06/06/79.
0 3/21/79 SENATE PPEFILED
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, PEFE�PEO TO WAYS AND MEANS, PULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00056
04/17/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROH WAYS ANO HEANS -SJ 00130; NOW IN PULES
AND CALENDAR
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
05/11/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GR ANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
05/23/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR; PLACED ON LOCAL
0
CALENDAR -SJ 00503; PASSED; YEAS 39 NAYS
-SJ 00528
05/25/79 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00767; SUBSTITUTFD FOR
HB 1200; READ SECOND TlME; READ THIRD TIHE; PASSED;
YEAS 110 NAYS
O -HJ 00809
05/29/79 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00646
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATUPE
06/06/79
CHAPTER NO. 79-427
S 0507 GENEPAL BILL BY CARLUCCI (SIMILAR H 09151
HCTOP FUFL TAX; AUTHOPIZES OEFUND OF CERTAIN STATE GAS TAXES PAID BY
CCUNTY VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT. IN PURCHASE OF HOTOR FUEL USED IN MOTOR
VEHICLES FOR FIREFIGHTING PURPOSES; PROVIDES FOR APPLICATION FOR &
ISSUANCE eY REVENUE DEPT. OF REFUND PERMITS TO SUCH VOLUNTEER DEPTS.,
ETC. AMENDS CH. 206. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
03/21/79 SENATE PREFILED
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, WAYS AND MEANS SUBCCMMlTlEE 0, WAYS
ANO M:ANS -SJ 00056
04/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/01/79 SENATE �XTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COHHITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/09/79 SENATE COMM. P:POPTI FAVORABLE BY ECGNOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00398
05/10/79 SENATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS; SUBCOMMITTEE C -SJ 00398
05/22/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIMF GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANO MEANS
S 0506 GENERAL �ILL BY MACKAY (COMPARE H 04071
FLORIDA RETIREMENT SYSTEM; INCREASES ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
D!SABILITY RFTIAEHENT BENEFITS; PROVIDES AN ADDITIONAL RETIREM�NT
BENEFIT OPTION BASED ON ANTICIPATED SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS; PPOVIDES
FOR (�ST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS, ETC. AMENDS 121.091,.101.
EFFfCTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
03/21/79 SFNATE PPEFILED
04/0�/79 SENATE INTRCDUCEO; REFERRED TO WAYS t MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE E;
WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00057
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE kAYS ANO MEANS
05/09/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/22/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIHE GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANO MEANS
�GENERAL BILL/CS BY COMMERCE, HAIR ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR CS/H 0625, COMPARE
\.�H 1352 , S 11521
DECEPTIVE t UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES; REDEFINES TER�S "CONSUMER
TRANSACTION• t •ENFORCING AUTHORITY•; DEFINES •CONSUMER"; PROVIDES THAT
LEGAL AFFAIRS DEPT. SHALL ADOPT RULES t PROCEDURES UPON MAJORITY VOTE OF
G0VEPNOR t CABINET; PROVIDES A NOTICE REQUIREMENT, ETC. AMENDS CH. 501.
EFFECTIVE CATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/22/79 SENATE PREFILED
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, COMMERCE -SJ 00057
04/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COHHITTEE ECONCMIC, CO�MUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/01/79 SENATE COHM. PEPORT: C/S BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMEµ
AFFAIRS -SJ 00317
05/03/79 SENATE NOW IN COMMERCE -SJ 00317
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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05/16/79 SENATE
05/22/79 SENATE
05/30/79 SENATE
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PAGE 150

EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
COMM. REPORT: (/S FOR C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
COMMERCE -SJ 00541
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAP; C/S READ FIRST TIMEi
AMENDMENT ADOPTEO -SJ 00667; !DEN./SJM. HOUSE BILL
sueSTITUTEO; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSEC, REFER TO HB 625 (CH.
79-386) -SJ 00668

S 0510 GENERAL BILL BY SPICOLA (SIMILAR H 0437, S 05001
FALSELY PERSONATING OFFICER; PROHIBITS FALSELY PERSONATING PROBATION L
PAROLE OFFICEPS FMPLOYED BY CORRECTIONS DEPT. AMENDS 843.08.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/22/79 SENATE PREFILED
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, �EFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRl�INAL -SJ 00057
04/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
04/30/79 SENATE EXTENSION Of TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIAPY-CRIMINAL
05/15/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/17/79 SENATf COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00504
06/01/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REREFERRED TO RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00920
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0511 GENERAL BILL BY CARLUCCI !SIMILAR CS/H 0471)
HUNTING; REQUIRES CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCY L SA�ETY IN HANDLING OF
FIREARMS FOR CERTAIN HUNTERS; REQUIRES GAMEL FRESH WATER FISH
COMMISSION TO PRESCRIBE, INSTITUTEL COORDINATE A COU RSE OF INSTRUCTION;
PROVIDES FOR ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES, ETC. CREATES 372.5715.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
03/22/79 SENATE PREFILED
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION , WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00057
04/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GR�NTED COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
AND CONSERVATION
04/19/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY NATURAL
PESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION -SJ 00226
04/20/79 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00226
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/09/79 SENATE FXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/14/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR eY WAYS AND
MEANS -SJ 00437
06/01/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REREFERREO TO RULES AN O
CALENDAR -SJ 00920
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANC CALENDAR
S 0512 GENERAL BILL/CS BY JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL, DUNN (COMPARE ENG/S 07741
SALES TAX; PRESCRIBES TIME AT WHICH SUCH TAXES BECOME STATE FUNDSL AT
WHICH THEY BECOME DELINQUENT; PROVIDES PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO REMIT
SUCH TAXES; LIMITS PROSECUTIONS FOR SUCH AN OFFENSE. AMENDS 212.15.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
03/22/79 SENATE PREFILED
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED; REFERRED TO WAYS L MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE D;
WAYS ANO MEANS, JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00057
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/02/79 SENATE NOW IN - WAYSL MEANS
05/09/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE �AYS ANO MEANS
05/14/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY WAYS AND MEANS
-SJ 00437
05/15/79 SENATE NOW IN JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00437
05/22/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00505
06/01/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REREFEPREO TO RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00920
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM./COMPAPE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 774 !CH. 79-359)
S 0513 LOCAL BILL BY NEAL (SIMILAR H 1195)
MANATEE CO./FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY ACT; SPECIFIES OFFICERS & DEFINES POWERS
CQNTINUEO ON NEXT PAGE
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PROVIDING HOME HEALTH SERVICES SOLELY ON BASIS OF NOT HAVING RECEIVED A
STATEMENT OF NEEO. AMENDS 400.504. EFFECTIVE DHE: 10/01/79.
04/ 09/79 MOUSE !NTROOUCED, llEFERREO TO HEAL TH & RHIABIL IT.ATIVE
SERVICES -11J 00192
04/ 30 /79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING
05/11/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY HEAL lit L
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -HJ 00528
05/29/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDEP CALENCAR
06/0t,/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1350 GENERAL BILL BY ROSEN (COMPARE ENG/S 07531
HAFFIC CONTROL; REOUIPES CONSPICUOUS HARKING OF VEHICLES TRANSPORTING
CHLORINE GAS, AMMONIA GAS OR PHOSPHOROUS; AUTHOPIZES INSURANCE DEPT. TO
HAKE RULES GOVERNING TRANSPORTATION OF SUCH SUBSTANCES. AMENDS 316.302.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
04/09/79 tlOUSE INTRODUCED, REFfRRED TO TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00192
04/27/79 HOUSE SUBREFERPEO TO SUBCOMMITTEE II
05/10/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00510
05/15/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALENDAR
05/18/79 HOUSE READ �ECONO TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; IOEN./SIM. SENATE
Bill SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00637
05/21/79 HOUSE LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, lDEN./SlH./COMPARE Bill
PASSED, REFER TO SB 753 ICH. 79-2541 -,u 00646
H 1351 GENEPAL BILL BY ROSEN
HOSPITALS; REQUIRES HOSPITALS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN SERVICES TO VICTIMS OF
SEXUAL ASSAULT; PROVIDES FOR CONDITIONAL REPEAL. AMENDS 395.19.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
04/09/7 9 HOUSF INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES -HJ 00192
05/02/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH
05/11/19 ltOUSf COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAJO ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
HEALTH C REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -HJ 00529

-----�

/ H 1352 1ENERAL BILL BY ROSEN (IDENTICAL S 1152, COMPARE H 0625, CS/S 05091
-.____A)ECEPTIVE C UNFAIR TRADE PRACT. ACT; EXPANDS SCOPE OF ACT TO INCLUDE
TFANSACTIONS BEYONO THOSE TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN CONSUMER & SUPPLIER;
CHANGES CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH LEGAL AFFAIRS DEPT. HAY ENFORCE .ACT;
EMPOWERS DEPT., RATHER THAN CABINET, TO ADOPT RULES, ETC. AMENDS CH.
501. EFFECTIVE DATE: t0/01/79.
04/09/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -11J 00193
04/16/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUSINESS C COHMcRCIAL
LAW
05/09/79 HOUSE C/S COMBINES THIS BILL ANO HB 625; CCHH. REPORT: C/S
PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE -HJ 00499
05/7.2/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/23/79 HOUSE LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, C/S SUBSTITUTED, SEE HB 625
ICtt. 79-3861 -HJ 00704
H 1353 GENERAL BILL BY EASLEY
ANNEXATION; REQUIRES A REFERENDUM ELECTION CONCERNING ANNEXATION PRIOR
TO ANNEXATION UNDER DESCRIBED CIRCUMSTANCES •
.AMENDS 171.0413.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
04/09/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00193
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CS/HB 625 by Hawkins
relating to the Florida
Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Law

I.

SUMMARY
A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and modernize
Florida's Law governing consumer sales practices; to protect the
consumer from unfair and deceptive trade practices; and to make
Florida's regulation of consumer sales practices consistent with
Federal regulation. The operative provision of the act lies in
subsection (1) of s. 501.204 which states "unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the
conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful".
This language is also the operative provision of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. The act creates a private cause of action
for consumers, as defined implicity , aggrieved by a violation of
the act. Additionally the act gives the Department of Legal Affairs
rulemaking and enforcement authority. The several State Attorneys
are also given authority to enforce the act.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:

The following section by section analysis will explain
how the bill will alter current law and the reasons expressed by
the sponsor for those changes:
(1)

Section 501.203 Definitions:

Mark Herron, Staff Director
320 The Capitol. Tallahassee, F1orida

32304

(904)

488-7024
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The definition of "consumer transaction" is amended to
include all property, both real and personal, disposed of for
purposes that are business in nature. In addition, "consumer"
is defined to mean a person as defined in s. 1.01(3). That
definition includes "individuals, children, firms, associations,
joint adventures, partnerships, estates, trusts, business
trusts, syndicates, fiduciaries, corporations and all other
groups or combinations". Therefore,businessmen and transactions
that are based on the disposal of teal property are included
under the protection of the act.
The limitation created by the current definition of
"consumer transaction" and "consumer" has prevented businesses
from utilizing the act to protect themselves from deceptive
trade practices and unfair methods of competition. [See Black
v. Dept. of Legal Affairs, 353 So. 2d 655 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977) .)
This amendment removes that impediment and allows small busi
nesses to come within the protection of the act. The proposed
amendment also clarifies the Department's jurisdiction to file
Ch. 501 actions based upon real property transactions. That
jurisdiction was put to issue and denied in State ex rel. Herring
v. Murdock, 345 So. 2d 759 (Fla. 4th DCA 1977), which held that a
"consumer transaction", as defined in §501.203(1), did not include
the sale of land as land is not "an item of goods, a consumer ser
vice, or an intangible" as defined in that section. The Murdock
doctrine is now being asserted in defense to actions brought by
the Department against businesses engaged in transactions which
even remotely touch upon land sales. [See Peck Plaza (Fla. 2d
Cir. Ct., Case #76-3488), involving condominiums; and State v.
Pine Island Land Co. (Fla. 2d DCA, Case #78-1488, involving the
sale of recreational facilities and services for a real estate
development.] It is the sponsor's belief that the act requires
the conclusion that the jurisdiction already exists, but due to
the Murdock decision a specific reiteration of that jurisdiction
in the act is required.
Also, this section is amended to eliminate the require
ment that the Department of Legal Affairs make referrals to a
State Attorney before the State Attorney may bring action under
the act. The proposed bill allows the Department to bring
actions where a violation occurs and affects only one judicial
circuit if a State Attorney does not act within 90 days on a
written complaint filed with him/her.
The Department has stated that referrals from their
office really serve no useful purpose. Rather, they cause
delays and frustrate the efforts of State Attorneys to obtain
immediate injunctive relief.
( 2)

Section 501.205 Rulemaking Power:

Presently, the statute provides that only the cabinet
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shall vote on rules promulgated by the Department. This bill
amends the section to include the Governor in the process.
In addition, the amendments provide that the Department, not
the Governor and Cabinet, shall adopt the rules upon a majority
vote of the Governor and the cabinet.
The Cabinet is not equipped to adopt rules. In fact,
all of the present rules have been adopted by the Department.
This has raised some questions regarding the validity of exist
ing rules. The proposed amendment eliminates the potential for
future problems.
(3)

Section 501.206(5) Investigative Powers:

This is a new subsection which provides that the Depart
ment must be notified of all actions brought by the State
Attorneys under the "Little FTC Act".
The notice requirement will permit the Department to
centralize "Little FTC" precedent and to more easily determine
the propriety of becoming involved in cases of great public interest.
Also, the Department can better monitor the enforcement of the
act.
( 4)

Section 501.207 Remedies of Enforcing Authority:

The requirement that a probable cause hearing be held
prior to the enforcing authority bringing an action for de
claratory relief or an action on behalf of one or more con
sumers is deleted.
This deletion will allow the enforcing authority to
proceed directly to court without a prior determination of
probable cause being made. The purpose of this amendment is
to:
a)
Improve the enforcement of the act through the elimi
nation of time consuming, costly, and duplicative procedural
obstacles;
b)
Increase the consumer's opportunity to recover money
damages; and
c) Remove a delay device now available to unscrupulous
businessmen which allows them to either continue their decep
tive and unfair practices or to flee the jurisdiction before
a judgment can be executed against them.
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( 5)

Section 501.210 (5) Attorney's Fees:

This amendment deletes the language of subsection (5)
stating that the attorney's fee's section does not apply to
actions initiated by the enforcing authority. The substituted
language would allow the court to award reasonable attorney's
fees and costs to the prevailing party in actions initiated
by the enforcing authority if the court finds "a complete
absence of a justiciable issue of either law or fact raised
by the losing party, or ...bad faith on the part of the losing
party".
Simply, if the Department or a State Attorney brings a
frivolous or bad faith action and loses, the defendant would
be entitled attorneys' to fees.
( 6)

Section 501.212 Application:

This amendment takes away the power of the enforcing
authority to initiate any actions under the act which arise
out of any activity regulated by the Division of Florida Land
Sales Condominiums of the Florida Real Estate Commission.
The Department has indicated they believe these activities
are sufficiently regulated by the agencies described. These
activities, however, are not removed from the application of
the act in relation to actions brought by aggrieved persons.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR:

By bringing businesses under the provisions of the
act, a private civil cause of action is created allowing busi
nesses to bring actions against other businesses. The economic
effect of this change at the present is indeterminable.
By deleting the probable cause requirement in s.
501.207(2), this bill could allow more consumers to recover
money damages by enabling the enforcing authority:
1) To litigate bona fide complaints of deceptive
and unfair trade practices; and
2) To get a judgment executed against the violator
while there are still assets to levy against.
The probable cause hearing requirement not only
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adds additional costs to the expense of enforcing the act, but
also it significantly delays the time between the consumer's
original complaint and the time when the consumer could receive
compensation. The Department of Legal Affairs has documented
several cases where this delay has prevented the consumer from
recovering awarded damages.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR:

According to the Department of Legal Affairs, the
probable cause deletion allows the enforcing authority to more
actively enforce the statute. The expenses of a formal admini
strative hearing deplete the authority's enforcement budget and,
in effect, allow it to litigate approximately 50% fewer cases.
The expenses the Department of Legal Affairs estimates that it
incurs in a probable cause hearing have been at least $5,.000
per hearing and, in a complicated case, as much as $45,000.
Most of these administrative hearing expenses must be dupli
cated when the case is brought to trial. The deletion would
eliminate these duplicative expenses.
III.

COMMENTS

By redefining "consumers" to include businesses, the
bill posits the presumption that private persons are more able
to protect their interests than is a government regulatory
agency. The Department of Legal Affairs believes that it is
unrealistic, and unnecessary to allow the private consumer to
bring an "unfair and deceptive" action while forcing the simi
larly aggrieved businessman to rely on the Department to vindicate
the businessman's interest. The term "unfair and deceptive
trade practices" is much broader than the terms which describe
anti-trust violations, i.e. "unfair methods of competition".
It is quite possible that an unfair and deceptive act may not
be actionable under an unfair method of competition standard.
To accomplish this objective, the definition of "consumer"
as a "person" departs from the regularly accepted definition.
By doing so, however, the bill accomplishes the sponsor's desired
objective of having the remedies under the "Little FTC Act"
available to all persons.
IV.

AMENDMENTS
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and
Unfair Trade Practices Law, chapter 501, part

5

II! Florida Statutes; ame� ding s. 501.203(1
·
·
®
(4), Florida Statutes, modifying the

6

definitions of "consumer transaction". and

4

7

"'

..
· • reproduc
"enforcing authority"; addin� s. 501. 203(9) fLORiDA STAT ARCH"
.

11

• •
Florida Statutes, prov id��� a definition of..· DEPARTMENT
R.· A. GRAY-"8
consumer; �mending s. sof.'205(1), Florida Tallahassee.fl
. · · to-··.·-Serles /<j
Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating
. _ IL
°
(CKl
rulemaking power1 adding s. 501.206(5) ,

12

Florida Statutes, to provide :·a notice

8
9

10

flltt

13

requirement, amending s. 501.207, Florida.

14

Statutes, deleting the requirement of probable

15

cause hearingsJ amending s. 501.210(5),

16

Florida Statutes, to provide for attorney's

17

fees and costs awards1 amending s. 501.212(5),

18

Florida Statutes, to exempt certain regulated

19

activities: providing an effective date.

20
21

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

22
23

Section l. · Subsections (1) and (4) of

s.

501.203,

24

Florida Statutes, are amended and subsection (9) is added

25

to said section to readz

26

. 27
28
29

30
31

501.203

Definitions.--As .used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
(1)

"Consumer transaction" means a sale, lease,

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of en-item
0£-90od�, a eon�t1me� service, o: an intangible, or real or
personal property to-on-individuci for purposes that
1
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are primarily personal 7 -iamily 7-er-he�eeheld or lha�-relaee

◄ en-a-eont¼ntting-basis-and-¼n-whieh-hc-has-not-bccn-prcviottsly
5 engaged, or a solicitation by a supplier with respect to an_y
6

of these dispositions.
"Enforcing authority" means the office of the
state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or
affects the judicial circuit under the office •·s jurisdiction1.
� and-¼£-a-eempla¼nc-e£-stteh-violation-has-bcen-rcferred-to

12

4 Bn£orcing-attthoriey 4 -means

the Department of Legal Affairs

13 if the violation occurs· in or affects more than one judicial
U circuit or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon
15 a violation within ninety days after a written complaint has
16 been filed with the state attorney a-reasenahlc-per¼od-0£
17 t¼me-a£ter-it-has-been�re£errcd-to-him-hy-the-Bcpartmcnt-o£
18 l>cgal-A££airs.
19
20

(9)

"Consumer" means

�ection 2.

a

person as defined in s. 1.01(3).

Subsection (1) of s. 501.205, Florida

21 Statutes, 1978· Supplement, is amended to read:
22

501,205 Rulemaking'power.--

23

(1)

The department shall propose rules to the

2◄ governor and cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts
25 or practices that violate this part and which prescribe

U procedural rules for the administration of this part.

Such

27 rules shall be adopted by the department upon a majority vote
� of the governor and cabinet.

All rules prescribed-by-the

29
30

31
2

it

cabinet and administrative actions taken by the department

2

shall be pursuant to chapter 120.

3

Affairs shall, it least 30 days before the mee�ing at_whi�h

4

such rules are to be considered by the governor and cabinet,

5

mail ,a copy of such rules to any\person filing a written ..

6

·request with
the Department of _Legal Affairs to receive -�
,

7

copies of proposed rules.

8

Section 3.·

9

The Department of Legal

,,

Subsection (5) of

s.

501. 206, Florida

Statutes, is added to read:

10

501.206

11

(5)

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.-

The state attorney in each judicial circuit shall

12

notify the Department each time an action is brought under

13

this part.

14
15

Section 4.

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
Remedies of enforcing aut�ority.-

16

501.207

17

(1)

The enforcing authority may bring1

18

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that

19
20
21
22

an act or practice violates this part.
(b)

An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,

is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.
(c)

An action on behalf of one or more co�surners for

23

the actual damages caused by an act or practice performed in

24

violation· of this part.

25

recoverable under this section against a retailer who has in

26

good faith engaged in the dissemination of claim� of a

27

manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge that it

28

However, no damages shall be

violated this part.

29

30
31

p ts rs ttan t:-t:o-an -adfflin is t:re t:ive-heerin97-de t:erm_in e- t:h o t:-t:herc
3
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ri9ht-to-£ile-a--wr�tten-onewer-tb-the-ehor9e:,-at-ony-t:ime ..

'

�rior-to-the-heorin9-and-eho¼¼-hove-thc-ri9ht-to-be-repre.
.

..--··

..

.

.

eented-by-eotmeel-ot-ettc:h-heorin9:-:ond-to-ero�e-exomine-oli

<'

/.t

,.

·..

8

eompioining-witneeece.--�he-odrnini:,trotive-heorin9-eho¼i-be

9

he¼d-in�t:he-eottnty-in-whieh-the-porty-ehorged-ree±de�-or-in

10

11

·.

·Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1),

13

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment

,..

:,�..�; 15

;�-�=:

fil�3t

12

·.:·-�::•·. 14

rrr.

the-eo�nty-in-whieh-the-vio¼ation-ie-oi¼eged-to-hovc-oeenrred.

16

··� 17

of a master_ or receiver or sequestration of assets, to
reimburse consumers found to have been damaged, to carry out
a consumer transaction in accordance with consumers'
reasonable expectations, ·to strike or limit the application

18

of clauses of c_ontracts to avoid an unconscionable result,

19

or to·grant other appropriate relief.

20

the expenses of a master or receiver against a supplier.

21

fil� ◄ t

The court may assess

If a supplier shows that a violation of this

22

part resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the

23

maintenance of procedures reasonably �dapted to avoid the

24

er�or, recoyery under this ·sect�on is limited to the amount,

25

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the

26

violation.

27

ill�St

No action may be brought by the enforcing

28

auth?rity under this section more than 2 years after the

29

occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than 1 year

•

30

afeer the last payment in a consumer transaction involved in

31

a violation of this part, whichever is later.
4
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1

The enforcing authority may tenn1.nate

�fl

2

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a supplier's

3

written assurance of voluntary compliance w ith ·this part.

4
5

Acceptance of an assurance may b� conditioned on a commitment·
to re�mburse consumers or to takeI other appropriate corrective

6

action.

7

·this part.

8

by agreement of the parties or voided by a court for good

9

cause, subsequent failure to comply �ith the terms of an·

An

assurance is not evidence of� prior viol�tion of
However, u.nless an assurance has been rescinded

10

assurance is prima facie evidence of a violation of this part.

11

.No such assurance shall act as a limitation upon any action or

12

· remedy available to a per.son aggrieved by a vi?lation of this

13
14
15

part.
Section 5.

Subsection (5) of s. 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

16

501.210

17

(5)

�ttorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation initiated by the

18

enforcing authority, the court may award to the prevailing

19

party reasonable attorney's fees and costs, if the court

20

finds that there was a complete absence of a justiciable

21

issue of either law or fact raised by the 1 losing party, or

22

if the court finds bad faith on the part of the loslng

23

party �hi�-�eetion-�ha!i-not-opp¼y-to-ony-oct±on-±nit±otcd

24
25
26
27
28

/

by-the-en£orcin9-a�thor±ty.
Section 6.

Subsection (5) of s. 501.212, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
501.212
(5)

Application.--This part does not apply to:

Any person or activity regulated under laws

29

administered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida

30

?ublic Service Commission or banks and savings and loan

31

associations regulated by the Department of Banking and
5
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r

2

authority, any activity regulated by the Division of Florida·

3

Land Sales and Condominiums or the Florida Real Estate

4

Commission.
Section 7.

5
6

I

This act shall take effect upon becoming

a law.

7
8
9
-:.· 1

.10

11 1

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
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CS/HB 625 by Hawkins
relating to the Florida
Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Law

I.

SUMMARY
A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and modernize
Florida's Law governing consumer sales practices; to protect the
consumer from unfair and deceptive trade practices; and to make
Florida's regulation of consumer sales practices consistent with
Federal regulation. The operative provision of the act lies in
subsection (1) of s. 501.204 �hich states "unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the
conduct of any trade or_ commerce are hereby declared unlawful".
This language is also the operative provision of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. The act creates a private cause of action
for consumers, as defined implicity, aggrieved by a violation of
the act. Additionally the act gives the Department of Legal Af
fairs rulemaking and enforcement authority. The several State
Attorneys are also given authority to enforce the act.
B.

EFFECT OR PROPOSED CHANGES:

The following section by section analysis will explain
how the bill will alter current law and the reasons expressed
by the sponsor for those changes:
(1)

Section 501.203 Definitions:

The definition of "consumer transaction" is amended to
include personal property, disposed of for purposes that are
l\lark Herron, Sta IT Director
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business in nature. In addition, "consumer" is defined to mean
a person as defined in s. 1.01(3). That definition includes
"individuals, children, firms, associations, joint adventures,
partnerships, estates, trust, business trusts, syndicates, fi
duciaries, corporations and all other groups or combinations".
The limitation created by the current definition of
"consumer transaction" and "consumer" has prevented businesses
from utilizing the act to protect themselves from deceptive trade
practices and unfair methods of competition.
[See Black v.
Dept. of Legal Affairs, 353 So. 2d 655 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977) .]
This amendment removes that impediment and allows small busi
nesses to come within the protection of the act.
(2)

Section 501.205 Rulemaking Power:

Presently, the statute provides that only the cabinet
shall vote on rules promulgated by the Department. This bill
amends the section to include the Governor in the process. In
addition, the amendments provide that the Department, not the
Governor and Cabinet, shall adopt the rules upon a majority
vote of the Governor and the cabinet.
The Cabinet is not equipped to adopt rules. In fact,
all of the present rules have been adopted by the Department.
This has raised some questions regarding the validity of exist
ing rules. The proposed amendment eliminates the potential for
future problems.
(3)

Section 501.210 (5) Attorney's Fees:

This amendment deletes the language of subsection (5)
stating that the attorney's fee's section does not apply to
actions initiated by the enforcing authority. The substituted
language would allow th� court to award reasonable attorney's
fees and costs to the prevailing party in actions initiated by
the enforcing authority if the court finds "a complete absence
of a justiciable issue of either law or fact raised by the losing
party, or ...bad faith on the part of the losing party".
Simply, if the Department or a State Attorney brings
a frivolous or bad faith action and loses, the defendant would
be entitled attorneys' to fees.
(4)

Section 501.212 Application:

This amendment takes away the power of the enforcing
authority to initiate any actions under the act which arise
out of any activity regulated by the Division of Florida Land
Sales Condominiums of the Florida Real Estate Commission.
The Department has indicated they believe these
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activities are sufficiently regulated by the agencies described.
These activities, however, are not removed from the application
of the act in relation to actions brought by aggrieved persons.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR:

By bringing businesses under the provisions of the act,
a private civil cause of action is created allowing businesses
to bring actions against other businesses. The economic effect
of this change at the present is indeterminable.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR:

According to the Department of Legal Affairs, the ex
penses of a formal administrative hearing deplete the authority's
enfocement budget and, in effect, allow it to litigate approxi
mately 50% fewer cases. The expenses the Department of Legal
Affairs estimates that it incurs in a probable cause hearing
have been at least $5,000 per hearing and, in a complicated case,
as much as $45,000. Most of these administrative hearing ex
penses must be duplicated when the case is brought to trial.
III.

COMMENTS

By redefining "consumers" to include businesses, the
bill posits the presumption that private persons are more able
to protect their interests than is a government regulatory
agency. The Department of Legal Affairs believes that it is
unrealistic, and unnecessary to allow the private consumer to
bring an "unfair and deceptive'' action while forcing the simi
larly aggrieved businessman to rely on the Department to vindi
cate the businessman's interest. The term "unfair and deceptive
trade practices" is much broader than the terms which describe
anti-trust violations, i.e. "unfair methods of competition".
It is quite possible that an unfair and deceptive act may not
be actionable under an unfair method of competition standard.
To accomplish this objective, the definition of "con
sumer" as a "person" departs from the regularly accepted defini
tion. By doing so, however, the bill accom plishes the sponsor's
desired objective of having the remedies under the "Little FTC
Act" available to all persons.

.,.
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IV.

AMENDMENTS
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Boys at Okeechobee shall be assigned to the educational pro
grams as appropriate provided by the Indian River Com
munity College. ; and on page 12, line 26, after the word
"system" insert: or, in the case of the Florida School for Boys
at Okeechobee to the Indian River Community College,
Mr. Patchett moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representatives Patchett and Myers offered the following
title amendment:
,

Amendment 2-On page 2, line 8, after the semicolon insert:
providing an exception;
. Mr: Patchett moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.

HB 1093-A bill to be entitled An act relating to conveyances
b y. corporations; amending s. 692.01, Florida Statutes, authoriz
·ing corporate officers to execute assignments of mortgages and
acquittances of debts; reenacting s. 689.01, Florida Statutes, to
incorporate the amendment to s. 692.01 in a reference thereto;
providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19,
referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
HB 14 75 was taken up. On motion by Mr. GallagherSB 414-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Casualty Insurance Risk Management Trust Fund; amending
s. 284.34, Florida Statutes; providing that certain coverages
are excluded unless authorized by the Department of Insurance;
providing that certain self-insurance programs of the Board of
Regents shall not be affected; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title.
Representatives Tygart and Hazouri offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 27 & 28, strike all of said
lines and insert a new Section 2: Section 2. Subsection (1) of
section 284.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
- 284.01 Florida Fire Insurance Trust Fund; coverages to be
provided.(!) A state self-insurance fund, designated as the Florida
Fire Insurance Trust Fund, is hereby created to be set up by
.the Department of Insurance and administered with a program
.of risk management. The fund shall insure those properties
designated in subsection (2), which are owned by the state or
its agencies, boards, or bureaus against loss from fire and
11.azards customarily insured by extended coverage. Further

more, the fund may also insure the State Regional Office
Building located in the City of Jac. ksonville, Duval County,
Florida, including the parking facility owned by the City of
Jacksonville, since such building is jointly owned by the State
of Florida and the City of Jacksonville. The City of Jackson
ville shall be responsible for the payment of all premiums
charged by the fund to insure property owned by the City of
Jacksonville. Flood insurance shall be provided for state

owned structures and contents designated in subsection (2) to
the extent necessary to meet self-insurance requirements of the
National Flood Insurance Program, as prescribed in rules and
regulations of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment at 24 C.F.R., Part 1925, promulgated pursuant to 42
u.s.c. ss. 4001-4128.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Mr. Tygart moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Tygart offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 1, strike all of line 9 and insert:
amending s. 284.01(1), Florida Statutes, to extend coverage by

May 23, 1979

the Department of Insurance to the State Regional Office Build
ing in Jacksonville, Florida; requires the City of Jacksonville
to be responsible for payment of premiums charged by the
fund; providing an effective date.
Mr. Tygart moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.

HB 1052-A bill to be entitled An act relating to service
warranty associations; amending s. 634.401(2), Florida Stat
utes, 1978 Supplement, excluding from the definition of "serv
ice warranty" certain service contracts entered into between
consumers and nonprofit organizations or cooperatives whose
members consist of condominium associations and condominium
owners; providing an effective date.
..:.....was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19,
referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
By the Committee on Commerce and Representative Cox
CS for HB 203-A bill to be entitled An act relating to em
ployers and employees; providing definitions; requiring an em
ployer to permit an employee or former employee to examine, at
certain times and upon written request, such employee's per
sonnel record; providing a statute of limitations; providing a
penalty; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 203 was laid on
the table. On motion by Ms. Cox, the rules were waived and
CS for HB 203 was read the second time by title and, under
Rule 8.19, referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
By the Committee on Commerce and Representatives L. R.
Hawk·ns and Rosen-

fo;HB;�- 6;5--;:;-1352� bill to be entitled An act re
on a eceptive and Unfair Trade Practices
lating to t e
Law, chapter 501, part II, Florida Statutes; amending s.
501.203(1) and (4), Florida Statutes, and adding a subsection,
modifying the definitions of "consumer transaction" and "en
forcing authority" and defining "consumer"; amending s.
501.205(1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating to rule
making power; amending s. 501.207(2), Florida Statutes, re
lating to probable cause hearings; entitling the accused party
to copies of sworn affidavits of complaining witnesses and to
rebut evidence of the hearing; providing complaint require
ments; reducing the time period for notice of the hearing;
amending s. 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement,
limiting to the Department of Legal Affairs the authority to
seek cease and desist orders; requiring such orders to com
ply with chapter 120, Florida Statutes; amending s. 501.210(5),
Florida Statutes, to provide for attorney's fees and costs awards
in civil actions by the enforcing authority under certain
circumstances; amending s. 501.212( 5), Florida Statutes, to
exempt certain regulated activities; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB's 625 and 1352
were laid on the table. On motion by Mr. Hawkins, the rules
were waived and CS for HB's 625 and 1352 was read the
second time by title.
Representatives Rosen and L. R. Hawkins offered the fol
lowing amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 2, line 1, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Subsection (4) of section
501.203, Florida Statutes, is amended and subsection (9) is
added to said section, to read:
501.203 Definitions.-As used in this chapter, unless the
context otherwise requires, the term:
(4) "Enforcing authority" means the office of the state
attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or affects the
judicial circuit under the office's jurisdiction and if a complaint
of such violation has been referred to the state attorney by the
Department of Legal Affairs. "Enforcing authority" means the
Department of Legal Affairs if the violation occurs in or affects
more than one judicial circuit or if the office of state attorney
fails to act upon a violation within 90 days after a written
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complaint has been filed with the state attorney tt · reaseRa�
� f34 � �
ftAf! beeft i>efer-red t& ffiffi e;i: the �
fmPi:,meP.t &:f � Mfa-i-PS.
(9) "Consumer" means an individual, child, firm, associa
tion, joint adventure, partnership, estate, trust, business trust,
syndicate, fiduciary, corporation, or any other group or com
bination.
Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 501.205, Florida Stat
utes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:
501.205

Rule-making power.-

( I) The department shall propose rules to the Governor and
Cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts or practices that
violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules for the
administration of this part. Such rules shall be adopted by
the department upon a majority vote of the Governor and
Cabinet. All rules �-ii-ee4 � the �!; and administrative
actions taken by the department shall be pursuant to chapter
120. The Department of Legal Affairs shall, at least 30 days_
before the meeting at which such rules are to be considered by
the Governor and Cabinet, mail a copy of such rules to any
person filing a written request with the Department of Legal
Affairs to receive copies of proposed rules.
Section ·3. Subsection (2) of section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
501.207
( I)

Remedies of enforcing authority.

The enforcing authority may bring:

·(a) An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an act
or practice violates this part.
(b) An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated, is vio
lating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.
(c ) An action on behalf of one or more consumers for the
actual damages -caused by an act or practice performed in vio
lation of this part. However, no damages shall be recoverable
under this section against a retailer who has in good faith en
gaged in the· dissemination of claims of a manufacturer or
wholesaler without actual knowledge that it violated this part.
(2) Before bringing an action under paragraphs (a) or
(c) of subsection (1), the enforcing authority shall, pursuant
to an administrative hearing, determine that there is probable
cause to bring the action. Written notice of such hearing
together with a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining
witnesses shall be served by certified mail upon the party
charged with a violation of this part at least 15 � days prior
to such hearing. The party charged shall have the right to file
a written answer to the charges at any time prior to the hear
ing and shall have the right to be represented by counsel at
such hearing and to cross-examine any witnesses and to rebut
other evidence till � �- The determination
of probable cause may be based upon a complaint made in
writing and sworn to by the complaining witness or witnesses
before a person authorized to administer oaths when the com
plaint states facts which show that a violation of this part
may have occurred. The administrative hearing shall be held
in the county in which the party charged resides or in the
county in which the violation is alleged to have occurred.· The
admfri-istrative hearing shall otherwise be as provided by s.
120.57.
Section 4: Section 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supple
ment, is amended to read:
501.208

Cease and desist orders; procedures.-

( 1) Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs eHfereiHg
a1:1tl'l0Pity has reason to believe that a person has been, or is,
violating this part, and if it appears to the department �
mg autl:erity that a cease and des·ist order against such viola
tion preeeeEiiflg &y
½R � � would be in the in
terest of the public, it shall issue and serve upon. such person
a complaint and order et" � stating its charges in that
respect and containing a notice of a hearing upon a day and
at the e, place therein fixed at least thirty days after the
service of said complaint. Said hearing shall be held in con
formity· with the provisions of chapter 120. the e&l:lf¼t.y
i'e5i
deHee
the � el'largea &r ift the -l;y ½R Wftie.ft the
vielatiefl 4e atleged t& M¥e 0ee1:1Prea. � pePSeft � eempla.iRea

*

*

*
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w sh&l+ l'la¥e tl'l,, flght t& � at tk-e fl'laee ftftEi time � �

&Frti shew etHrSe \%-Y - 0-rder � -t ee eftteP-etl &y the
e-H-Mretflg �it;< 1:eq1:1iriflg 6-1:lffi � t& eeMe ftfld � ·
� tl'le vielatiefl ef t.Jtte � � el'laPgea ½R !,Q-ta eemplaiHt,
A-ey iHterestea �Y e-P per;;e!¼ fRa"Y m&lttl a.p:13liee.ti0H, ftfld
� g'oo4 e&- E-fleWft ffi&!,' ee � DJ' tfle €RfePeiflg G'li
tffli'+t-:f; ¼ ½Rtff¥eRe ftf\<i &�peffi' HT f;Qffi _13P0eeeaiRg, &j' e8Qi'!
set &1' ½R �Ir. �l'le itestimeHy ½R &fl-!/' ffiH!fl preeeeaiHg Sft&tl
be � t& � &00 ftte4 e � e-Hi.!e of w eftf&reHtg ·
� g, � � heariRg, tl'le eHfereiflg a1:1tl'l0Pity ¼e.
&:f -1;1'1.e &frtfli- tft&t t-he e-et IB ½R �i-&ft w itl'l-4e &et,, it Sft&tl
ffi-a� & � Ht � HT Wffiefr it &.-&ll etftte *8 fiflaiflgB
- w 4Jle �&e � &f!&l+ ¥.!5He ftAfl - ite ee 6eP-¥ed - 6-1:lffi ·
pel'S-&!½ aft &P4er f'eft&'flftg' 6-1:left � t& eeaee ftftEi � ff9fft
H-eiftg' &114 met-lH,.J w �.tioft &¥ 6-1:le-4 &et &r praetiee. �
� e-� &j' the &¥ti-er el'latl, M¥e ±1) da;,s ff9ffi the tiate
of i::,:att2e &! tl'le &� <th f.i.le a � f&P re¥iew wi¼ tl'le
�p&F-trn� &! � Affoil'-9. �n a. � f&P � 4fi.
f:-1-€4; tl'le �tffieftt &f!&l+ e� &#i-rm; metttf.y, &r set �
tl'le OF®!' � # da-ys after tl'le ftl-iftg tiate w w �

��-

(2) The department eRfePeiHg e.1:1tl'l0Pity may modify or
set aside its order at any time by rehearing upon its own
motion when such rehearing is in the interest of the public·
welfare.
(3) Judicial review of orders of the department eHfereiHg
fHi-tfl&Pity shall be in accordance with the provisions of s. 120.68
of the Administrative Procedure Act and shall take precedence
over other ci·vil cases pending and shall be expedited in every
way.

*

-f4+ H tl'le � vielatien
t.Jtte p-a-rt - ½R & e€H:tftty ··
e-P ttt1:1Rieiflality �½R-g &ft &t'.tttHI� ee¥ering 8l:l4 l:lfllawnil
aetwi-ty wttft t1-p-fl-F&p-riate aEim.iHietrntf,;e � t& ef½
� tae erdiRflfle(}; t-heft W effie-retflg a1:1tl'l0rity m-e.y ifti.ttate.
t1-ny eease ffit4 4esi6t � aeeenling, t& tl'le fJF0eea1:1ral �
0£ � � ffit4 ffi&Y fiOl4 adm.iRictffiti¥e l'leaPiflgB �
tl'le eea-r4s &r bed-;-es � &y tl'le erai!'laflee; l'lewever, !l.ft:f
eypeal of e, � aEim.ir.istrative � deei&iefl £ri½till ee t&
w f)ep,�
Mffiffil wi¼ �e-i� re-¥-i-ew �1:i-gh
tl,e d-iBtR� -t-s W &f)-pettt Q5 flF0YiaeEI f&P Ht tffie � .

*�

(4).fB An order of the department eHfereiHg a1:1th0rity to
cease and desist shall not become effective until 10 days after
all administrative action has been concluded or, if appeal· is
made to the district court of appeal and bond is posted, until a
final order has been entered by that court.
(5)™ No cease and desist order shall act as a limitation
upon auy. other action or remedy available to a person ag
grieved by a violation of this act.
(6)-f!++ When a court remands an order of the department
e-H-fo� al:lt� for rehearing, such rehearing shall be held
within 45 days after the remand.
(7 )-fS+ Any person who violates a cease and desist order·:
of the department eHfereing a1:1tl'l0Fity after it has become.
final and while such order is in effect shall forfeit and pay to.
the state a civil penalty of not more than $5,000 for each
violation which shall accrue to the state and may be recovered
in a civil action brought by the state. Each separate violation.
of such an order shall be a separate offense, except that in
the case of a violation through continuing failure or neglect.
to obey a final order of the department eflfereiflg a.1:1tt10Pity,.
each day of continuance of such failure or neglect shall be
deemed a separate offense.

f9+- 1>fot\'{itflstanaiflg- tl'le fj-P9¥iaefle of tfti-s �I¼ ffiffi lr.
aQl.307, tl'le � as eHfeFeiHg � Sft&tl �
ift -l'dttt½ee wttft tl'le �v� ef � �

0

Section 5. Subsection (5) of section 501.210, Florida Stat-:
utes, is amended to read:
501.210

Attorney's fees.-

In any civil litigati· on initiated by the enforcing au
thority, the court may award to the prevailing party reason
able attorney's fees and costs, if the court finds that there was
a complete absence of a justiciable issue of either law ·or
fact raised by the losing party, or if the court finds bad faith
on the part of the losing party. � ee� !H!&Y R&t �
t& ti-ft!/' � initiatea &7 tl'le eHfet·eiDg a1:1tl'lorit)'.
(5)
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(6) In any administrative proceeding or other nonjudicial
action init�ated by an enforcing authority, the attorney for
the enforcing author' ity may certify by sworn affidavit the
number of hours and the cost thereof to the enforcing authority
for. the time spent in the investigation and litigation of the
case plus costs reasonably incurred in the action. Payment
to the enforcing authority of the sum of such costs may be
made by stipulation oJ) the parties a part of the final order
or decree disposing of the matter. The affidavit shall be at
t�ched to and become a part of such order or decree.
, Section 6.
read:

Section 501.2101, Florida Statutes, is created to

501.2101 Enforcing authorities; moneys.(1) Any moneys received by a.n enforcing authority as re
imbursement for attorney's fees and costs of investigation and
litiga.tion in proceedings brought under the provisions of ss.
501.207, 501.208, or 501.211 shall be deposited as received in
the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund in the Stat. e Treasury.
(2) There is created in the State Treasury a trust fund to
b·e known as the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund. Money de
posited therein shall be disbursed to the enforcing authority
responsible for its collection for the funding of activities con
ducted by enforcing authorities pursuant to ss. 501.201 through
501.213, inclusive.
(S) Any moneys received by an enforcing authority and
neither received as reimbursement for attorney's fees and
costs of investigation and litigation nor used to reimburse con
sumers found under this law to be damaged shall accrue to the
state and be deposited as received in the General Revenue Fund
unallocated.
Section 7. Subsection (5) of section 501.212, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
501.212

Application.-This part does not apply to:

(5) Any person or activity regulated under laws admin
istered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida Public
Service Commission or banks and savings and loan associations
regulated by the Department of Banking and Finance or banks

or savings and loan associations regulated by federal agencies.
Section 8.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Ms. Rosen moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representatives Rosen and L. R. Hawkins offered the fol
lowing title amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 3-27, strike all of said lines
and insert: Unfair Trade Practices Law; amending s. 501.203(4),
Florida Statutes and adding a subsection (9); redefining "en
forcing authority" and defining "consumer"; amending s. 501.205(1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; providing that the
Department of Legal Affairs shall adopt rules and procedures
upon a majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet; amending
s. 501.207 (2), Florida Statutes; providing procedure for prob
able cause hearings; amending s. 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978
Supplement; providing procedure for cease and desist orders;
amending s. 501.210(5), Florida Statutes and adding a sub
section ( 6); providing for attorney's fees and costs awards;
creating s. 501.2101, Florida Statutes, providing for the de
posit of reimbursements for certain attorney's fees in the Con
sumer Frauds Trust Fund; creating the Consumer Frauds Trust
Fund; providing certain exemptions; amending s. 501.212(5),
Florida Statutes; exempting banks or savings and loan associa
tions regulated by federal agencies; providing an effective date.
Ms. Rosen moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
THE SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR
Representative L. R. Hawkins offered the following amend
ment:
· Amendment 3-On page 2, lines 1-5, strike all of said lines
and insert: Section 1. Subsections (1) and (4) of section
501.203, Florida Statutes, are amended and subsection (9) is
added to said section, to read:
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501.203 Definitions.-As used in this chapter, unless the
context otherwise requires, the term:
(1) "Consumer transaction" means a sale, lease, assignment,
award by chance, or other disposition of an item of goods, a
consumer service, or an intangible or real or personal property
to an individual for purposes that are primarily personal,
family, or household or that relate to a business opportunity
that requires both his expenditure of money or property and his
personal services on a continuing basis and in which he has not
been previously engaged, or a solicitation by a supplier with
respect to any of these dispositions.

Mr. Hawkins moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRecess
On motion by Mr. Haben, the House recessed at 12:04 p.m.
to reconvene at 1:30 p.m.
Reconvened
The House was called to order by Mr. Martin at 1:30 p.m.
A quorum was present.

Continuation of Consideration of the Special and Con
tinuing Order
The House resumed consideration of CS for HB's 625 and
1352, with the above pending Amendment 3.
On motion by Mr. Richmond, Amendment 3 was laid on the
table.
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, line 18, strike "child"

Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Subsequently, on motion by Mr. Richmond, the House recon
sidered the vote by which Amendment 4 to CS for HB's 625
and 1352 was adopted and, without objection, the amendment
was withdrawn.
THE SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-On page 2, line 18, insert after the word
"child": by and through its parent or legal guardian
Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
On motion by Mr. Mills, the House returned to SB 313 for
the purpose of further consideration.
SB 313-A bill to be entitled An act relatin� to issuance
of search warrants; amending s. 933.07, Florida Statutes;
specifying content of search warrants; making summary arrest
of persons found on premises in which the property specified
in the warrant is found discretionary with the officer executing
process; providing an effective date.
Representatives Beard and Mills offered the following amend
ment:
Amendment 1-On page I, lines 25-27, strike "The officer
executing process need not arrest all persons found on the
premises in which the property specified in the warrant is
found."
Mr. Mills moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
HB 1712-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the State
Career Service System; amending s. 110.051(2)(k), Florida
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ing eligible activities; providing procedures and requirements
for application; providing for rules; providing for application
of the Florida Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; providing
for access; providing an appropriation; providing for reversion
of the remaining balance of the fund to the General Revenue
Fund in 5 years; providing an effective and expiration date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Ways and Means offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Trask and adopted:
Amendment I-On page 7, line 9, following the word "appro
priated" insert: from the general revenue fund.
On motion by Senator Trask, by two-thirds vote HB 1597 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed and certified
to the House. The vote on passage was:

On motion by Senator Carlucci, by two-thirds vote CS for
HB 60 as amended was read the third time by title, passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-34
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne

Johnston
MacKay
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Peterson
Scott
Skinner
Spicola

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Neal

Yeas-35
Mr. President
Anderson
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Ft!chtel
Frank
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Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
,Jenne
Johnston
MacKay

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Skinner
Spicola
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
Special Ceremony
Senator Trask escorted artists Lewis Watking and James
Davidson, owners of Boxwood Gallery in Hernando County, to
the rostrum where they presented to the President framed art
work entitled "Heritage-Old and New" which was commissioned
by Mr. and Mrs. William R. De Witt and the Boxwood Gallery
on behalf of the people of Hernando County particularly for
Governor Bob Graham, Lt. Governor Wayne Mixson and mem
bers of the Florida Senate and the Florida House of Repre
sentatives.
CS for RB 60-A bill to be entitled An act relating to re
tirement benefits; providing that public officers and employees
may forfeit certain rights and benefits under state and local
retirement systems upon conviction of any felony involving a
breach of public trust; providing procedures for determination
by the court whether a felony is one involving a breach of
public trust and whether retribution is necessary; repealing s.
121.091(5) (f) and (h), Florida Statutes, which provide for
forfeiture of retirement benefits under the Florida Retirement
System under certain circumstances; providing an effective
date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senators Carlucci and Dunn offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Carlucci and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page I, strike all of lines 26-28 and in
sert: conviction for any felony committed by a public officer
who willfully and with intent to defraud the public or the
public agency for which he acts or in which he is employed,
of the right to receive the faithful performance of his duty
as a public officer or employee, realizes or obtains, or attempts
to realize or obtain, a profit, gain, or advantage for himself
or for some other person through the use or attempted use of
the power, rights, privileges, duties or position of his public
office or employment position.
Amendment 2-On page 3, line 31, insert: Section 3. Any
person who is convicted of a felony involving a breach of public
trust is guilty of a felony of the third degree punishable as
provided in ss. 775.082, 775.083, and 775.084.
(Renumber subsequent -section.)
Amendment 3-On page 1 in title, line 14, after the semicolon
insert: providing a penalty for conviction of a felony involv
ing a breach of public trust;

HB 1570-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Public
Employees Relations Commission; amending s. 447.503, Florida
Statutes; providing a simplified procedure for the remedy of
unfair labor practices by the commission; creating s. 447.5035,
Florida Statutes, providing for enforcement of all commission
orders by the circuit courts; amending s. 447.504, Florida Stat
utes, clarifying procedures for judicial review of commission
orders; repealing s. 447.507 (7), Florida Statutes, deleting re
dundant and contradictory references to enforcement of com
mission orders; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Johnston, by two-thirds vote HB 1570 was read the third time
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on pas
sage was:
Yeas-31
Mr. President
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Frank

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston

MacKay
McClain
Myers
Peterson
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-McKnight
By the Committee on Commerce and Senators Hair and
Dunn-----..
/4 fnr CS for SB 509-2A bill to be entitled An act relat
�e Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Law;
amending s. 501.203, Florida Statutes; redefining the terms,
"consumer transaction" and "enforcing authority"; defining
"consumer"; amending s. 501.205(1), Florida Statutes, 1978
Supplement; providing that the Department of Legal Affairs
shall adopt rules and procedures upon a majority vote of the
Governor and Cabinet; amending s. 501.207, Florida Statutes;
providing procedure for probable cause hearings; amending s.
501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; providing procedure
for cease and desist orders; amending s. 501.210(5), Florida
Statutes, and adding subsection (6) to said section; creating s.
501.2101, Florida Statutes; providing for attorney's fees and
cost awards and providing for the deposit of reimbursements
for certain attorney's fees in the Consumer Frauds Trust
Fund; creating the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund; providing
certain exemptions; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 509 and CS for SB
509 were laid on the table.
On motions by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote CS for CS
for SB 509 was read the second time by title.
Senator Hair moved the following amendment which was
adopted:

.
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Amendment 1-On page 3, line 11, after the word "child," in
sert: by and through its parent or legal guardian,
Pending further consideration of CS for CS for SB 509 as
amended, on motion by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote CS
for HB's 625 and 1352 was withdrawn from the Committees
on Economic, Community and Consumers Affairs; and Com
merce.
•-;

'CS for HB's 625 and l�A bill to be entitled An act relat
mg rotne71'toficta1Jeceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Law;
amending s. 501.203(4), Florida Statutes and adding a subsec
tion (9); redefining "enforcing authority" and defining "con
sumer"; amending s. 501.205(1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supple
ment; providing that the Department of Legal Affairs shall
adopt rules and procedures upon a majority vote of the Gov
ernor and Cabinet; amending s. 501.207 (2), Florida Statutes;
providing procedure for probable cause hearings; amending s.
501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; providing procedure
for cease and desist orders; amending s. 501.210(5), Florida
Statutes and adding a subsection (6); providing for attorney's
fees and costs awards; creating s. 501.2101, Florida Statutes,
providing for the deposit of reimbursements for certain attor
ney's fees in the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund; creating the
Consumer Frauds Trust Fund; providing certain exemptions;
amending s. 501.212(5), Florida Statutes; exempting banks or
savings and loan associations regulated by federal agencies;
providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for CS for
SB 509 and read the second time by title.
Senator Williamson moved the following amendment which
was adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 4, line 8, after the words "may have
occurred." insert: The party charged shall not be prevented
from offering testimony or other evidence to rebut the com

plaint at the administi·ative hearing.

On motion by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote CS for HB's
625 and 1352 as amended was read the third time by title,
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-36
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Peterson
Poole
Scott
Skinner
Spicola

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
CS for CS for SB 509 was laid on the table.
HB 315-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the state
gem; amending s. 15.034, Florida Statutes, to redesignate the
state gem; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Natural Resources and Conservation
offered the following amendments which were moved by Senator
Frank and adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 1, line 8, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section l. Section 15.040, Florida
Statutes, is created to read:

15.040 State stone designated.-Agatized coral, a chalcedony
pseudomorph after coral, appearing as limestone geodes lined
with botryoidal agate or quartz crystals, and drusy quartz
fingers, indigenous to the State of Florida, is hereby designated
the Florida state stone.
Section 2.

Amendment 2-On page 1 in title, strike all of lines 2 through
4 and insert: An act relating to the state stone; creating s.
15.040, Florida Statutes; designating agatized coral as the
state stone; providing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Frank, by two-thirds vote HB 315 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed and certified
to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37

, On motion by Senator Hair-

Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Fechtel
Frank
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This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fe'.:htel
Frank

Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scott
Spicola
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Nays-None
On motions by Senator Frank, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote SB 530 was withdrawn from the com
mittees of reference and indefinitely postponed.
SB 856-A bill to be entitled An act relating to uniform
traffic control; adding subsection (4) to s. 316.008, Florida
Statutes; providing that violation of any ordinance regulating
parking adopted by a local authority shall be a violation of
chapter 316, Florida Statutes, and subject to the penalties pro
vided therefor; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendments which were moved by Senator McKnight and
adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 1, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Subsections (3), (4)
and (5) are added to s. 316.1945, Florida Statutes, to read:
316.1945 Stopping, standing or parking prohibited in speci
fied places.-

(SJ A law enforcement officer, or parking enforcement
specialist, who discovers a vehicle parked in violation of this
section, a county ordinance, or a state or county regulation
shall:
(a) Issue a citation on a form as may be used by a political
subdivision or municivality, to the driver; or
(b) If the vehicle is unattended, attach such citation to the
vehicle in a conspicuous place.
(4) If the vehicle is unattended, the registered owner of
th:e vehicle is presumed to be the person receiving the citation.
(5) If the vehicle is unattended, the registered owner of the
vehicle shall be presumptively responsible and liable under this
section, except to the extent of and under the provisions of s.
916.1967.
Section 2.
read:
316.1967

Section 316.1967, Florida Statutes, is amended to
Liability for payment of parking ticket violations,

enforcement.-

(!) The owner of a vehicle is responsible and liable for
payment of any parking ticket violations unless the owner
can furnish evidence that the vehicle was, at the time of the
parking violation, in the care, custody, or control of another
person. In such instances, the owner of the vehicle is required,
within a reasonable time after notification of the parking
violation, to furnish to the appropriate law enforcement au
thorities the name and address of the person or company who
leased, rented, or otherwise had the care, custody, or control of
the vehicle. The ow11er of the vehicle is not responsible for
parking ticket violations if the vehicle involved was, at the
time, stolen or in the care, custody, or control of some person
who did not have permission of the owner to use the vehicle.

(2) Any person issued a county or municipal parking ticket
by a parking enforcement specia.list or officer shall be deemed
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and
modernize Florida's law governing consumer sales
practices; to protect the consumer from unfair and
deceptive trade practices; and to make Florida's
regulation of consumer sales practices consistent
with Federal regulation. The operative provision of
the act lies in subsection (1) of s. 501.204, which
states: "unfair methods of competition and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any
trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful". This
language is also the operative provision of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. The act creates a private
cause of action for consumers aggrieved by a violation
of the act. Additionally, the act gives the Department
of Legal Affairs rulemaking and enforcement authority.
The several State Attorneys are also given enforcement
authority.

� Carton �7�..i-.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially alters some sections of the
current law. Following is a section by section analysis
of the proposed changes.
Section 1.
This bill defines "consumer" as "an individual, child,
firm, association, joint adventure, partnership,
estate, trust, business t�u§t, synd£cate, fiduciary,
corporation, or any other group or combination." This
definition tracks the language used in section 1.03(3),
Florida Statutes, defining a "person".
This section also allows the Department to bring actions
where a violation occurs and affects only one judicial
circuit, if a State Attorney does not act within 90
days of the filing of a written complaint.
Section 2.
At the present time, the statute provides that only the
Cabinet shall vote on rules promulgated by the Department.
This bill would include the Governor in the process.
The statute would also be amended to provide that the
Department, not the Governor and Cabinet, shall adopt the
rules upon a majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet.
Section 3.
Written notice of a probable cause hearing, together with
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a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining witnesses,
is required to be served upon the party charged with a
Violation at least 15 days prior to the hearing. The
party charged may offer evidence to rebut the complaint
at the administrative hearing.
Section 4.
Under the provisions of this section, the Department of
Legal Affairs would be required to hold a chapter 120
administrative hearing in order to obtain a cease and
desist order.
Section 5.
This section deletes the language of subsection (5) which
states that the attorney's fees section does not apply
to actions initiated by the enforcing authority. The
substituted language would allow the court to award
reasonable attorney's fees and costs to the prevailing
party in actions initiated by the enforcing authority
if the court finds "a complete absence of a justiciable
issue of either law or fact raised by the losing party,
or...bad faith on the part of the losing party".
This section also authorizes payment to the enforcing
authority for attorney costs and expenses incurred in
any administrative or non-judicial action to be made part
of the final order. It further establishes the Consumer
Frauds Trust Fund and provides that reimbursement for
attorney's fees and costs, which are made to the enforcing
authority, shall be deposited in the Fund to finance the
activities of the enforcing authority.
Section 6.
This section states that the act does not apply to persons
or activities regulated by the Department of Insurance,
the Florida Public Service Commission, or banks or savings
and loan associations regulated by the Department of
Banking and Finance or by federal agencies.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The provision allowing for the recovery of attorney's fees
will result in such costs being passed on to the losing
party in actions brought without a sound legal or factual
basis. The exact impact of this provision, however,
is uncertain at this time.

B.

Government:
The provision of this bill which allows recovery by the
enforcing authority for attorney's fees and costs incurred
in any administrative or other non-judicial proceeding will
result in the state recovering some of the expense assoc
iated with investigating and proceeding against violators
of the act. Amounts recovered will be applied to meet the
operating expenses of the enforcing authority. The total
amount expected to result from this provision, however,
.ts uncertain.

III.

COMMENTS:

Passed both Houses on May 30, 1979.
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By Senators Hair and Dunn

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and
Unfair Trade Practices Law; amending s.
4

501.203, Florida Statutes; redefi-:,ing the

5

terms, "consumer transaction" and "enforcing

6

authority"; defining "consumer"; amending s.
501.205 (1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement;
providing that the Department of Legal Affairs
shall adopt rules and procedures upon a
majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet;
adding s. 501.206(5), Florida Statutes;
providing a notice requirement; amending s.
501.207, Florida Statutes; deleting the
requirement of probable cause hearings;
amending s. 501.210(5), Florida Statutes;
providing for attorney's fees and costs awards;
amending s. 501.212(5), Florida Statutes;
exempting certain regulated activities;
providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

23

U
25

M
27

n
)29

',,__
0

30

Section 1.

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.203

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
( 1)

"Co�sumer transaction" means a sale, lease,

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of an-item
e!-�eees7 a eoftst1me1." service, 01." an intangible, or real or
personal property to-on-ind-i-v-i-dt10¼ for purposes that are

311 primarily personal7-£am-i-¼y7-o1."-hot1seho¼d or thot-1."e¼ate-to-a
1
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4

engaged, or a solicit�tion by a supplier with respect to any

5

of these dispositions.

6

(2)

"Final judgment" means a judgment, including any

supporting opinion, that determines the rights of the parties
8

and concerning which appellate remedies have been exhausted or

9 the time for appeal has expired.
10

(3)

nsupplier• means a seller, lessor, assignor, or

11

other person who regularly solicits, engages in, or enforces

12

consumer transactions, whether or not he deals directly with

13

the consumer.

14

(4)

"Enforcing authority• means the office of the

15

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or

16

affects the judicial circuit under the office_'s jurisdiction1..

18

�fte-seaee-aeeo�ney-ey-ehe-Be�et'tmene-o£-bege¼-Af£eit'ST

19

.11i::;ft£o�eing-et!ehot'ity11.-meens the Department of Legal Affairs if

M

the violation occurs in or affects more than one judicial

21

circuit or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a

22

violation within 90 days after a written complaint has been

23

fi 1 ed with the state attorney e-t'eesoneb¼e-pet'¼od-0£-time

25

Affettt'S.

26

27

(5)

"Violation of this part" means either a violation

of a provision of this part or a violation of any rule

n promulgated pursuant to this part.
29

30

(6)

"Department" means the Department of Legal

Affairs.

31
2
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(7)
2

"Order" means a cease and desist order issued by

the enforcing authority as set forth in s. 501. 208.
"Interested party or person" means any person

( 8)

4

affected by a violation of this part or any person affected by

5

an order of the enforcing authority.
"Consumer" means an individual, child, firm,

( 9)

6

7

association, joint adventure, partnership, estate, trust,

s

business trust, syndicate, fiduciary, corporation, or any

9

other group or combination.
Section 2.

10
11

Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:
501.205

12

(1)

13
14

Subsection (1) of section 501.205, Florida

Rule-making power.--

The department shall propose rules to the Governor

and Cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts or practices
that violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules
for the administration of this part.

Such rules shall be

17

adopted by the department upon a majority vote of the Governor

18

and Cabinet.

All rules p�ese�±bed-by-ene-eab±net_ and

administrative actions taken by the department shall be
pursuant to chapter 120.

The Department of Legal Affairs

21

shall, at least 30 days before the meeting at which such rules

22

are to be considered by thG Governor and Cabinet, mail a copy

23

of such rules to any person filing a written request with the

24

Department of LegaJ. Affairs to receive copies of proposed

25

rules.

26
27
28

Section 3.

Subsection (5) is added to section 501.206,

Florida Statutes, to read:
501.206
(5)

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.-

The state attorney in each judicial circuit shall

notify the department each time an action is brought under
this pa rt.
3
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Sectbn 4.
2

Section 501.207,

Florida Statutes,

is

amended to read:

3

501.207

4

(1 )

The enfore ing authority may bring:

5

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an

6

act or practice violates this part.
(b)

8
9

Remedies of enforcing authority.--

An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,

is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.
(c)

An action on behalf. of one or more consumers for

10

the actual damages caused by an act or practice performed in

11

violation of this part.

12

recoverable under this section against a retailer who has in

13

good faith engaged in the dissemination of claims of a

14

manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge that it

15

violated this part.

20

s Ra H,-ee-se i"Vee-by-ee i" ti£± ed-1'!'1 ai¼-t1 po !'I-Hi e-pai" t y-e ho i" ged-wi-tn

However, no damages shall be

22 hea1."il'lg�--�ne-pa1."ty-eha1."ged-sho¼!-have-the-1."ight-to-£i¼e-o
1
23 w�itte!'l-a!'lswe1."-�o-the-eha1."ges-at-a!'ly-time-p1."to1."-to-tne-hea1."il'lg

26

29

del'!'li!'list1."ative-hea1."tl'lg-shol¼-be-held-in-the-eot1nty-i-n-wnieh

fil·f3t

Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

30

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1),

31

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment

4
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of a master or receiver or sequestration of assets, to
reimburse consumers found to have been damaged, to carry o ut a
,..onsumer transaction in accordance with consumers' reasonable
4 expectations, to strike or limit the application of clauses of
5 contracts to avoid an unconscionable result, or to grant other
6

appropriate relief.

The court may assess the expenses of a

master or receiver against a supplier.
Ql�4t

8

If a supplier shows that a violation of this

9

part resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the

10

maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

11

error, recovery under this section is limited to the amount,

12 if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the
13

violation.
J.!l.�5t

14

No action may be brought by the enforcing

authority under this section more than 2 years after the
occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than 1 year
17

after the last payment in a consumer transaction involved in a

18

violatio� �f this part, whichever is later.

\,..20

J.1JJGt

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a supplier's

21

written assurance of voluntary compliance with this part.

22

Acceptance of an assurance may be conditioned on a commitment

23

to reimburse consumers or to take other appropriate corrective

24

action •

25

this part.

�

agreement of the parties or voided by a court for good cause,

27

subsequent failure to comply wit_h the terms of an assurance is

·'4

i

The enforcing authority may terminate an

-

30
31

. An assurance is not evidence of a prior violation of
However, unless an assurance has been rescinded by

prima facie evidence of a violation of this part.

) assurance

No such

shall act as a limitation upon any ac.tion or remedy

available to_a person aggrieved by a violation of this part.
5
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Section 5.
2

Subsection (5) of section 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

3

501.210

4

(5)_

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation initiated by the enforcing

5

authority, the court may award to the prevailing party

6

reasonable attorney's fees and costs, if the court finds that
there was a complete absence of a justiciable issue of either

a

law or fact raised by the losing party, or if the court finds

9

bad faith on the part of the losing party. �ft±s-seetio�-skoii
Section 6.

12

Subsection (5) of section 501.212, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

13

501.212

14

(5)

Application.--This part does not apply to:

Any person or activity regulated under laws

15

administered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida

16

Public Service Commission or banks and savings and loan

17

associations regulated by the Department of Banking and

18

Finance, or, in the case of actions initiated by the enforcing

19

authority, any activity regulated by the Division of Florida

20

Land Sales and Condominiums or the Florida Real ·Estate

21

Commission.
Section 7.

22

This act shall take effect up�n becoming a

23 1 aw.
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31

*****************************************

SENATE SUMMARY
Redefines the terms "consumer transaction" and "enforcing
authority" as used in the Florida Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Law. Defines the term "consumer".
Requires the Department of Legal Affairs to propose rules
and procedures for enforcing the act, and to adopt such
rules upon a majority vote of the Governor and Cabinec.
Requires that the state attorney in each judicial circuit
notify the department each time an action is brought
under such law. Deletes the requirement of probable
6
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cause hearings before actions may be initiated by the
department. Provides for attorney's fees and cost
awards.
Exempts from such law certain activities
regulated by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums or the Florida Real Estate Commission.
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9

11
12
13
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BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

SB 509 by Senators
Hair and Dunn

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and
modernize Florida's Law governing consumer sales
practices; to protect the consumer from unfair and
deceptive trade practices; and to make Florida's
regulation of consumer sales practices consistent with
Federal regulation. The operative provision of the
act lies in subsection (1) of s. 501.204 which states
"unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or
commerce are hereby declared unlawful". This language
is also the operative provision of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. The act creates a private cause of
action for consumers, as defined implicity, aggrieved
by a violation of the act. Additionally the act
gives the Department of Legal Affairs rulemaking and
enforcement authority. The several State Attorneys
are also given authority to enforce the act.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially alters some sections of the
current law. Following is a section by section
analysis of the proposed changes and the sponsor's
intent:
(1)

Section 501.203

Definitions:

The definition of "consumer transaction" is amended
to include all property, both real and personal,
disposed of for purposes that are business in nature.
In addition, a "consumer" is defined as "an individual,
child, firm, association, joint adventure, partner
ship, estate, trust, business trust, syndicate,
fiduciary, corporation, or any other group or com
bination". This wording tracks the language used in
section 1.01(3), Florida Statutes, defining a
"person''. Therefore, businessmen and transactions
that are based on the disposal of real property are
included under the protection of the act.
The limitation created by the current definition of
"consumer transaction" and "consumer" has prevented
businesses from utilizing the act to protect them
selves from deceptive trade practices and unfair
methods of competition. [See Black v. Dept. of
Legal Affairs, 353 So. 2d 655 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977).)
This amendment removes that impediment and allows
small businesses to come within the protection of the act.

SB 509
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The proposed amendment also clarifies the Department's
jurisdiction to file Ch. 501 actions based upon
real property transactions. That jurisdiction was
put to issue and denied in State ex rel. Herring v.
Murdock, 345 So. 2d 759 (Fla. 4th ECA 1977), which
held that a "consumer transaction", as defined in
s. 501.203(1), did not include the sale of land as
land is not "an item of goods, a consumer service,
or an intangible" as defined in that section. The
Murdock doctrine is now being asserted in defense
to actions brought by the Department against businesses
engaged in transactions which even remotely touch
upon land sales. [See Peck Plaza (Fla. 2d Cir. Ct.,
Case #76-3488), involving condominiums; and State v.
Pine Island Land Co. (Fla. 2d DCA, Case #78-1488),
involving the sale of recreational facilities an�
services for a real estate development.J It is the
sponsor's belief that the act requires the conclusion
that the jurisdiction already exists, but due to the
Murdock decision a specific reiteration of that
jurisdiction in the act is required.
Also, this section is amended to eliminate the
requirement that the Department of Legal Affairs
make referrals to a State Attorney before the State
Attorney may bring action under the act. The proposed
bill allows the Department to bring actions where a
violation occurs and affects only one judicial
circuit if a State Attorney does not act within
90 days of the filing of a written complaint.
The Department has stated that referrals from their
office really serve no useful purpose. Rather, they
cause delays and frustrate the efforts of State
Attorneys to obtain immediate injunctive relief.
(2)

Section 501.205

Rulemaking Power:

At the present time, the statute provides that only
the Cabinet shall vote on rules promulgated by the
Department. This bill would include the Governor
in the process. The statute would also be amended
to provide that the Department, not the Governor
and Cabinet, shall adopt the rules upon a majority
vote of the Governor and Cabinet.
The Cabinet is not equipped to adopt rules. In fact,
all of the present rules have been adopted by the
Department. This has raised some questions regarding
the validity of existing rules. This proposed
amendment eliminates the potential for future
problems.
( 3)

Section 501.206(5)

Investigative Powers:

This is a new subsection which provides that the
Department must be notified of all actions brought by
the State Attorneys under the "Little FTC Act".
The notice requirement will permit the Department to
centralize "Little FTC" precedent and to more easily
determine the propriety of becoming involved in casses
of great public interest. Also, the Department can
better monitor the enforcement of the act.

SB 509
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( 4)

Section 501.207 Remedies of Enforcing Authorit�

The requirement that a probable cause hearing be held
prior to the enforcing authority bringing an action
for declaratory relief or an action on behalf of one
or more consumers is deleted.
This deletion will allow the enforcing authority to
proceed directly to court without a prior determination
of probable cause being made. The purpose of this
amendment is to:
a) Improve the enforcement of the act through
the elimination of time consuming, costly, and
duplicative procedural obstacles;
b)
Increase the consumer's opportunity to
recover money damages; and
c) Remove a delay device now available to
unscrupulous businessmen which allows them to either
continue their deceptive and unfair practices or to
flee the jurisdiction before a judgment can be
executed against them.
(5)

Section 501.210(5)

Attorney's Fees:

This amendment deletes the language of subsection (5)
stating that the attorney's fee's section does not
apply to actions initiated by the enforcing authority.
The substituted language would allow the court to
award reasonable attorney's fees and costs to the
prevailing party in actions initiated by the enforcing
authority if the court finds "a complete absence
of a justiciable issue of either law or fact raised
by the losing party, or ...bad faith on the part of
the losing party".
Simply, if the Department or a State Attorney brings
a frivolous or bad faith action and loses, the
defendant would be entitled to attorney's fees.
( 6)

Section 501. 212

Application:

This amendment takes away the power of the enforcing
authority to initiate any actions under the act which
arise out of any activity regulated by the Division
of Florida Land Sales Condominiums of the Florida
Estate Commission.
The Department has indicated they believe these
activities are sufficiently regulated by the agencies
described. These activities, however, are not re
moved from the application of the act in relation to
actions brought by aggrieved persons.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
By including businesses in the provisions of the act,
a private civil cause of action is created allowing
business to bring actions against other businesses.

SB 509
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The economic effects of this change at the present
time are indeterminable.
By deleting the probable cause requirement in s.
501.207(2), this bill could allow more consumers to
recover money damages by enabling the enforcing
authority:
1) To litigate bona fide complaints of deceptive
and unfair trade practices; and
2) To get a judgment executed against the
violator while there are still assets to levy against.
The probable cause hearing requirement not only adds
additional costs to the expense of enforcing the act,
but also significantly delays the time between the
consumer's original complaint and the time when the
consumer could receive compensation. The Department
of Legal Affairs has documented several cases where
this delay has prevented the consumer from recovering
awarded damages.
B.

Government:
According to the Department of Legal Affairs, the
deletion of the requirement of a probable cause
hearing allows the enforcing authority to more
actively enforce the statute. The expenses of a
formal administrative hearing deplete the authority's
enforcement budget and, in effect, aliow it to litigate
approximately 50% fewer cases. The expenses the
Department of Legal Affairs estimates that it incurs
in a probable cause hearing have been at least $5,000
per hearing and, in a complicated case, as much as
$45,000. Most of these administrative hearing
expenses must be duplicated when the case is brought
to trial. The deletion would eliminate these
duplicative expenses.

III.
IV.

COMMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:

None
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Unfair Trade Practices Law; amending s.
4

501.203, Florida Statutes; redefining the
terms, "consumer transaction" and "enforcing
authority"; defining "consumer"; amending s.
501.205(1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement;

8

providing that the Department of Legal Affairs

9

shall adopt rules and procedures upon a

10

majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet;

11

adding s. 501.206(5), Florida Statutes;

12

providing a notice requirement; amending s.

13

501.207, Florida Statutes; providing procedure

14

for probable cause hearings; amending s.

15

501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement;

16

providing procedure for cease and desist

17

orders; amending s. 501.210(5), Florida

18

Statutes; providing for attorney's fees and

19

costs awards; amending s. 501.212(5), Florida

20

Statutes; exempting activities regulated by

21
22

federal regulatory agencies; providing an
effective date.

23
u

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

25
26
n
28

29
30
31

Section 1.

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.203

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
(1)

7 L/ 7
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"Consumer transaction" means a sale, lease,

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of oft-ieem
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ef-geeds 7 a eeftseme� service, e� an intangible, or personal
property ee-aft-tRdtvtdea± for purposes that are primarily
personal7-fam+±y7 -e�-fteesefte±d or eftae-�e±aee-ee-a business in
4

nature eppe�e�R+ey-eftae-�e�et�es-eeeft-ftts-e�peRdtee�e-ef-meRey

5

e�-�repe�ey-aRd-ftts-pe�seRa±-se�v+ees-eR-a-eefte±Re±Rg-easts

6

aRd-tft-Wftteft-fte-ftas-Ree-eeeR-p�ev+e�s±y-eRgaged, or a
solicitation by a supplier with respect to any of these

8
9

dispositions.
(2)

"Final judgment" means a judgment, including any

lO

supporting opinion, that determines the rights of the parties

11

and concerning which appellate remedies have been exhausted or

12

the time for appeal has expired.

13

(3)

"Supplier" means a seller, lessor, assignor, or

14

other person who regularly solicits, engages in, or enforces

15

consumer transactions, whether or not he deals directly with

16

the consumer.

17

( 4)

"Enforcing authority" means the office of the

18

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or

19

affects the judicial circuit under the office's jurisdiction�

20

.::.::_ aRd-+f-a-eem�±a±Re-ef-seeft-vte±ae+eR-ftas-eeeR-refe�red-ee

21

efte-seaee-aeee�Rey-ey-efte-9epa�emeRe-ef-bega±-Affat�97

22

aERfe�etRg-aeefte�tey�-meaRs the Department of Legal Affairs if

23

the violation occurs in or affects more than one judicial

24

circuit or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a

25

violation within 90 days after a written complaint has been

26

filed with the state attorney a-�easeRae±e-pe�+ed-ef-etme

27

afee�-te-ftas-eeeR-refe�red-ee-fl±m-ey-efte-9epa�emeRe-ef-bega±

28
29

Affa+�s.
(5)

"Violation of this part" means either a violation

30

of a provision of this part or a violation of any rule

31

promulgated pursuant to this part.
2
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(6)
2

Affairs.
( 7)

3

4

"Order" means a cease and desist order issued by

the enforcing authority as set forth in s. 501.208.
(8)

5
6

"Department" means the Department of Legal

"Interested party or person" means any person

affected by a violation of this part or any person affected by
an order of the enforcing authority.
(9)

"Consumer" means an individual, child, firm,

9

association, joint adventure, partnership, estate, trust,

10

business trust, syndicate, fiduciary, corporation, or any

11

other group or combination.
Section 2.

12
13

Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:

14

501.205

15

(1)

16
17

Subsection (1) of section 501. 205, Florida

Rule-making power.--

The department shall propose rules to the Governor

and Cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts or practices
that violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules

18

for the administration of this part.

19

adopted by the department upon a majority vote of the Governor

20

a:-d Cabinet.

21

administrative actions taken by the department shall be

n

pursuant to chapter 120.

23

shall, at least 30 days before the meeting at which such rules

U

are to be considered by the Governor and Cabinet, mail a copy

25

of such rules to any person filing a written request with the

�

Department of Legal Affairs to receive copies of proposed

27

rules.

28
�
30

Such rules shall be

All rules J?f'eSel."-i:-bee-ey-1:Re-eab-i:-ftee and

Section 3.

The Department of Legal Affairs

Subsection (5) is added to section 501.206,

Florida Statutes, to read:
501.206

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.--

31
3
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(5)

The state attorney in each judicial circuit shall

2

notify the department each time an action is brought under

3

this part.

4
5
6

9
10

11
12

Section 4.

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.207

Remedies of enforcing authority.-

(!)

The enforcing authority may bring:

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an

act or practice violates this part.
(b)

An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,

is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.
(c)

An action on behalf of one or more consumers for

13

the actual damages caused by an act or practice performed in

14

violation of this part.

15

recoverable under this section against a retailer who has in

16

good faith engaged in the dissemination of claims of a

17

manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge that it

18

violated this part.

19

(2)

However, no damages shall be

Before bringing an action under paragraphs (a) or

20

(c) of subsection (1), the enforcing authority shall, pursuant

21

to an administrative hearing, determine that there is probable

22

cause to bring the action.

n

together with a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining

24

witnesses shall be served by certified mail upon the party

25

charged with a violation of this part at least� 39 days

26

prior to such hearing.

27

to file a written answer to the charges at any time prior to

28

the hearing and shall have the right to be represented by

29

counsel at such hearing and to cross-examine any witnesses and

30

to rebut other evidence a¼¼-eofflp¼atRtR�-wieResses.

31

determination of probable cause may be based upon a complaint

Written notice of such hearing

The party charged shall have the right

The

4
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made in writing and sworn to by the complaining witness or
2

witnesses before a person authorized to administer oaths when

3

the complaint states facts which show that a violation of this

4

part may have occurred.

5

held in the county in which the party charged resides or in

6

the county in which the violation is alleged to have occurred.

The administrative hearing shall be

The administrative hearing shall otherwise be as provided by
8

s. 120.57.

9

(3)

Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

10

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1)

11

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment

12

of a master or receiver or sequestration of assets, to

13

reimburse consumers found to have been damaged, to carry out a

14

consumer transaction in accordance with consumers' reasonable

15

expectations, to strike or limit the application of clauses of

16

contracts to avoid an unconscionable result, or to grant other

l7

appropriate relief.

18

master or receiver against a supplier.

19

(4)

The court may assess the expenses of a

If a supplier shows that a violation of this part

m

resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the

21

maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

22

error, recovery under this section is limited to the amount,

n

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the

24

vio 1 ation.

25

(5)

No action may be brought by the enforcing

26

authority under this section more than 2 years after the

27

occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than l year

28

after the last paymen-t in a consumer transaction involved in a

�

violation of this part, whichever is later.

30
31

(6)

The enforcing authority may terminate an

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a supplier's
5
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written assurance of voluntary compliance with this part.
Acceptance of an assurance may be conditioned on a commitment
3

to reimburse consumers or to take other appropriate corrective

4

action.

s

this part.

6

agreement of the parties or voided by a court for good cause,

An assurance is not evidence of a prior violation of
However, unless an assurance has been rescinded by

subsequent failure to comply with the terms of an assurance is
No such

8

prima facie evidence of a violation of this part.

9

assurance shall act as a limitation upon any action or remedy

10
11
12

available to a person aggrieved by a violation of this part.
Section 5.

Section 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978

Supplement, is amended to read:

13

501.208

14

(1)

Cease and desist orders; procedures.--

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs eRfo�e±Rg

15

aeeRe�±ey has reason to believe that a person has been, or is,

16

violating this part, and if it appears to the department

17

eRfe�etRg-aeeRe�tey that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

18

would be in the interest of· the public, it shall issue and

19

serve upon such person a complaint or notice stating its

20

charges in that respect and containing a notice of a hearing

2l

upon a day and at the a place therein fixed at least thirty

22

days after the service of said complaint.

23

be he 1 d in conf orm ity with the provisions of chapter 1 2 0 . eRe

24

eeeRey-ef-�es±eeRee-ef-eRe-pa�ey-eRafgee-e�-tR-eRe-eeeRey-tR

25

wh±eh-ehe-v±elae±eR-±9-a±leged-ee-have-eeee��ed�--�he-pe�seR

26

se-eemp±atRee-ef-shall-have-eRe-f±ghe-ee-appeaf-ae-eRe-plaee

27

aRd-e±me-se-ft�ed-aRd-shew-eaese-why-aR-e�de�-shee±d-Ree-ee

28

eReefed-ey-ehe-eRfe�e±Rg-aeeho�±ey-�e�e±�±Rg-seeh-pe�seR-eo

29

eease-aRd-des±se-f�om-ehe-vto±ae±oR-of-eh±s-pa�e-se-ehafged-±R

30

sa±d-eemp±a±Re�--ARy-±Ree�eseed-pafey-e�-pe�seR-may-ma�e

31

app±±eaeteR 7-aRd-epoR-geed-eaese-shewR-may-ee-al±owed-ey-ehe

Said hearing shall

5
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eRfere±Rg-atiekor±ey7-eo-±ReerveRe-aRd-appeaf-tR-sa±d
2

?reeeee±Rg-ey-eeHRSel-ef-±R-pefsoRT--�Re-eese±moRy-±R-aRy-stieA
?reeeee±Rg-sRall-ee-fedHeed-eo-wr±e±Rg-aRd-f±led-±R-eRe-eff±ee

4

ef-eke-eRfere±Rg-atieAef±eyT--ff 7 -HpeR-StieA-Aear±Rg 7 -eAe

5

eRfere±Rg-atieAef±ey-+s-ef-eAe-ep±R±eR-EAae-eAe-aee-±s-±R

6

Y±elae±eR-ef-eA±s-aee 7 -+e-sAall-ma�e-a-repere-+R-Wr±e±Rg-±R
WAteR-±e-sAail-seaee-+es-f±Rd±Rgs-as-ee-eAe-faees-aRd-sAail

8

±ssHe-aRd-eatlse-ee-ee-served-eR-StleA-pe�soR-aR-Ofde�-re�tl±�+Rg

9

SHeR-perseR-ee-eease-aRe-ees±se-ffem-tlS±Rg-stleh-meeked-ef

10

eempee+e+eR-er-stleh-aee-ef-pfaee±eeT--�Ae-pe�seR-affeeeed-ey

11

eke-erder-sttaii-Aave-le-eays-from-eAe-eaee-ef-±sstlaRee-ef-eAe

12

erdef-eo-f±le-a-pee±e±eR-fer-rev+ew-w±eA-eAe-9epafemeRe-ef

13

6egai-Affa±fST--WAeR-a-pee±e+eR-fef-fev+ew-±s-f±ied7-eAe

14

eeparemeRe-sAaii-e±eAer-aff±rm7-med±fy7-er-see-as±de-eke-efder

15

w±eA±R-45-eays-afeer-eAe-f±i±Rg-daee-ef-eAe-pee±e±oR-fer

16

�ev±ewT

17

(2)

The department eRfere±Rg-atlekor+ey may modify or

18

set aside its order at any time by rehearing upon its own

19

motion when such rehearing is in the interest of the public

w
21
22

n

welfare.
(3)

Judicial review of orders of the department

eafefe±Rg-atieker±ey shall be in accordance with the provisions
of s. 120.68 of the Administrative Procedure Act and shall

�

take precedence over other civil cases pendina and shall be

25

expedited in every way.

�

f4t--ff-eAe-alieged-vto±ae±eR-ef-eA+s-pare-eeeHfS-tR-a

V

eeHRey-er-fflHR±e+pai±ey-Aav±Rg-aR-erd±RaRee-eever±Rg-stleA

�

HR±awftli-aee±v±ey-w+ek-apprepf±aee-aem±R±serae±ve-proeeed±Rgs

�

ee-eRferee-eke-erd±RaRee7-ekeR-eAe-eRfere±Rg-atleAor±ey-may

�

tR±e±aee-aRy-eease-aRd-des±se-aee±oR-aeeord±Rg-ee-eAe

31

preeedH�ai-fH±es-ef-eke-erd±RaRee-aRd-may-Aeid-adm±R±serae±ve
7
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Rea�tAgs-ee€e�e-efte-eeafds-e�-eedies-e�eaeed-ey-ehe-e�dtftaftee;
Reweyef7-aAy-a��ea¾-e€-a-¾eea¾-admtfttSefaetYe-eedyLs-deeistefl
sha¾¾-ee-ee-ehe-Be�afemefte-ef-hega¾-A€fai�s-wieh-jttdieia¾
4

�eyiew-ettfettgfl-ehe-diseftee-eottfes-ef-a��ea¾-as-��evided-€e�

5

:i:-A-eftts-seee:i:-eft-:-

6

�f5t

An order of the department eAfe�etAg-atteho�iey

to cease and desist shall not become effective until 10 days
a

after all administrative action has been concluded or, if

9

appeal is made to the district court of appeal and bond is

10

posted, until a final order has been entered by that court.

11

J2l_f�t

No cease and desist order shall act as a

l2

limitation upon any other action or remedy available to a

13

person aggrieved by a violation of this act.

14

�f+t

When a court remands an order of the department

15

eft€e�etAg-atteho�iey for rehearing, such rehearing shall be

16

held within 45 days after the remand.

17

J..2l.f&t

Any person who violates a cease and desist

18

order of the department enfo�etAg-atteho�iey after it has

19

become final and while such order is in effect shall forfeit

w

and pay to the state a civil penalty of not more than $5,000

21

for each violation which shall accrue to the state and may be

22

recovered in a civil action brought by the state.

23

separate violation of such an order shall be a separate

24

offense, except that in the case of a violation through

�

continuing failure or neglect to obey a final order of the

26

department enfe�etftg-atteheftey, each day of continuance of

27

such failure or neglect shall be deemed a separate offense.

28

Each

f9t--NeewiehseandiAg-ehe-��oYtsions-e€-e�is-seeetoft-and

29

s-,.-,G¾-,.2G+7-ehe-de�a�emene-as-en£e�etftg-attetto�iey-sha±t

30

��eeeed-tft-aeeo�daftee-wieh-ehe-�fev:i:-sions-e£-eha�ee�-t2G-:-

31
8
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Section 6.
2

Subsection (5) of section 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

3

501.210

4

(5)

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litig ation initiated by the enforcing

5

authority, the court may award to the prevailing party

6

reasonable attorney's fees and costs, if the court finds that
there was a complete absence of a justiciable issue of either

8

law or fact raised by the losing party, or if the court finds

9

bad faith on the part of the losing party. �ftts-seeetoR-sha��

10

Re�-a���y-ee-aAy-aeetoA-±Rtetaeee-ey-eHe-eRfo�e±Rg-a�eho�±ey.
Section 7.

11
12

Subsection (5) of section 501. 212, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

13

501.212

14

(5)

Application.--This part does not apply to:

Any person or activity regulated under laws

15

administered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida

16

Public Service Commission or banks and savings and loan

l7

associations regulated by the Department of Banking and

18

Finance or federal regulatory agencies.
Section 8.

19
20

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
9
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL

CS/SB

509

The original version of SB 590 was amended to remove
real property from the definition of "consumer
transaction".

This returns the section to its

current state by excluding real property transactions
from the coverage of the "Little FTC".
Also, this bill originally provided for the deletion
of the probable cause hearing requirement, however,
it was amended to reinstate the hearing requirement.
A section was added requiring the Department of Legal
Affairs to hold a chapter 120 administrative hearing
when attempting to obtain a cease and desist order.
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3.
SUBJECT:

Florida Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Law
I.

BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

CS/SB 509 by Senators
Hair and Dunn

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and
modernize Florida's law governing consumer sales
practices; to protect the consumer from unfair and
deceptive trade practices; and to make Florida's
regulation of consumer sales practices consistent
with Federal regulation. The operative provision of
the act lies in subsection (1) of s. 501.204 which
stat.es "unfair m<>thods of competition and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any
trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful". This
language is also the operative provision of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. The act creates a
private cause of action for consumers, as defined
implicity, aggrieved by a violation of the act.
Add�tionally the act gives the Department of Legal
Affairs rulemaking and enforcement authority. The
several State Attorneys are also given authority to
enforce the act.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially alters some sections of the
current law. Following is a section by section
analysis of the proposed changes and the sponsor's
intent:
( 1)

Section 501. 203

Definitions:

A "consumer" is defined as "an individual, child,
firm, association, joint adventure, partnersiiip,
estate, trust, business trust, syndicate, fiduciary,
corporation, or any other group or combination".
This wording tracks the language used in section
1.01(3), Florida Statutes, defining a "person".
The limitation created by the current definition of
"consumer transaction" and. "consumer" has prevented
businesses from utilizing the act to protect them
selves from deceptive trade practices and unfair
methods of competition. [See Black v. Dept. of
Legal Affairs, 353 So. 2d 655 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977) J
This amendment removes that impediment and allows
small businesses to come within the protection of the
act.

SB 509'
P:i.ge Two

Also, this section is amended to eliminate the
requirement that the Department of Le�al Affairs
make referrals to a State Attorney before the State
Attorney may bring action under the act. The pro
posed bill allows the Department to bring actions
where a violation occurs and affects only one
judicial circuit if a State Attorney does not act
within 90 days of the filing of a written complaint.
The Department has stated that referrals from their
office really serve no useful purpose. Rather, they
cause delays and frustrate the efforts of State
Attorneys to obtain immediate injunctive relief.
( 2)

Section 501.205

Rulemaking Power:

At the present time, the statute provides that only
the Cabinet shall vote on rules promulgated by the
Department. This bill would include the Governor
in the process. The statute would also be amended
to provide that the Department, not the Governor
and Cabinet, shall adopt the rules upon a majority
vote of the Governor and Cabinet.
The Cabinet is not equipped to adopt rules. In fact,
all of the present rules have been adopted by the
DeparLment. This has raised some questions regarding·
the validity of existing rules. This proposed
amendment eliminates the potential for future
problems.
( 3)

Section 501.206(5) Investigative Powers:

This is a new subsection which provides that the
Department must be notified of all actions brought
by the State Attorneys under the "Little FTC Act".
The notice requirement will permit the Department
to centralize "Little FTC" precedent and to more
easily determine the propriety of becoming involved
in cases of great public interest. Also, the
Department can better monitor the enforcement of
the act.
(4)Section 501.207 Remedies of Enforcing Authority:
Written notice of a probable cause hearing together
with a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining
witnesses is required to be served upon the party
charged with a violation at least 15 days prior
to the hearing.
(5)

Section 501.208

Cease and Desist Orders:

This section is amended so as to provide that the
Department of Legal Affairs must hold a chapter 120
administrative hearing in order to obtain a cease
and desist order.

SB 509
Page Three

( 6)

Section 501.210(5)

Attorney's Fees:

This amendment deletes the language of subsection (5)
stating that the attorney's fee's section does not
apply to actions initiated by the enforcing authority.
The substituted language would allow the court to
award reasonable attorney's fees and costs to the
prevailing party in actions initiated by the enforcing
authority if the court finds "a complete absence
of a justiciable issue of either law or fact raised
by the losing party, or... bad faith on the part of
the losing party".
Simply, if the Department or a State Attorney brings
a frivolous or bad faith action and loses, the
defendant would be entitled to attorney's fees.
Section 501.212

Application:

This amendment takes away the power of the enforcing
authority to initiate any actions under the act
which arise out of any activity regulated by federal
regulatory agencies.
The Department has inQicated they believe thes8
activities are sufficiently regulated by the federal
agencies.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
By including businesses in the provisions of the act,
a private civil cause of action is created allowing
business to bring actions against other businesses.
The economic effects of this change at the present
time are indeterminable.

B.
III.
IV.

Government:

COMMENTS:

None

AMENDMENTS: None

None

CS for CS/SB 509
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A bill to �e entitled

An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and
3

Unfair Trade Practices Law; amending s.

4

501.203, Florida Statutes; redefining the

5

terms, "consumer transaction" and "enforcing

6

au thority"; defining "consumer"; amending s.

reproduced by
FLORI A STATE ARCHIVES
DCP RTMENT OF STATE

R . . GRAY BUILDING

501.205(1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement;
8

providing that the Department of Legal Affairs

9

shall adopt rules and procedures upon a

10

majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet;

11

amending s. 501.207, Florida Statutes;

12

providing procedure for probable cause

13

hearings; amending s. 501.208, Florida

14

Statutes, 1978 Supplement; providing procedure

15

for cease and desist orders; amending s.

16

501.210(5), Florida Statutes, and adding

17

subsection (5) to said section; creating s.

18

501.2101, Florida Statutes; providing for

19

attorney's fees and cost awards and providing

20

for the deposit of reimbursements for certain

21

attorney's fees in the Consumer Frauds Trust

22

Fund; creating the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund;

23

providing certain exemptions; providing an

24

effective date.

25
�

27
28
�
30

31

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.203

a,:

see, FL 32399-0250

Series

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
1
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( 1)

CS for CS/ SB
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"Consumer transaction" means a sale, lease,

2

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of an item

3

of goods, a consumer service, or an intangible to an

4

individual for purposes that are primarily personal, family,

5

or household or that relate to a business opportunity that

6

requires both his expenditure of money or proµerty and his

7

personal services on a continuing basis and in which he has

8

not been ;:>reviously engaged, or a solicitation by a suµplier

9

with respe ct to any of thes e dispo sitions .

10

(2)

"Final judgment" means a judgment, including any

11

supportin9 opinion, that determines the rights oE the parties

12

and concerning which appellate remedies have been exhausted or

13

the time for appeal has expired.

14

(3)

"Supplier" means a seller, lessor,'· assignor,
· · or

15

other person who regularly solicits, engages in, or enforces

16

consumer transactions, whether or not he deals directly with

17

the consumer.

18

( 4)

"Enforcing authority" means the office of the

19

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or

w

affects the judicial circuit under the office's jurisdiction

21

and if a complaint of such violation ':las been referred to the

22

state attorney by the Department of Legal Affairs.

23

authority" means the Department of Legal Affairs if the

24

violation occurs in or affects more than one jud icial circuit

25

or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a

26

violation within

27

filed with the state attorney a-�ea9oftaeie-�e�±oe-of-e±ffie

28

afee�-te-Ras-eeeft-�efe��ea-eo-�±ffi-ey-e�e-Be�a�emefte-of-hegai

29

Affat�9.

90

"Enforcing

da:iS after a written complaint has been

30
31

2
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(5)

"Violation of this part" means either a violation

2 of a provision of this part or a violation of any rule
3

f)romulgated pursuant to this part.
(6)

4
5

Affairs.
(7)

6
7

10

"Order" means a cease and desist order issued by

the enforcing authority as set forth in s. 501.208.
(8)

8
9

"Department" means the Department of Legal

"Interested party or person" means any person

affected by a violation of this part or any person affected by
an order of the enforcing authority.
(9 )

11

"Consumer" means an individual, child, firm,

l2

association, joint adventure, partnership, estate, trust,

13

business trust, syndicate, fiduciary, corporation, or any

14

other group or combination.
Section 2.

15
16

Subsection (1) of section 501. 205, Florida

Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:
501.205

17

(!)

18

Rule- making power.--

The department shall propose rules to the Governor

19

and Cabinet which prohibit with Sl;)ecificity acts or practices

w

that violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules

21

for the administration of this ,:>art.

22

adopted by the deoartment upon a majority vote of the Governor

23

and Cabinet.

24

ac,ninistrative actions taken by the department shall be

25

l;)ursuant to chapter 120.

�

shall, at least 30 days before the meeting at which such rules

n

n

Such rules shall be

Al 1 rules ��ese-i.steed-by-t!,e-eabtnet and
The Department of Legal Affairs

are to be considered by the Governor and Cabinet, mail a copy
of such rules to any person filing a written request with the

29

Department of Legal Affairs to receive copies of proposed

30

rules.

31
3
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Section 3.

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

2 amended to read:
3

501.207

4

(1)

The enforcing authority may bring:

5

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an

6

act or practice violates this part.
(b)

8
9

Remedies of enforcing authority.--

An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,

is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this ;:,art.
(c)

An action on behalf of one or more consumers for

lO the actual damages caused by an act or practice performed in
11

violation of this part.

12

recoverable under this section against a retailer who has in

13

good faith engaged in the dissemination of claims of a

14

manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge that it

15

violated this ::,art.

16

17
18
19

w

(2)

However, no damages shall be

Before bringing an action under paragraphs (a) or

(c) of subsection (1), the enforcing authority shall, pursuant
to an administrative hearing, determine that there is probable
cause to bring the action.

Written notice of such hearing

together with a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining

21

witnesses shall be served by certified mail upon the party

22

charged wi th a vio1a tion o f this ? art at 1e ast � -3 e da y s

23

pr'.or to such hearing.

24

to file a written answer to the charges at any time prior to

25

the hearing and shall have the right to be represented by

26

counsel at such hearing and to cross-examine any witnesses and

27

to rebut other evidence a±±-eom�±atM±Mg-w�tMe99e9.

The party charged shall have the right

The

n

determination of probable cause may be based upon a complaint

�

made in writing and sworn to by the complaining witness or

W

witnesses before a person authorized to administer oaths when

31

the complaint states facts which show that a violation of this
4
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part may have occurred.

The administrative hearing shall be

2

held in the county in which the party charged resides or in

3

the county in which the violation is alleged to have occurred.

4

The administrative hearing shall otherwise be as provided by

5

s. 120.57.

6

(3)

Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

7

interested ,>arty in any action brought under subsection (1)

8

the court may make appropriate orders, including _appointment

9

of a master or receiver or sequestration of assets, to

10

reimburse consumers found to have been damaged, to carry out a

11

consumer transaction in accordance with consumers' reasonable

12

expectations, to strike or limit the application of clauses of

13

contracts to avoid an unconscionable result, or to grant other

14

appropriate relief.

15

master or receiver against a supplier.

16

(4)

The court may assess the expenses of a

If a supplier shows that a violation of this part

17

resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the

18

maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

19

error, recovery under this section is limited to the amount,

w

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the

21

vio 1 ation •

22

(5)

No action may be brought by the enforcing

23

au thority under this section more than 2 years after the

24

occurrence of a violation of this ;:>art, or more than 1 year

25

after the last payment in a consumer transaction involved in a

�

violation of this p art, whichever is later.

V

(6)

The enforcing au thority may terminate an

28

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a supplier's

29

written assurance of voluntary compliance with this part.

30

Acceptance of an assurance may be conditioned on a commitment

31

to reimburse consumers or to take other appropriate corrective

5
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action.

An assurance is not evidence of a prior violation of

2 this part.

However, unless an assurance has been rescinded by

3 agreement of the parties or voided by a court for good cause,
4 subsequent failure to comply with the terms of an assurance is
5 prima facie evidence of a violation of this part.

No 3uch

6

assurance shall act as a limitation U?on any action or remedy

7

available to a person aggrieved by a violation of this part.

8
9
l0
11

Section 4.

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, 1978

Supplement, is amended to read:
501.208
(1)

Cease and desist orders; procedures.--

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs enfot"ei-ng

12 a1::H:Ret"i-ey has reason to believe that a ?erson has been, or is,

13

violating this part, and if it appears to the deoartment

14

eAfepei-Rg-atlehet"i-ey that a cease and desist order against such

15

violation a-pPeeeedi-ng-ey-i-e-i-n-t"espeee-ehet"eof would be in

16

the interest of the public, it shall issue and serve upon such

17

person a complaint and order ot"-Reei-ee stating its charges in

18

that respect and containing a notice of a hearing upon a day

19

and at the a place therein fixed at least thirty days after

20

the service of said complaint.

21

conformity with the provisions of chapter 120. ehe-eetlney-ef

22

Pesi-eeRee-of-ehe-pat"ey-ehat"ged-et"-i-R-ehe-eetlney-i-n-whi-eM-ehe

23

v4eiaei-en-i-s-aiieged-ee-�ave-eeetlPt"ee.--�he-pet"9on-se

24

eempiai-nee-of-shaii-have-the-t"i-ghe-ee-a�peat"-ae-ehe-piaee-ane

25

ei-me-se-fi-�ee-ane-shew-eatlse-why-an-et"eet"-shotlle-Aee-ee

26

eAeet"ee-ey-ehe-enfot"ei-ng-atlthot"i-ey-t"e�tli-t"i-ng-stleh-pet"son-eo

27

eease-ane-eesi-st-ft"om-eMe-v4eiaei-en-of-ehi-s-�at"e-se-ehat"ged-i-n

28

sai-e-eomp!ai-ne.--�ny-i-neet"eseee-pat"ty-ot"-pet"son-may-ma�e

29

a��!i-eaei-on,-ane-tl�on-�ooe-eatlse-shown-may-ee-ai!owed-by-ehe

30

enfot"ei-ng-atlehot"i-ey,-ee-i-neet"vene-ane-a�peat"-i-n-sai-e

31

pPeeeeei-ng-by-eetlnsei-et"-i-n-pet"son.--�Re-eesei-mony-i-n-any-stleh

Said hearing shall be held in

6
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�feeeed±ng-9Ra±±-ee-fedtleed-to-�f+t+ng-and-f±±ed-±n-the-of£±ee
2

ef-EAe-eRfefetRg-atltrtof±ty.--f£,-tl�oR-StleR-fteaftRg7-tRe

3

eRfefetRj-atltftoftty-±9-0£-tRe-op±n±on-that-the-aet-+s-+n

4

v±o±at±on-o£-th±9-aet 7 -±t-9ha±}-ffia�e-a-fepoft-±R-�ftt±ng-+n

5

wA+eA-tE-SAa±±-SEaEe-±t9-f+Rd+Rjs-as-to-Ehe-faets-and-sfla±l

6

±sstle-and-eatlse-te-ee-sefved-eR-StleA-�efseR-aR-efdef-fe9tltftRg
StleA-pefsen-te-eease-aRe-ees+st-ffeffi-tlS+Ag-stleA-metAee-ef

8

eeffi�et±t±en-ef-SaeA-aee-ef-�fae€±ee7--1Ae-�efsen-affeeted-ey

9

the-efdef-shal±-Aave-±8-days-from-the-date-0£-±sstlanee-0£-the

10

ei.' aei.'--Ee-f±J: e-a-�e-e4-e4eR-fef-fev+ew-w± tA--l=Ae-Be 13a rtment-o f

11

6e�al-AffatfS7--WAen-a-�et±t±on-fof-fev±ew-±s-f±led7-the

12

depaftffient-sfta±l-e±thef-afftfffi7-ffied±fy7-ef-set-as±de-the-efdef

13

w±trt±R-45-day�-aftef-the-f±±tftj-date-ef-trte-pet±�+o�-f�f

14

fev±ew.

15

(2)

The department eRfofe±ng-atlthof±ty may modify or

16

set aside its order at any time by rehearing upon its o·..;n

17

motion when such rehearing is in the interest of the public

18

welfare.

19

(3)

Judicial review of orders of the department

20

eRfefe±ng-atltAef±ty shall be in accordance with the provisions

21

of s. 120. 68 of the Administrative Procedure Act and shall

22

take precedence over other civil cases pending and shall be

23

expedited in every way.

24

f4t--ff-tRe-a±±eged-v4o±at+on-ef-tRt9-?aft-eeetlfS-±n-a

25

eetlnty-ef-mtlRte±�a±+ty-Aav±ni-an-efdtRanee-eovef±Rg-stleh

26

tlR±awftll-aet±v±ty-w±th-at3?fOpf±ate-adm±n+stfat+ve-?foeeed±ngs

27

to-eRfofee-the-ofatnanee,-theR-the-eRfofe±ng-atlthof±ty-�ay

28

+n+t+ate-any-eease-and-de9t9t-aet+on-aeeofdtng-to-tRe

29

�feeedtlfa±-ftl±es-ef-the-efdtnaRee-and-may-ho±d-adffitftt9tfat±ve

30

heaftRgs-eefefe-the-eoafd9-ef-eed4es-e�eated-ey-the-efd±nanee7

31

howevef7-any-a�?ea±-ei-a-leea±-adm¼n±stfae±ve-eedyLs-dee+s+en
7
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sha±±-be-eo-ehe-Bepa�efflene-of-be1a±-Affa±rs-w±eh-jtltl±e±a±
2

rev±ew-ehrotl�h-el'le-e±ser±ee-eotlres-of-a��ea±-as-�rov±eee-fer

3

±-R-el'l±s-seee±oR-,-

4
5

to cease and desist shall not become effective until 10 days

6

after all administrative action has been concluded or, if

7

appeal is made to the district court of appeal and bond is

8

posted, until a final order has been entered by that court.

9

ffifGt

No cease and desist order shall act as a

10

limitation u,:ion any other action or remedy available to a

11

s,erson aggrieved by a violation of this act.

12

(o)f+t

When a court remands an order of the deoartment

l3 1eRfere±Rg-at:1el'lor±ey for rehearing, such rehearing shall be
14
15

held within 45 days after the remand.
J.:�l_f&t

Any person who violates a cease and desist

16

o:-der of the department eRfere±ng-at:1ehor±ey after it has

17

become final and while such order is in effect shall forfeit

18

and pay to the state a civil penalty of not more than $5,000

19

for each violation which shall accrue to the state and may be

20

re covered in a civi 1 action broug ht by the stat e •

21

separate violation of such an order shall be a separate

22

offense, except that in the case of a violation through

Ea ch

n

continuing failure or neglect to obey a final order of the

24

department enfore±n�-at:1el'lor±ey, each day of continuance of

25

such failure or neglect shall be deemed a separate offense.

26

f�t--Neew±ehseaRe±Rg-el'le-�rov±s±eRs-ef-el'l±s-seee±oR-aRe

27

s-,--59±.�9+7-ehe-ee�arefflene-as-eRfere±n�-at:1ehor±ey-sha±±

28

�roeeee-±n-aeeoreanee-w±eh-ehe-prov±s±ons-ef-el'la�eer-±�e.

29

Section 5.

Sub section (5) of section 501. 210, E'lorida

30

Statutes, is amended and subsection (6) is added to said

31

section to read:
B
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501.210
2

(5)

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation initiated by the enforcing

3

authority, the court may award to the prevailing party

4

reasonable attorney's fees and costs, if the court finds that

5

there was a complete absence of a justiciable issue of either

6

law or fact raised by the losing party, or if the court finds
bad faith on the part of the losing p arty. �Rts-seee±eR-9Ra±±

8
9

�e�-a��±y-ee-aRy-aee±eR-±Rte±aeea-ey-ehe-eRfe�etRg-atleMe�±ey�
(6)

In any administrative proceeding or other

10

nonjudicial action initiated by an enforcing authority, the

11

attorney for the enforcing authority :nay certify by sworn

12

affidavit the number of hours and the co3t thereof to the

13

enforcing authority for the time spent in the investigation

14

and litiqation of the case plus costs reasonably incurred in

15

t:1e action.

16

such costs may be made by stipulation of the p arties a part of

17

the final order or decree disposing of the matter.

18

affidavit shall be attached to and become a part of such order

19

or decree.

�
21
22
23

Payment to the enforcing authority of the sum of

Section 6.

Section 501. 2101,

The

Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
501.2101
(1)

Enforcing authorities; moneys.--

Any moneys received by an enforcing authority as

24

reimbursement for attorney's fees and costs of investigation

25

and litigation in ?roceedings brought under the provisions of

�

s. 501.207, s. 501.208 or s. 501.211 shall be deposited as

n

received in the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund in the State

28

Tr easur y •

�

(2)

There is created in the State Treasury a trust

W

fund to be known as the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund.

31

deposited therein shall be disbursed to the enforcing

Money

9
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authority responsible for its collection for the funding of
2 activities conducted by enforcing authorities pursuant to s.
3

501.201

through s.
(3)

4

501.213,

inclusive.

Any moneys received by an enforcing authority and

5 neither received as reimbursement for attorney's fees and

6 costs of investigation and litigation nor used to reimburse
consumers found under this law to be damaged shall accrue to
8

the state and be de?osited as received in the General Revenue

9

Fund unallocated.

10

Section 7.

11

(5)

of section

501. 212,

Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
501.212

12

(5)

13
14

Subsection

Application.--This part does not apply to:

Any person or activity regulated under laws

administered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida

15

Public Service Commission or banks and savings and loan

16

associations regulated by the Department of Banking and

17

Finance or banks or savings and loan associations regulated by

18

federal agencies.

19

Section S.

20

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
10
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SUBJECT:

Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Law

I.

BILL �o. AND SPONSOR:
CS/CS/SB 509 by
Commerce Committee and
Senators Hair & Dunn

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

r ,produced by
FLORID,'\
STATE ARCHIVES
Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
DEPAnMENT OF STATE
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and
R. A. GRAY BUILDiNG
modernize Florida's law governing consumer sales
practices; to protect the consumer from unfair and Tallahas ee, FL 32399-0250

deceptive trade practices; and to make Florida's
Serles
regulation of consumer sales practices consistent
with Federal regulation. The operative provision of
the act lies in subsection (1) of s. 501.204, which
states: "unfair methods of competitio'1 and unfair or
decepcive acts of practices in the conduct of any
trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful". This
language is also the operative provision of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. The act creates a
Private cause of action for consumers aggrieved by a
�iolation of the act. Additionally, the act gives the
Department of Legal Affairs rulemaking and enforcement
authority. The several State Attorneys are also given
enforcement authority.
B.

0

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially alters some sections of the
current law. Fellowing is a section by section analysis
of the proposed changes.
Section 1.
This bill defines "consumer" as "an individual, child,
firm, association, joint adventure, partnership,
estate, trust, business trust, syndicate, fiduciary,
corporation, or any other group or combination." This
definition tracks the language used in section 1.03(3),
Florida Statutes, defining a "person".
The limitation created by the current definition of
"consumer transaction" and "consumer" has prevented
businesses from utilizing the act to protect themselves from deceptive trade practices and unfair methods
of competition. This amendment removes that impediment
and allows small businesses to come within the protection
of the act.
This section also allows the Department to bri g actions
where a violation occurs and affects only one udicial
circuit, if a State Attorney does not act with n 90
days of the filing of a written complaint.
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Section 2.
At the present time, the statute provides that only the
Cabinet shall vote on rules promulgated by the Department.
This bill would include the Governor in the process.
The statute would also be amended to provide that the
Deoartment, not the Governor and Cabinet, shall adopt the
ruies upon a majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet.
Section 3.
Written notice of a probable cause hearing,together with
a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining witnesse�
is required to be served upon the party charged with a
violation at least 15 days prior to the hearing.
Section 4.
Under the provisions of this section, the Department of
Legal Affairs would be required to hold a chapter 120
administrative hearing in order to obtain a cease and
desist order.·
Section 5.
This section deletes the language of subsection (5) which
states that the attorney's fees section does not apply
to actions initiated by the enforcing authority. The
substituted language would allow the court to award
reasonable attorney's fees and costs to the prevailing
party in actions initiated by the enforcing authority
if the court finds "a complete absence of a justiciable
issue of either law or fact raised by the losing party,
or ...bad faith on the part of the losing party".
This section also authorizes payment to the
enforcing authority for attorney costs and expenses
incurred in any administrative or non-judicial action
to be made part of the final order. It further
establishes the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund and
provides that reimbursement for attorney's fees and
costs, which are made to the enforcing authority,
shall be deposited in the Fund to finance the
activities of the enforcing authority.

II.

Section 6.
This section states that the act does not apply to
persons or activities regulated by the Department of
Insurance, the Florida Public Service Commission, or
banks or savings and loan associations regulated by
the Department of Banking and Finance or by federal
agencies.
�CONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
By including businesses in the provision of this act,
a private civil cause of action is created which
permits businesses to bring actions against other
businesses for deceptive or unfair trade practices.
However, the exact economic effect of this change is
not quantifiable at present.
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Government:
The provision of this bill which allows recovery by the
enforcing authority for attorney's fees and costs
incurred in any administrative or other non-judicial
proceeding will result in the state recovering some of
the expense associated with investigating and proceeding
against violators of the act. Amounts recovered will
be applied to meet the operating expenses of the
enforcing authority. The total amount expected to result
from this provision, however, is uncertain.

III.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors--none noted.
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 501, Part II, is commonly known as Florida's
"Little FTC Act". It was enacted: to clarify and
modernize Florida's law governing consumer sales
practices; to protect the consumer from unfair and
deceptive trade practices; and to make Florida's
regulation of consumer sales practices consistent
with Federal regulation. The operative provision of
the act lies in subsection (1) of s. 501.204 which
states "unfair methods of competition and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any
trade or commerce are hereby declared unlawful". This
language is also the operative provision of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. The act creates a
private cause of action for consumers, as defined
irnplicity, aggrieved by a violation of the act.
Additionally the act gives the Department of Legal
Affairs rulemaking and enforcement authority. The
several State Attorneys are also given authority to
enforce the act.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill substantially alters some sections of the
current law. Following is a section by section
analysis of the proposed changes and the sponsor's
intent:
(1)

Section 501.203

Definitions:

A "consumer" is defined as "an individual, child,
firm, association, joint adventure, partnersiiip,
estate, trust, business trust, syndicate, fiduciary,
corporation, or any other group or combination".
This wording tracks the language used in section
1.01(3), Florida Statutes, defining a "person".
The limitation created by the current definition of
"consumer transaction" and "consumer" has prevented
businesses from utilizing the act to protect them
selves from deceptive trade practices and unfair
methods of competition. [See Black v. Dept. of
Legal Affairs, 353 So. 2d 655 (Fla. 2d DCA 1977) J
This amendment removes that impediment and allows
small businesses to come within the protection of the
act.
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Also, this section is amended to eliminate the
requirement that the Department of LeJal Affairs
make referrals to a State Attorney before the State
Attorney may bring action under the act. The pro
posed bill allows the Department to bring actions
where a violation occurs and affects only one
judicial circuit if a State Attorney does not act
within 90 days of the filing of a written complaint.
The Department has stated that referrals from their
office really serve no useful purpose. Rather, they
cause delays and frustrate the efforts of State
Attorneys to obtain immediate injunctive relief.
( 2)

Section 501.205

Rulemaking Power:

At the present time, the statute provides that only
the Cabinet shall vote on rules promulgated by the
Department. This bill would include the Governor
in the process. The statute would also be amended
to provide that the Department, not the Governor
and Cabinet, shall adopt the rules upon a majority
vote of the Governor and Cabinet.
The Cabinet is not equipped to adopt rules. In fact,
all of the present rules have been adopted by the
Department. This has raised some questions regarding
the validity of existing rules. This proposed
amendment eliminates the potential for future
problems.

(3)

Section 501.206(5) Investigative Powers:

This is a new subsection which provides that the
Department must be notified of all actions brought
by the State Attorneys under the "Little FTC Act''.
The notice requirement will permit the Department
to centralize ''Little FTC" precedent and to more
easily determine the propriety of becoming involved
in cases of great public interest. Also, the
Department can better monitor the enforcement of
the act.
(4)Section 501.207 Remedies of Enforcing Authority:
Written notice of a probable cause hearing together
with a copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining
witnesses is required to be served upon the party
charged with a violation at least 15 days prior
to the hearing.
(5)

Section 501.208

Cease and Desist Orders:

This section is amended so as to provide that the
Department of Legal Affairs must hold a chapter 120
administrative hearing in order to obtain a cease
and desist order.
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( 6)

Section 501.210(5)

Attorney's Fees:

This amendment deletes the language of subsection (5)
stating that the attorney's fee's section does not
apply to actions initiated by the enforcing authority.
The substituted language would allow the court to
award reasonable attorney's fees and costs to the
prevailing party in actions initiated by the enforcing
authority if the court finds "a complete absence
of a justiciable issue of either law or fact raised
by the losing party, or ... bad faith on the part of
the losing party".
Simply, if the Department or a State Attorney brings
a frivolous or bad faith action and loses, the
defendant would be entitled to attorney's fees.

{7)

Section 501. 212

Application:

This amendment takes away the power of the enforcing
authority to initiate any actions under the act
which arise out of any activity regulated by federal
regulatory agencies.
The Department has indicated they believe these
activities are sufficiently regulated by the federal
agencies.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
By including businesses in the provisions of the act,
a private civil cause of action is created allowing
business to bring actions against other businesses.
The economic effects of this change at the present
time are indeterminable.

B.
III.

IV.

Government:

None

COMMENTS:

The CS for HB's 625 and 1352 was substituted for this
bill and passed by both Houses.
AMENDMENTS:

None
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Senator Steinberg-A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and

3

Unfair Trade Practices Act; amending s.

4

501.202(2), Florida Statutes, conforming the

5

purpose of the act; amending s. 501.203,

6

Florida Statutes, expanding the scope of the

7

act to include transactions beyond those

8

transactions between a consumer and supplier;

9

changing the circumstances in which the

10

Department of Legal Affairs may enforce the

11

act; clarifying the types of rules the

12

violation of which is subject to a penalty;

13

amending s. 501.205, Florida Statutes, 1978

14

Supplement, empowering the department, rather

15

than the Cabinet, to adopt rules specifying

16

prohibited acts and practices; deleting

17

provisions restricting the act and rules

18

thereunder to certain federal laws and court

19

opinions; adding a subsection to s. 501.206,
Florida Statutes, clarifying the state

21

attorneys' continued powers with respect to

22

criminal investigations; creating s. 501.2065,

23

Florida Statutes, requiring the office of state

24

attorney to notify the Department of Legal

25

Affairs of civil actions it files under the act

26

and specifies the effect of failure to notify;

27

amending s. 501.207, Florida Statutes,

28

providing additional remedies for the enforcing

29

authority; removing the requirement that the

30
31

enforcing authority make a finding of probable
cause prior to filing an action; expanding the
1
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remedies which the court may order pursuant to
2

an action filed under the act; expanding the

3

time period in which such actions may be filed;

4

providing for termination of the action upon

5

the violator's acceptance of an administrative

6

consent order and specifies consequences of

7

failures to comply therewith; amending s.

8

501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement,

9

conforming provisions relating to cease and

10

desist orders to the Administrative Procedures

11

Act and limiting the authority to seek such

12

orders to the Department of Legal Affairs;

13

providing for expeditious review of petitions

14

for such orders; removing provisions

15

authorizing the enforcing authority to seek

16

such orders pursuant to applicable local

17

ordinances; amending s. 501.209, Florida

18

Statutes, to conform to the act; creating ss.

19

501.2092-501.2095, Florida Statutes, specifying

20

penalties for violations of the act and certain

21

orders issued thereunder; entitling the

22

enforcing authority to recovery of costs under

23

certain circumstances; specifying certain

24

presumptions and admissibility of evide nce with

25

respect to a finding of knowledge or intent to

26

violate the act; providing for the disposition

27

of penalties and costs; amending ss. 501.210(1)

28

and 501. 211 (1) and (2), Florida Statutes,

29

conforming provisions relating to attorney's

30

fees and individual remedies to the act;

31

repealing s. 501.2091, Florida Statutes,
2
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removing provisions authorizing stays in
2

proceedings under the act under certain

3

circumstances; repealing s. 501.212(4) and (5),

4

Florida Statutes, removing exemptions from the

5

act provided to certain holders in due cause

6

and transferees of negotiable instruments
without knowledge of violations of the act and

8

provided to persons regulated by the Department

9

of Insurance and by the Public Service

10

Commission and banks and savings and loan

11

associations regulated by the Department of

12

Banking and Finance; p roviding an effective

13

date.

14
15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

16
17

18
19

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 501.202, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
501.202

Purposes; rules of construction.--The

�

provisions of this part shall be construed liberally to

21

promote the following policies:

22
23
24

25
26

27
28
29
30
31

(2)

To protect consumers from persons Stl���½ers who

commit deceptive and unfair trade practices.
Section 2.

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.203

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
( 1)

"€enstlffler Transaction" means a sale, lease,

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of a
service, an intangible, or real or personal property from one
person to another for any purpose including, but not limited
3
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to, business or personal or investment purposes, or a
2

solicitation by any person with respect to any of these

3

dispositions e£-aR-¼eeffl-of-�eees7-a-eeRSHfflef-SefY¼ee7-ef-aR

4

iAtaAgie!e-te-aA-iAe4Y4eHa±-fef-PHfpeses-£hat-afe-pf4fflaE4!y·

5

pefseAa± 7 -fam4ly7-ef-heHseAe±e-ef-tAa£-felate-£e-a-eHs4Aess

6

eppeftHAi�y-�ha�-fe�Hifee-eeth-his-e*peRe¼�Hfe-ef-ffleAey-ef

7

pfeperty-aAe-hie-pefeeAal-sefY4ees-eR-a-eeA�iAHiA�-eas4s-aAe

s

4R-whieh-he-has-Ae£-eeeA-pfeYieHsly-eA�a�ee 7 -ef-a-se!ie4ta£ieR

9

ey-a-sHpp!ief-with-fespeee-ee-aAy-ef-ehese-e!spesi�ieRs.

10

(2)

"Final judgment" means a judgment, including any

11

supporting opinion, that determines the rights of the parties

12

and concerning which appellate remedies have been exhausted or

13

the time for appeal has expired.

14

4�t--�6�ppliefll -meaRs-a-sel¼ef 7 -lessef7-assi�Aef7-ef

15

ethef-pefseA-whe-fe�Hlaf±y-sel4eits 7 -eA�a�es-iR7-ef-eR£eEees

16

eeRsl:llllef-efaRsaeeiens 7 -wheehef-ef-Aee-he-eeals-eifeetly-wieh

17

the-eeASl:llllefT

18

J1.l�4t

"Enforcing authority" means the office of the

19

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or

�

affects the judicial circuit under the office's jurisdiction

21

and if a complaint of such violation has been referred to the

22

state attorney by the Department of Legal Affairs.

23

authority" means the Department of Legal Affairs if the

24

violation occurs in or affects more than one judicial circuit

25

or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a

26

violation within a reasonable period of time after it has been

27

given reason to believe that a violation has occurred in or

28

affected the judicial circuit within the office's jurisdiction

29

fefeffed-�e-him-by-the-BepafeffleRe-e£-be�al-Af£aifs.

30
31

J.il45t

"Enforcing

"Violation of this part" means either a

violation of a provision of s. 501.204(1) ehis-pat"e or a
4
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violation of any substantive rule which prohibits with
2

specificity acts or practices which violate said section �\:ile

3

�feffl\:il�atea -�\:ifS\:iane-ee-ehis-�afe.

ill��t

4

5

"Department" means the Department of Legal

Affairs.
(6)�+}

6

"Order" means a cease and desist order issued

7

by the Department of Legal Affairs eAfefeiR�-a\:iehofiey as set

8

forth in s. 501.208 and includes an administrative consent

9

order issued by the department without an adversary hearing by

10

consent of the adverse. p arty.
J.21..�St

11

"Interested party or person" means any person

12

affected by a violation of this part or any person affected by

13

an order of the Department of Legal Affairs eRfe�eiR�

14

a\:iehefiey.

15
16

Section 3.

Section 501.205, Florida Statutes, 1 978

Supplement, is amended to read:

17

501. 205

18

�!t

Rule-making power. --

The department shall adopt pfepese rules ee-ehe

19

eaeiRee which prohibit with specificity acts or practices that

20

violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules for the

21

administration of this part.

6\:ieH-f\:i±es-shall-ee-aee�eea-ey

22

fflaje�iey-Yeee-ef-ehe-eaeiAee.

All such rules pfesefieee-ey

23

the-eaeiRee and administrative actions taken by the department

24

shall be pursuant to chapter 120.

28

Be�afeffleRe-of-be�al-Affaifs-ee-feeeive-eepies -ef-�feposee

29

f\:iles.

�he-Bepafefflene-ef-be�a±

5
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�e�Hlat+eAS 7-aAe-eeeisieAs-ef-�Ae-Feeefal-�faee-€emmissieA-aAa
2

�A9-£QG9Fal-eeHF�s-iA-iAtefp�etiAg-eAe-p�evisieAs-e£-sT

3

5�ar�lt-o£-�he-Feeefal-�faee-€emmissioA-Ae�-tl5-ijTS.e.

4

45�ar�ltr7-as-£�em-eime-ee-�ime-ameAeeeT

5

6
7
8

9

Section 4.

Subsection (5) is added to section 501.206,

Florida Statutes, to read:
501.206
(5)

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.-

This section shall not impair the authority of

state attorneys to investigate violations of criminal law or

10

to secure testimony or evidence through process otherwise

11

authorized by law.

12
13
14

Section 5.

Section 501.2065, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
501.2065

State attorney to notify department of

15

certain action.--When the office of the state attorney files a

16

civil complaint alleging a violation of this part, it shall

17

notify the Department of Legal Affairs of the identity of the

18

suspected violator.

19

state attorney to provide such notice shall not bar any action

M

or investigation nor give rise to any defense in avoidance of

21

any complaint brought by the office of the state attorney on

22

account of that failure.

23

Section 6.

�
25

However, any failure by the office of a

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.207

Remedies of enforcing authority.--

M

(1)

The enforcing authority may bring:

27

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an

28
29

act or practice violates this part.
( b)

An action to enjoin a person s�pplier who has

30

violated, is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate,

31

this part.
6
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(c)

An action on behalf of one or more aggrieved

2

persons eeAStil!lefs for the actual damages caused by an act or

3

practice performed in violation of. this part.

However, no

4

damages shall be recoverable under this section against a

5

retailer who has in good faith engaged in the dissemination of

6

claims of a manufacturer or wholesaler without actual

7

knowledge that it violated this part.
(d)

8

An action to recover actual damages incurred bl

9

the enforcing authoritt as a result of ani transaction entered

10

into for purposes of acquiring evidence of a violation of this

11

part.

12

proven.

13
14
15

However, no recovery shall lie unless a violation is
(e)

An action for civil penalties pursuant to s.

501. 2092.
�?t--Be£efe-efinging-an-aeeien-tlneef-pafagfaphs-tar-ef

16

�er-0£-stleseeeion-tlt 7-ehe-en£efe¼ng-atlehof¼ey-sha±�7-�tlfStlane

11

�e-aA-aemiAisefaefYe-heafing7-aetefffl¼Ae-thae-thefe-4s-pfeeaele

18

eatlse-ee-ef¼Ag-the-aeeieAT--Wf4tteA-Aet4ee-e£-stleh-heaftAg

20

a-Yielaeien-ef-ehis-�afe-ae-lease-38-eays-�f¼ef-te-stleh

21

heafing.--��e-�afey-ehafgee-shall-haYe-ehe-fighe-ee-£ile-a

28

Ql�3t

Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

�

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1 ),

30

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment

31

of a master or receiver� of sequestration of assets�
7
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disgorgement and divestiture of income or property, to
2

reimburse aggrieved persons eeflS�fflefs found to have been

3

damaged, to carry out a eeASlifflef transaction in accordance

4

with eeASlifflefs L reasonable expectations, to strike or limit

5

the application of clauses of contracts to avoid an

6

unconscionable result, to exact any penalty, costs, or fees

7

imposed by law, to prevent unjust enrichment, or to grant

8

other appropriate relief.

9

of a master or receiver against a supplier.

10

Ql�4t

The court may assess the expenses

If a violator s���lie� shows that a violation

11

of this part resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding

12

the maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

13

error, recovery under this section is limited to the amount,

14

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the

15

violation.

16

.ill-E5-t

No a,tion may be brought by the enforcing

17

authority under this section more than 3 � years after the

18

occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than 1 year

19

after the last payment in a eeftS�fflef transaction involved in a

�

violation of this part, or more than 2 years after discovery

21

of the violation by the aggrieved person or his legal

22

representative if discovery of the violation was materially

23

delayed by fraud or deception or if complaint to the enforcing

24

authority was delayed in justifiable reliance upon the false

25

representations of the violator, whichever is later.

26

fil�&t

The enforcing authority may terminate an

27

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a violator's

29

part or upon entry of an administrative consent order.

30

Acceptance of an assurance or administrative consent order may

31

be conditioned on a commitment to reimburse aggrieved persons

n Sli��lie� L s written assurance of voluntary compliance with this

8
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and the enforcing authority their actual damages, to�
2

costs, penalties, and fees, to effect disgorgement or

3

divestiture of income or property, eeAst:llftefs or to take other

4

appropriate corrective action.

5

consent order is not evidence of a prior violation of this

6

part.

7

order has been rescinded by written agreement of the parties

8

or voided by a court for good cause, subsequent failure to

9

comply with the terms of an assurance or administrative

10

consent order is prima facie evidence of a violation of this

11

part.

12

terms of an administrative consent order shall be subject to

13

the appropriate penalties set forth in s. 501.2092.

U

Acceptance of an assurance or administrative consent order Ne

15

seeh-assefaAee shall not act as a limitation upon any action

16

or remedy available to a person aggrieved by a violation of

17

this part.

18

19

An assurance or administrative

However, unless an assurance or administrative consent

Any person who intentionally fails to comply with the

Section 7.

Section 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978

Supplement, is amended to read:

20

501.208

21

(1)

Cease and desist orders; procedures.--

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs eA£efe¼A�

n

a��hefi�y has reason to believe that a person has been, or is,

23

violating this part, and if it appears to the department

24

eAfefeiA�-ae�hefi�y that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

25

would be in the interest of the public, it shall issue and

26

serve upon such person a complaint or notice stating its

27

charges in that respect and containing a notice of a hearing

28

upon a day and at a place therein fixed at least thirty days

29

after the service of said complaint.

30

held in conformity with the provisions of chapter 1 20. �he

31

eetlAey-e£-fesieeAee-e£-�he-pafey-ehaf�ee-ef-in-�he-eeeRey-iA

Said hearing shall be

9
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whfeh-ehe-Yio!aefoA-is-a!!eged-eo-AaYe-eeetlEfed.--�he-pefson
2

se-eemp!aiAed-0£-sha!±-haYe-ehe-ffghe-ee-appeaf-ae-ehe-plaee

3

aAd-efme-se-ff*ed-aAd-show-eatlse-why-aA-efdef-shetlld-Aoe-ee

4

eA�efee-ey-�he-eAfefefAg-atl�Aeffey-fe�tlffing-stleh-pefsoA-Ee

5

eease-aAe-eesfsE-ffem-Ehe-Yfelaeien-e£-Ehfs-pafe-se-ehafged-fA

6

safe-eemplafAeT--AAy-fA�efestee-paf�y-ef-pefseA-may-make

7

ap�!ieaeioA 7-aAe-epeA-geoe-eatlse-shewA-may-ee-a±!ewee-ey-ehe

s

eA£efeiAg-ae�hefity7-eo-iAtefvene-aAd-appeaf-iA-safe

9

pfoeeediAg-ey-eeeAse±-ef-iA-pefseA.--�he-EeseimoAy-fA-aAy-stleh

10

pfeeeediAg-sha¼¼-ee-fedtleed-ee-wfieiAg-aAd-fi¼ed-iA-Ehe-effiee

11

e£-ehe-eAfefefAg-atlEhefiey.--ff 7 -tlpeA-Stleh-heafiAg7-EAe

12

eA£efeing-atlehefiey-is-e£-ehe-epinion-thae-Ehe-aee-is-iA

13

Yio!aefeA-e£-ehfs-aee7 -fE-sha!l-make-a-fepoft-in-wffeiAg-iA

14

whieh-fe-sha!±-seaee-ies-ffAdiAgs-as-ee-ehe-faees-aAd-shal±

15

fssee-aAe-eaese-Ee-ee-sefved-eA-Stleh-pefson-eA-efeef-fe�tlifiAg

16

stleh-pefsoA-eo-eease-aAd-eesise-£Eom-tlsing-stleh-meehoe-e£

17

eempeeieien-ef-Stleh-aee-ef-pEaeeieeT--�he-pe�sen-a££eeeee-ey

18

�he-efeef-sha±l-haYe-¼G-eays-ffem-Ehe-eaee-ef-isstlaAee-ef-ehe

19

efdef-Ee-fi±e-a-peefefeA-fef-feyfew-with-ehe-BepafeffleAe-e£

�

he�a±-AffaifBT--WheA-a-peeieioA-fof-feview-is-£i¼ee7-ehe

21

ee�afemeAe-sha±¼-eieher-a££ifm7-medi£y,-ef-see-asfee-ehe-efdef

22

wiehiA-45-days-a£eef-ehe-fi±iAg-eaee-e£-ehe-peeieion-£of

24

(2)

The department eAfofeiAg-atleAofiey may modify or

25

set aside its order at any time by rehearing upon its own

26

motion when such rehearing is in the interest of the public

27

welfare.

�

(3)

Judicial review of orders of the department

�

eA£ofeiAg-atlehoriey shall be in accordance with the provisions

30

of s. 120.68 of the Administrative Procedure Ac t and shall

31
10
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take precedence over other civil cases pending and shall be
2
3

44r--ff-the-alleged-violaefon-e£-thfs-pafe-eeetlfS-fft-a

4

eetlftey-ef-ffltlfttefpalfey-havfng-an-efdfftenee-eeveffng-stleh

5

tlft±awftil-aetfvfty-wfeh-appfepffaee-admfnfsefaefve-pfeeeedfngs

6

te-eftfefee-ehe-efdinanee 7 -then-the-enfefefng-atiehefiey-may

7

fnftfate-any-eease-ane-eesfse-aeefon-aeee�dfn�-te-the

8

pfeeeetifa±-ftiles-ef-the-efdfnanee-and-may-hele-admiRfstfaefve

9

heaffftgs-eefofe-ehe-eeafds-ef-eeefes-efeaeed-ey-the-efdfnanee,

10

hewevef 7 -afty-appeal-ef-a-leeal-aemiRfsefatfve-eedyLs-aeeision

11

shall-ee-eo-the-Bepafefflefte-ef-begal-Affaifs-wfeh-jtiaiefal

12

feYiew-thfetigh-the-efstfiet-eetifes-ef-appeal-as-pfevfaed-fef

13

fn-thfs-seetfenT

14

..

expedited in every way.

J..!l.�5r

An order of the department enfefein9-atiehefity

15

to cease and desist shall not become effective until 10 days

16

after all administrative action has been concluded or, if

17

appeal is made to the district court of appeal and bond is

18

posted, until a final order has been entered by that court.

19

fil��r

No cease and desist order shall act as a

20

limitation upon any other action or remedy available to a

21

person aggrieved by a violation of this act.

22

l§l_�+r

When a court remands an order of the department

23

eRfeEe¼R�-atithefity for rehearing, such rehearing shall be

24

held within 45 days after the remand.

25

4St--Any-pefsen-whe-violeees-a-eease-and-eesfse-efeef

26

ef-the-enfefe¼n,-atieAefiey-afeef-fe-has-eeeeme-fiflal-ane-whfle

27

Stieh-efaef-is-fn-e£feee-shall-fof£efe-ane-pay-eo-the-seaee-a

28

efvil-peRaley-ef-nee-mefe-than-$5,GGG-fof-eaeh-Yielaefon-whfeh

29

shall-aeeftle-te-the-state-ane-may-ee-feeevefee-fn-a-efyf!

30

aetfen-efetight-ey-the-stateT--Saeh-sepafate-vielatfen-e£-stieh

31

an-efeef-shall-ee-a-sepafaee-e£fense 7 -e�eepe-thae-fn-the-ease
11
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ef-a-vie!atieR-thfetl�h-eeRtintliR�-fail�fe-ef-Re�leet-te-eeey-a
2

fiRa±-eFeeF-ef-the-enfefeiR!-a�thefity7-eaeh-eay-ef

3

eentin�aRee-ef-stleh-fai±�fe-ef-Re�!eet-shal!-ee-eeefflee-a

4

se�afate-effeRSeT

5

{9t--NetwithstaReiR!-the-prov±s±ons-of-th±s-sect±on-and

6

6T-iG±T2G17-the-ee�aftffleRt-as-�nfefeiR!-atlthefity-sha±±

7

�feeeed-iR-aeeefeaAee-with-the-pfevisiens-ef-ehaptef-±�e.

8

9
10

Section 8.

Section 501.209, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.209

Other supervision.--If the enforcing authority

11

receives a complaint or other information relating to

12

noncompliance with this act by a person s��plief who is

13

subject to other supervision in this state, the enforcing

14

authority shall inform the official or agency having that

15

supervision.

16
17

Section 9.

501. 2095, Florida Statutes, are created to read:

18

501.2092

19

(1)

w

Sections 501.2092, 501.2093, 501. 2094, and
Penalties for violations.--

Any person who intentionally commits or

participates in a violation of this part or who intentionally

21

solicits another to commit or participate in a violation of

22

this part or who knowingly accepts or shares in income or

23

other benefits or enrichment generated by such violation,

24

participation or solicitation shall forfeit and pay to the

25

state a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000 for each violation

26

which shall accrue to the state and may be recovered in a

27

civil action brought by the enforcing authority in the name of

28

the state.

29

(2)

Any person who violates a cease and desist order

�

of the Department of Legal Affairs, including an order entered

31

by consent of that person, after it has become final and while
12
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such order is in effect or who solicits another to violate
2

such an order shall forfeit and pay to the state a civil

3

penalty not to exceed $5,000 for each violation which shall

4

accrue to the state and may be recovered in a civil action

5

brought by the enforcing authority in the name of the state.

6

Any person who violates an injunction, a

7

declaratory judgment, an order of restitution, reimbursement,

8

sequestration, disgorgement, divestiture, or specific

9

performance, or an order of other appropriate relief granted

10

by a court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to s.

11

501.207(2), after it has become final and while such

12

injunction, judgment or order is in effect, or who solicits

13

another to violate the same, shall forfeit and pay to the

14

state a civil penalty not to exceed $10,000 for each violation

15

which shall accrue to the state and may be recovered in a

16

civil action brought by the enforcing authority in the name of

17

the state.

18

(4)

With respect to each of the civil penalties

19

enumerated in subsections (1), (2), and (3) of this section,

20

when the conduct constituting a violation is of a continuing

21

nature, each day of such conduct shall constitute a separate

22

violation.

23

(5)

Unless otherwise expressly provided, the remedies

24

or penalties provided by this section are cumulative to each

25

other and to the remedies or penalties available under all

26

other sections of this part and all other laws of this state.

27

501.2093

28

(1)

29

·

(3)

30
31

Costs.--

The enforcing authority shall recover its costs in

any civil, criminal, or administrative proceeding from the
person or persons charged with violating this part unless, for
good cause shown, the presiding judge or hearing officer
13
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having jurisdiction to hear the merits of the cause determines
2

the recovery of such costs are not in the public interest or

3

are not warranted in view of the disposition on the merits.

4

(2)

If the presiding judge or hearing officer

5

determines that the recovery of such costs are not in the

6

public interest or are not warranted in view of the

7

disposition on the merits, he shall enter a written order to

8

that effect within 15 days of the disposition setting forth

9

with specificity his reasons and the factual basis therefor.

10

(3)

The enforcing authority shall be entitled to

11

recover as costs its actual costs; in lieu of actual costs, it

12

shall be entitled to recover as costs the following: $1,000 if

13

the proceeding is by civil complaint; and $500 if the

14

proceeding is by administrative complaint.

15

16

501.2094
(1)

Presumptions; proofs.--

With respect to any action to recover a civil

17

penalty pursuant to s. 501.2092, a violation of this part is

18

deemed intentional or knowing if it is done with actual

19

knowledge or with knowledge fairly implied from objective

20

circumstances that it would violate this part.

21

(2)

The existence of prior assurances, orders, or

22

judgments, whether administrative or judicial, and the

23

existence of a specific substantive rule enumerating&an act,

24

acts, or practices violative of this part are relevant and

25

material to a determination of whether a violation of this

�

part was intentional or knowing.

27

501.2095

28

(1)

Disposition of penalties and costs.-

All civil penalties recovered pursuant to s.

29

501.2092 of this part and all other sums forfeited or

30

disgorged to the state or otherwise received by the enforcing

31

authority, including sums received pursuant to consent orders,
14
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shall be paid into a trust fund established pursuant to s.
2

215.32 and shall be used by the enforcing authority
responsible for its recovery to enforce within its particular
jurisdiction Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices

5
6

Act.
(2)

All costs recovered pursuant to s. 501.2093 shall

7

be paid into a trust fund established pursuant to s. 215.32,

s

and shall be used by the enforcing authority responsible for

9

its recovery to enforce within its particular jurisdiction

10

Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act.

11

(3)

All other real or personal property forfeited or

12

disgorged to the state or otherwise received by the enforcing

13

authority, including such property received pursuant to

14

consent orders, shall be disposed of by a court of competent

15

jurisdiction as set forth in s. 116.29(3) and the proceeds, if

16

any, of any sale shall be paid into a trust fund established

17

pursuant to s. 215.32 and shall be used by the enforcing

18

authority responsible for its recovery to enforce within its

19

particular jurisdiction Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade

20

Practices Act •

21

22

Section 10.

Subsection (1) of section 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

23

501.210

24

(1)

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation resulting from a ee�stl�e�

25

transaction involving a violation of this part, except as

26

provided in subsection (5), the prevailing party, after

27

judgment in the trial court and exhaustion of all appeals, if

28

any, shall receive his reasonable attorney's fees and costs
from the nonprevailing party.
Section 11.

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

501.211, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
15
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,
501.211
(1)

2

Other individual remedies.--

Without regard to any other remedy or relief to

3

which a person is entitled, anyone aggrieved by a violatio� of

4

this part may bring an action to obtain a declaratory judgment

5

that an act or practice violates this part and to enjoin a

6

person stt��±¼e� who has violated, is violating, or is

7

otherwise likely to violate this part.

8
9

(2)

In any individual action brought by a person

eeflS�ffle� who has suffered a loss as a result of a violation of

10

this part, such individual may recover actual damages, plus

1l

attorney's fees and court costs as provided in s. 501.210;

12

however, no damages, fees, or costs shall be recoverable under

13

this section against a retailer who has, in good faith,

14

engaged in the dissemination of claims of a manufacturer or

15

wholesaler without actual knowledge that it violated this

16

part.

17
18

Section 12.

(5) of section 501.212, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 13.

19
20

Section 501.2091, and subsections (4) and
This act shall take effect October 1,

1979.

21
22

*****************************************

23

HOUSE SUMMARY

24
25
26
27
18
29
30
31

Substantially revises the Florida Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Act. Expands the application of the act
beyond consumer transactions to include the sale, lease,
or assignment of services, real or personal property, or
intangibles from one person to another for any purpose.
Restricts the application of penalties for violation of
rules to substantive rules which specify prohibited acts
or practices. Changes the circumstances under which the
Department of Legal Affairs may enforce the act.
Authorizes the Department of Legal Affairs rather than
the Cabinet to adopt rules which prohibit specified acts
or practices. Removes the requirement that the rules be
consistent with the rules, regulations, and decisions of
16
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the Federal Trade Commission and federal courts in
interpreting the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Requires the state attorney to notify the Department of
Legal Affairs of any complaint it files alleging a
violation of the act. Specifies the effect of failure to
notify. Provides that in addition to existing remedies
the enforcing authority may seek actual damages or civil
penalties. Removes the requirement that the enforcing
authority (either the state attorney or the Department of
Legal Affairs) make a finding of probable cause pursuant
to an administrative hearing prior to bringing an action
under the act. Authorizes the court in any such action
to, in addition to present remedies, exact any penalty,
costs or fees imposed by law or prevent unjust
enrichment. Increases the time period in which an action
may be brought. Provides for the termination of the
action if the violator accepts an administrative consent
order and specifies various consequences upon the
violator's failure or intentional failure to comply with
the consent order.
Restricts the authority of an enforcing authority to
issue cease and desist orders to the Department of Legal
Affairs. Conforms the procedures for obtaining such
orders to the Administrative Procedures Act. Provides
that petitions for such orders shall be expedited.
Specifies penalties for intentional violations of the
act, intentional solicitations of others to violate the
act, violations of cease and desist orders, and
violations of injunctions, declaratory judgments, and
certain other orders. Specifies that each day
constitutes a separate violation. Repeals provisions
which entitle the enforcing authority to seek a cease and
desist order pursuant to a local ordinance covering the
prohibited activity.
Entitles enforcing authorities to a recovery of costs of
proceedings against violators and specifies the amount
thereof, unless the court finds that such recovery is not
in the public interest or is not warranted.
Specifies circumstances under which a violation is deemed
intentional or knowing and declares certain evidence as
relevant or material to a determination of whether an act
was intentional or knowing. Provides for the disposition
of penalties and costs collected pursuant to the act.
Repeals provisions which entitle a party to any
proceeding under the act brought by an enforcing
authority to obtain a stay in the proceeding by filing a
civil action on the issues and which provide that the
circuit court's order in such civil action will be
binding on all parties. Repeals provisions which exempt
from the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act
holders in due course of a negotiable instrument or the
transferee of a credit agreement received in good faith
without knowledge of a violation of the act. Repeals the
exemption from the act provided to persons regulated by
the Department of Insurance or by the Public Service
Commission and banks and savings and loan associations
regulated by the Department of Banking and Finance.
17
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½"strtletio"a!-�toff-ot-ret+reme"t-or-death7-mtl!ti�!ted-by-o"e-ho!f-of
the--tota!--"tlmber--of--oeetlmtl¼oted--siek--!eave-days-ered½ted-to-the
member-of-the-+"strtletto"a!-�toff-ot-t+me-of-retireme"t-or--deoth--or
66--days7--whiehever--is--!ess� "Normal retirement," as used in this
subsection, shall mean retirement under plan A, B, C, D, or E of the
Teachers' Retirement System or any other plan established by the
legislature with either full or reduced benefits as provided by law
or mandatory retirement due to the attainment of the age of 70 years.
"Normal retirement" shall not be interpreted to include disability
retirement.
Section 16.
If chapter 231, Florida Statutes, is repealed in
accordance with the intent expressed in the Regulatory Reform Act of
1976,
as amended by chapter 77-457,
Laws of florida, or as
subsequently amended, it is the intent of the Legislature that this
act shall also be repealed on the same date as is therein provided.
Section 17.
Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section 231.57,
Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:
231.57
(b)

Professional Practices Council.--

The council shall be composed of:

1.
Seven elementary school classroom teachers, at least one of
whom must be a middle school teacher and at least one of whom shall
be a representative of a nonpublic sc ool;
2.

Seven secondary school classroom teachers;

3.

One elementary school principal;

4.

One middle or junior high school principal;

5.

One secondary school principal;

6.

One supervisor; and

7.

One superintendent.

Section 18.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.

Approved by the Governor July 3, 1979.
filed in Office Secretary of State July 5, 1979.

�-)

Committee Substitute for House Bill Nos. 625 and 1352
An

act relating to the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade
Practices Law; amending s. 501.203(�;, Florida Statutes
and adding a subsection (9 ); redefining "enforcing
authority" and defining
"consumer";
amending
s.
501.205(1),
Florida
Statutes,
1978
Supplement;
providing that the Department of Legal Affairs shall
adopt rules and procedures upon a majority vote of the
Governor and Cabinet; a mending s. 501.207(2), Florida
Statutes;
providing
procedure for probable cause
1935
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hearings; amending s. 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978
Supplement; providing procedure for cease and desist
orders; amending s. 501.210(5), Florida Statutes and
adding a subsection (6); providing for attorney's fees
and costs awards; creating s.
501.2101,
Florida
Statutes, providing for the deposit of reimbursements
for certain attorney's fees in the Consumer Frauds
Trust Fund; creating the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund;
providing certain exemptions; amending s. 501.212(5),
Florida Statutes; exempting banks or savings and loan
associations regulated by federal agencies; providing
an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
Subsection (4) of section 501.203, Florida Statutes,
is amended and subsection (9) is added to said section, to read:
501.203 Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless the context
otherwise requires, the term:
(4)
"Enforcing authority" means the office of the state attorney
if a violation of this part occurs in or affects the judicial circuit
under the office's jurisdiction and if a complaint of such violation
has been referred to the state attorney by the Department of Legal
Affairs. "Enforcing authority" means the Department of Legal Affairs
if the violation occurs in or affects more than one judicial circuit
or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a violation
within 90 days after a written complaint has been filed with the
state attorney a-reaseRae!e-�ertod-of-,tme-a£,er-t,-Ras-eeeR-re£erred
,�-Rtm-ey-tRe-Be�artmeRt-ot-ee�al-AE£atrs.
(9)
"Consumer" means an individual, child, b and throu h its
�rent or lega
guardian,
irm, association,
Joint
adventure,
partnership, estate, trust, business trust, syndicate, fiduciary,
corporation, or any ot�er group or combination.
Section 2.
Subsection (1) of section 501.205, Florida Statutes,
1978 Supplement, is amended to read:
501.205

Rule-making power.--

(1)
The department shall propose rules to the Governor and
Cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts or practices that
violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules for the
administration of this part. Such rules shall be adopted by the
department upon a majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet. All
rules �reserteea-ey-,Re-eaetRe, and administrative actions taken by
the department shall be pursuant to chapter 120. The Department of
Legal Affairs shall, at least 30 days before the meeting at which
such rules are to be considered by the Governor and Cabinet, mail a
copy of such rules to any person filing a written request with the
Department of Legal Affairs to receive copies of proposed rules.
Section 3.
Subsection (2) of section 501.207, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
501.207
(!)

Remedies of enforcing authority.-

The enforcing authority may bring:
1936
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(a)
An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an act or
practice violates this part.
(b)
An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,
violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.

is

(c)
An action on behalf of one or more consumers for the actual
damages caused by an act or practice performed in violation of this
part.
However, no damages shall be recoverable under this section
against a retailer who has in good faith engaged in the dissemination
of claims of a manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge
that it violated this part.
(2)
Before bringing an action under paragraphs (a) or (c) of
subsection (1), the enforcing authority shall, pursuant to an
administrative hearing, determine that there is probable cause to
bring the action. Written notice of such hearing together with a
copy of all sworn affidavits of complaining witnesses shall be served
by certified mail upon the party charged with a violation of this
part at least 15 39 days prior to such hearing.
The party charged
shall have the right to file a written answer to the charges at any
time prior to the hearing and shall have the right to be represented
by counsel at such hearing and to cross-examine any witnesses and tc
The determination of
rebut other evidence a!l-eemp!a4n4ng-witnesses.
probable cause may be based upon a complaint made in writing and
sworn to by the complaining witness or witnesses before a person
authorized to administer oaths when the complaint states facts which
�that a violation of this part may have occurred. The party
charged shall not be prevented from offering testimony or other
evidence to rebut the complaint at the administrative hearing. The
adm1n1strative hearing shall be held in the county in which the party
charged resides or in the county in which the violation is alleged to
have occurred. The administrative hearing shall otherwise be as
provided bys. 120.57.
Section 4. Section 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is
amended to read:
501.208

Cease and desist orders; procedures.--

(1 )
Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs enfere4ng-atlther4ty
has reason to believe that a person has been, or is, violating this
part, and if it appears to the department enfere+n�-atlther+ty that a
cease and desist order against such violation p�eeeed4ng--by--it--in
fes�eee--thefeef would be in the interest of the public, it shall
issue and serve upon such person a complaint and order er--netiee
stating its charges in that respect and containing a notice of a
hearing upon a day and at the a place therein fixed at least thirty
days after the service of saTd complaint. Said hearing shall be held
in conformity with the provisions of chapter 120. the--eetlnty--0£
fes+aeAee--e!--the--party--eharged--af--±n--the--eetlnty--+n-whieh-the
Y4e!ae4en-4s-a!!egea-te-have-eeettrredT--ihe-persen-se--eemp!a4ned--e£
6Aall--AaYe--the--right--te-appear-at-the-p!aee-and-time-se-£i�ed-and
6Aew-eatlse-why-an-erder--shetl!d--net--be--entered--by--the--en£erein�
atleher4ty--re�tlir4ng--stleh--persen--te--eeese--and--des4st--£rem--the
Y4e!ae4en-e£-th4s-part-se-ehargea-in-said-eemp!aintT--Any--interested
�afty--er--�ersen-may-ma�e-app!4eatien7-and-tlpen-�eed-eatlse-shewn-may
be-a!!ewed-by-the-en£ere4ng-atlther4ty7-te--intervene--and--eppear--in
sa4d--preeeed4ng--by-eettnse!-er-4n-persenT--ihe-testimeny-in-eny-stleh
preeeed4n9-sha!!-be-redtteed-te-writing-end-£i!ed-in-the-0££iee-0£-the
eR!efe4ng--atltherity�--ff 7 -tlpen-stlek-kearing7 -the-en£ereing-etlther4ty
1937
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t9-of-tRe-oriRton-tRat-tRe-aet-i9-tR-Yto±at+on-of-tR+9-aet7-+t--9Ro±±
make--a--rerort-+n-wr+t+Rg-iR-wkieR-+t-9ka±±-9tate-+t9-findtftg9-09-to
tRe-faet9-and-9Ra±±-t99tte-and-eatt9e-to-be-9erved-on--9ttek--rer9on--aR
o,de,--,e�tt+r+Rg--9ttek--rer9on--to--eea9e--and-de9t9t-from-tt9tng-9tteR
metkad-of-eomret+ttoR-of-9ttek-aet-o,-r,aet+eeT--�ke--rer9oR--affeeted
ey--tRe--o,der--9Ra±±--Rave--l8-day9-from-tRe-date-of-+99ttaRee-of-tRe
o,de,-to-file-o-ret+t+on-for-rev+ew--w+tk--tke--Berartment--of--hega±
Affatf9T---WReR--a-ret+t+on-for-rev+ew-t9-ftled 7 -tRe-derartmeRt-9kall
ettRer-aff+,m7-mod+fy7-o,-9et-o9tde-tke-order-w+tR+n--45--doy9--after
tRe-ft±tng-date-of-tke-pet+t+on-for-rev+ewT

The department enforeing-atttRor+ty may modify or set aside
(2)
its order at any time by rehearing upon its own motion when such
rehearing is in the interest of the public welfare.
(3)
Judicial review of orders of the department eRfore±ng
atttRo,±ty shall be in accordance with the provisions of s. 120.68 of

the Administrative Procedure Act and shall take precedence over other
civil cases pending and shall be expedited in every way.

�4t---ff--the-a±±eged-v+olatioR-of-tht9-rart-oeettr9-tn-a-eottRty-or
mttRie+ra±+ty-kav+ng-aR-ordiRaRee-eoveriRg-9tteh-ttn±awftt±-aet+v+ty-with
arr,or,+ate-odm+ni9trat+ve-rroeeedtftg9-to-eRfo,ee-the-ord+noRee7-then
the-eRfore+Rg-otttho,+ty-moy-iRtt+ate--any--eea9e--and--de9t9t--aet+on
aeeo,dtRg--to--the--rroeedttral--rtt±e9--of--the-ordinaRee-oRd-may-ho±d
adm±Rt9trat+ve-heartRg9-before-the-board9-or-bodie9--ereated--ey--the
o,d±RaRee,--howeve,7--aRy--orrea!--of--a--!oea!-admiRt9trat+ve-body L 9
deet9toR-9Ra±±-ee-to-the-BerartmeRt-of-hega±--Affa+r9--w+th--jttdte+al
,ev+ew--thfottgh-the-di9tr+et-eottft9-of-arrea±-a9-rrov+ded-for-tR-tRt9
9eettoR.

An order of the department eRfore±Rg-attthor+ty to cease
(4)��t
andclesist shall not become effective until 10 days after all
administrative action has been concluded or, if appeal is made to the
district court of appeal and bond is posted, until a final order has
been entered by that court.
No cease and desist order shall act as a limitation upon
(5)�6t
anycit:her action or remedy available to a person aggrieved by a
violation of this act.
(6)1+t
When a court remands an order of the department enfore+ng
atttho,+ty for rehearing, such rehearing shall be held within 45 days
after the remand.
Any person who violates a cease and desist order of the
(7)18t
department enfore+ng-attthor+ty after it has become final and while
such order is in effect shall forfeit and pay to the state a civil
penalty of not more than $5,000 for each violation which shall accrue
to the state and may be recovered in a civil action brought by the
state. Each separate violation of such an order shall be a separate
offense, except that in the case of a violation through continuing
failure or neglect to obey a final order of the department enfore+ng
otttkor+ty, each day of continuance of such failure or neglect shall
be deemed a separate offense.
19t---Notw+th9tand±ng--the--provt9ton9--of--tkt9--9eet+on--and--9T
58l.�8+7-tke-derartment--09--enfore+ng--atttkor+ty--9ka±l--p,oeeed--+n
oeeordanee-w+tk-the-prov±9±on9-of-ehapte,-±�8.
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CHAPTER 79-386

CHAPTER 79-386

LAWS OF FLORIDA

Section 5.
Subsection (5) of section 501. 210, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
501.210

Attorney's fees.--

(5)
In an civil liti ation initiated b the enforcing authority,
the court may awar to t e prevai ing party reasonable attorney's
fees and costs, if the court finds that there was a complete absence
of a justiciable issue of either law or fact raised by the losing
party, or if the court finds bad faith on the part of the losing
� iRis-seetie"-sRa±±-"et-a��±y-te-e"y-eette"--i"ittat�d--ey--t��
e"!erei"g-e�tMe�ityT
(6)
In any administrative proceeding or other nonjudicial action
initiated b an enforcin authorit , the attorne for the enforcin
authority may certi y by sworn a i avit the number o hours and the
cost thereof to the enforcing authority for the time spent in the
investigation and litigation of the case plus costs reasonably
incurred in the action. Pa ent to the enforcin
authorit
of the
sum of such costs may be made by stipulation o the parties a part o
the final order or decree disposing of the matter.
The affidavit
shall be attached to and become a part of such order or decree.
Section
read:

6.

501.2101

Section

501.2101,

Florida

Statutes, is created to

Enforcing authorities; moneys.--

(1)
An
mone s
received
b
an enforcin
authorit
reimbursement or attorne s fees and costs o
investi ation
itigation in procee ings
roug t un er t e provisions o
501.207, 501.208, or 501.211 shall be deposited as received in
Consumer Frauds Trust Fund in the State Treasury.

as
and
ss.
the

(2)
There is created in the State Treasury a trust fund to be
known as the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund.
Mone
de osited therein
s all be disbursed to the enforcin authorit res onsible for its
co lection for the funding of activities conducted by enforcing
authorities pursuant to ss. 501.201 through 501.213, inclusive.
(3)
An
moneys received b an enforcin authorit and neither
received as reimbursement
or attorne 's fees
and
costs
of
investigation and litigation nor used to reim urse consumers found
under this law to be damaged shall accrue to the state and be
deposited as received in the General Revenue Fund unallocated.
Section 7.
Subsection (5) of section 501.212, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
501.212

Application.--This part does not apply to:

(5)
Any person or activity regulated under laws administered by
the Department of Insurance or the Florida Public Service Commission
or
banks and savings and loan associations regulated by the
Department of Banking and Finance or banks or savings and loan
associations regulated by federal agencies.
Section 8.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
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CHAPTER 79-386

CHAPTER 79-386

LAWS OF FLORIDA

Approved by the Governor July 3, 1979.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 5, 1979.
CHAPTER 79-387
House Bill No. 678
An

act relating to judgments; amending s.
Statutes, requiring every final judgment
name, if known to the prevailing party,
against whom judgment is rendered;
effective date.

55.01, Florida
to contain the
of each person
providing
an

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
55.01

Section 55.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Judgments; general form.--

(1)
In all actions where either party recovers a sum of money,
the°"amount to which he is entitled may be awarded to him by the
judgment generally, without any distinction being therein made as to
whether such sum is recovered by way of debt or damages.
(2)
Each final judgment shall contain thereon the address, if
known to the preva1l1ng party, of each person against whom Judgment
is rendered. Errors in names or addresses or failure to include same
shall in no way affect the validity or finality of a final Judgment.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

Approved by the Governor July 3, 1979.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 5, 1979.
CHAPTER 79-388
House Bill No. 698
An

act relating to municipal pension trust funds for public
safety officers; amending s.
175.032(1),
Florida
Statutes, redefining "fireman" as "firefighter" for
purposes of the "Municipal Firemen's Pension Trust Fund
Act"; p roviding that certain public safety officers may
continue to participate in chapter 175 and shall be
included
in
the
definition
of firefighter for
retirement purposes; p roviding that certain public
safety officers shall be considered police officers for
such
purposes;
defining
the
term
"volunteer
firefighter"; amending s. 185.02(1), Florida Statutes,
redefining the term "police officer" for the purpose of
the Municipal Police Officers' Retirement Trust Fund;
providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
1940
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bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and

3

Unfair Trade Practices Law, chapter 501, part

21 te-a business !11 natu_i:e opperttlnity-that-reqtlires-beth-his

4

II, Florida Statutes; ame�ding s. 50l.203(

JI expendittlre-e£-money-er-property-and-his-personal-serviees

5

(4), Florida Statutes, modifying the

6

•,
definitions of "consumer_ transaction". and �

{1'1J

are primarily personal 7 -£amily7-er-hetleehela or that-relate

@ SJ

�I on-a-eontintting-basis-and-in-whieh-he-has-not-been-previottsly
engaged, or a solicitation by a supplier with respect to an_y

11

51
1
bf
.
"enforcing authority"; addin� s • 501. 203(9) fLORIDA STA ARCHI\IE'S
61
.
.
. .
of.. DEPARTMENT F STATE j
Florida Statutes, providing a definition
R. A. GRAYB
l llDING \
consumer; amending s. 501- . .'205(1), Florida Tallahassee. _FL. 23� 81
.
rtont;._15'
· Serles
.,.
to
Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating
. . ,
°
· "' 1
rulernaking power; adding s. 501.206(5) ,
IOI

12

Florida Statutes, to provide=� notice

111 the-state-attorney-by-the-Bepartment-o£-fiegal-A££airs�

13

requirement, amending s. 501.207, Florida

121 .11an£oreing-attthority"-means the Department of Legal Affairs

14

Statutes, deleting the requirement of probable

131 if the violation occurs·in or affects more than one judicial

15

cause hearings; amending s. 501.210(5),

UI circuit or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon

16

Florida Statutes, to provide for attorney's

151 a violation within ninety days after a written complaint has

17

fees and costs awards; amending s. 501.212(5),

18

Florida Statutes, to exempt certain regulated

16 been filed with the state attorney a-reasonable-period-of
1
17 time-a£ter-it-has-been-re£erred-to-him-by-the-Bepartment-o£

19

activities; providing an effective date.

18 I fiegal-AHairs.

7
8
9
10

j<j

,,n t

of these dispositions.
(4)

"Enforcing authority• means the office of the

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or.
affects the judicial circuit under the office's jurisdictionL
or and-i£-a-eomplaint-e£-stteh-violation-has-been-re£erred-te

20

19

(9)

211 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

20

Section 2.

22

21 I Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:

"Consumer• means a person as defined in s. 1.01(3).
Subsection (1) of s. 501.205, Florida

Subsections (1) and (4) of s. 501.203,

22

501,205 Rulemaking.power.--

24

Florida Statutes, are amended and subsection (9) is added

23

(1)

25

to said section to read:

UI governor and cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts

23

26
27
28

Section 1.

501.203

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
( l)

"Consumer transaction" means a sale, lease,

29

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of an-item

30

0£-goods, a eonst1111er service, o= an intangible, or real or

31

personal property to-an-indiv±dtlal for purposes that

The department shall propose rules to the

HI or practices that violate this part and which prescribe
261 procedural rules for the administration of this part.

271 ru�es shall be adopted by the department upon a majority vote
�I of the governor and cabinet.
29
30
31

1
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Such

2

All rules prescribed-by-the

11' eabin�t and administrative actions taken by the department
2

shall be pursuant to chapter 120.

3

Affairs shall,

4

such rules are to be considered

5

mail ,a copy of such rules to any person filing a written

6

request wj, th the Department of ·Legal Affairs to receive ··

7

copies of proposed rules.

8

Section J.·

9

at

least

30

The Department of Legal

days before the meeting at which

pY

the governor and cabinet,

1

/

Subsection (5) _of s. 501.206, Florida

Statutes, is added to read:

lo

501.206

11

(5)

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.-

The state attorney in each judicial circuit shall

12

notify the Department each time an action is brought under

13

this part.

14
15

Section 4.

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

16

501.207

17

(1)

The enforcing authority may bring:

18

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that

19
20
21
22

Remedies of enforcing authority.-

an act or practice violates this part.
(b)

An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,

is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.
(cl

An action on behalf of one or more consumers for

23

the actual damages caused by an act or practice perfonned in

24

violation of this part.

25

recoverable under this section against a retailer who has in

26

good faith engaged in the dissemination of claims of a

27

manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge that it

28

violated this part.

29

However, no damages shall be

30

31

F'='l:'!ll:lant-to-an-adfflini!ltrative-hearing7-determ_ine-that-the1'.'e
3
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i3-probobie-eon3e-to-brin9-the-oction.--Hritten -notice-of_

2

sneh-hcorin9-3hall-be-3erved-br-eertiricd-moi¼-npon-the

3

porty-ehar9cd-with-a-violation-0£-this-part-at-ica�t-38-doys

4

prior-to-3neh-heorin9.--�hc-porty-char9ed-shoii-hovc-thc
•

5

righ�-to-£ile-a-written-an3wcr-tb-the-ehar9cs-ot-ony-tiinc.

6

prior-to-the-heorin9-ond-shoil-hovc-thc-ri9ht-to-be-repre.

·7

3cnted-by-eonr,3cl-ot-sneh-hcarin9�ond-to-cross-exomine-oli

I

.�-·

.

.

.

8

eomploinin9-witne3�e3.--�he-odministrotivc-hcorin9-�hoil-be

9

held-in-thc-eonnty-in-which-the-porty-ehor9ed-resides-or-in

10

the-eonnty-in-whieh-the-violotion-is-oileged-to-have-oecnrrcd.

11

fili3t ·Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

12

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1),

13

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment

14

15

of a master_ or receiver or sequestration of assets, to
reimburse consumers found to have been damaged, to carry out

16

a consumer transaction in accordance with cons\llllers'

17

reasonable expectations, to strike or limit the application

18

of clauses of contracts to avoid an unconscionable result,

19

or to grant other appropriate relief.

20

the expenses of a master or receiver against a supplier.

21

fili◄t

The court may assess

If a supplier shows t�at a violation of this

22

part resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the

23

maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

24

error, recovery under this sect�on is limited to the amount,

25

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the

26

violation.

27
28

J.iliSt

No action may be brought by the enforcing

auth�rity under this section more than 2 years after the

29

1
occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than l year

30

after the last payment in a consumer transaction involved in

31

a violation of this part, whichever is later.

4
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ill·Ht

1

The enforcing authority may tennl.nate �ll

2

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a supplier's

3

written assurance of voluntary compliance with 'this part.

4

Acceptance of an assurance may b� conditioned on a commitment

5

to re�mburse consumers or to takJ other appropriate corrective

6

action.

7

this part.

8

by agreement of the parties or voided by a court for good

9

cause, subsequent failure to comply �ith the terms of

An assurance is not evidence of a prior violation of
However, unless an assurance has been rescinded

an·

10

assurance is prima facie evidence of a violation of this part.

11

No such assurance shall act as a limitation upon any action or

12

remedy available to a per.son aggrieved by

13

part.

14
15

Section 5.
501.210

17

(5)

19

violation of this

Subsection (5) of s. 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

16
18

a

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation initiated by the

enforcing authority, the court may award to the prevailing
/
party reasonable attorney's fees and costs, if the court

20

finds that there was a complete absence of a justiciable

21

issue of either law or fact raised by the 1 losing party, or

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
)0
31

if the court finds bad faith on the part of the losing
by-the-en£orein9-attthority.
Section 6.

Subsection (5) of s. 501.212, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
501.212
(5)

Application.--This part does not apply to:

Any person or activity regulated under laws

administered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida
?ublic Service Commission or banks and savings and loan
associations regulated by the Department of Banking and
5
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authority, any activity regulated by the Division of Florida·

3

Land Sales and Condominiums or the Florida Real Estate

4

Commission.
Section 7.

6

This act shall take effect upon becoming

a law.
___

.,,,.

7
8
9
10
'11
12
13

.1
4
,15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
)Q
31
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By Senators Hair and Dunn

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and
Unfair Trade Practices Law; amending s.
501.203, Florida Statutes; redefi-ing the
terms, "consumer transaction" and "enforcing
authority"; defining " consumer"; amending s.
501.205 (1), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement;
providing that the Department of Legal Affairs
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10

majority vote of the Governor and Cabinet;

11

adding s. 501.206(5), Florida Statutes;

12

providing a notice requirement; amending s.

13

501. 207, Florida Statutes; deleting the

lJ

requirement of probable cause hearings;

15

amending s. 501. 210 (5), Florida Statutes;

16

providing for attorney's fees and costs awards;

17

amending s. 501.212(5), Florida Statutes;

18

exempting certain regulated activities;

19

providing an effective date.

[�)

20

�a

22
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21
23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, is

24 I amended to read:
25

501.203

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

Ml the context otherwise requires, the term:
27
D

),9

( 1)

"Consumer transaction'' means a sale, lease,

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition of an-item
ef-<Joods7 a eor,s""'"" service, ot' an intangible, or real or

30 personal property to-on-tndivid"ol for purposes that are
311 primarily personal7 -£amily7-ot'-ho,,seho!d or thot-t'e!ate-to-a
l
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(l)

I- U'J

9-1018-9
business in nature o��orttln¼ty-that-re�tltres-both-h¼s
eM�endtttlre-0£-money-or-��o�erty-and-his-�ersonol-serviees-on
a-eont¼ntlin9-bas¼s-and-¼n-whieh-he-has-not-been-�revtotlsly
en9a9ed, or a solicit�tion by a supplier with respect to any
of these dispositions.
(2)

"Final judgment" means a judgment, including any

supporting opinion, that determines the rights of the parties
and concerning which appellate remedies have been exhausted or
the time for appeal has expired.
10

( 3)

"Supplier• means a seller, lessor, assignor, or

11

other person who regularly solicits, engages in, or enforces

11

consumer transactions, whether or not he deals directly with

13

the consumer.

lJ

(4)

"Enforcing authority" means the office of the

15

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or

16

affects the judicial circuit under the office's jurisdiction_L

17

� ana-¼i-a-eom�la¼nt-o£-stleh-v¼o¼et¼on-has-been-re£erred-to

18

Ehe-state-attorney-by-the-Beportment-0£-be9ol-Affoirs�

19

J!Ei,£ore¼n9-otlthor¼tya.-meons the Department of Legal Affairs if

M

the violation occurs in or affects more than one judicial

21

circuit or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a

22 violation within 90 days after a written complaint has been
23

filed with the state attorney o-reosonob¼e-�er¼od-0£-t¼me

2J

after-it-has-been-re£erred-to-him-by-the-Beportment-0£-be9al

25 Affairs.
26

(5)

"Violation of this part" means either a violation

v

of a provision of this part or a violation of any rule

28

promulgated pursuant to this part.

29
30

(6)

"Department" means the Department of Legal

Affairs.

31
2
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9-101"8-9
(7)

"Order" means a cease and desist order issued by

the enforcing authority as set forth in s. 501.208.
(8)

"Interested party or person" means any person

affected by a violation of this part or any person affected by
·5

an order of the enforcing authority.
(9)

"Consumer" means an individual, child, firm,

association, joint adventure, partnership, estate, trust,
business trust, syndicate, fiduciary, corporation, or any
other group or combination.
Section 2.

10

11

Subsection (1) of s,ection 501.205, Florida

Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended to read:

12

501.205

13

(1)

Rule-making power.--

The department shall propose rules to the Governor

and Cabinet which prohibit with specificity acts or practices
15

that violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules

16

for the administration of this part.

17

adopted by the department upon a majority vote of the Governor

18

and Cabinet.

19

administrative actions taken by the department shall be

.../) 20

Such rules shall be

All rules ��ese�±bed-by-the-eab±net and

pursuant to chapter 120.

The Department of Legal Affairs

21

shall, at least 30 days before the meeting at which such rules

22

are to be considered by ths Governor and Cabinet, mail a copy

23

of such rules to any person filing a written request with the

24

Department of Legal Affairs to receive copies of proposed

25

rules.

26

27
28

Section 3.

Subsection (5) is added to section 501. 206,

Flor Ida Statutes, to read:
501.206
(5)

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.--

The state attorney in each judicial circuit shall

notify the department each time an action is brought under
this part.
3
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Secthn 4.

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.207

Remedies of enforcing authority.-

(1)

The enforcing authority may bring:

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an

act or practice violates this part.
(b)

An action to enjoin a supplier who has violated,

is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate, this part.
(c)

An action on behalf. of one or more consumers for

10

the actual damages caused by an act or practice performed in

11

violation of this part.

12

recoverable under this section against a retailer who has in

13

good faith engaged in the dissemination of claims of a

14

manufacturer or wholesaler without actual knowledge that it

15

violated this part.

18

to-an-administrattve-heartng7-determtne-that-there-is-�robab¼e

23

w�ttten-answer-to-the-ehar9es-at-any-time-prior-to-the-hearin9

V

the-party-ehar�ed-resides-or-in-the-eotlnty-½n-whieh-the

�1
29

However, no damages shall be

via¼ation-is-a¼¼eged-to-have-oeetlrredr
�-Ht

Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

30

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1),

31

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment
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-
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11 of a master or receiver or sequestration of assets, to

eimburse consumers found to have been damaged, to carry out a
�
.onsumer transaction in accordance with consumers' reasonable
·s

expectations, to strike or limit the application of clauses of

contracts to avoid an unconscionable result, or to grant other
appropriate relief.

The court may assess the expenses of a

master or receiver against a supplier.
J.21*4t

10

maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

error, recovery under this section is limited to the amount,

13

violation.

14

-.

16

17

,,.

part resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding the

11

12

'-

If a supplier shows that a violation of this

18

�20

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the
J.il*St

No action may be brought by the enforcing

authority under this section more than 2 years after the

occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than 1 year

after the last payment in a consumer transaction involved in a
violation of this part, whichever is later.
J21*6t

The enforcing authority may terminate an

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a supplier's

21 written assurance of voluntary compliance with this part.
22

Acceptance of an assurance may be conditioned on a co�mitment

24

action .. An assurance is not evidence of a prior violat,on of

23

to reimburse consumers or to take other appropriate corrective
However, unless an assurance has been rescinded by

25

this part.

27

subsequent failure to comply with the terms of an assurance is

�

agreement of the parties or voided by a court for good cause,

prima facie evidence of a violation of this part.

No such

'-1' assurance shall act as a limitation upon any action or remedy
30 available to a person aggrieved by a violation of this part.
1
31
5
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Section 5.

Subsection (5) of section 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
501.210
(5)

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation initiated by the enforcing

authority, the court may award to the prevailing party
reasonable attorney's fees and costs, if the court finds that
there was a complete absence of a justiciable issue of either
law or fact raised by the losing partv, or if the court finds
bad faith on the part of the losing party. �Ris-seetio�-SRoll
Section 6.

11
12

Subsection (5) of section 501.212, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

13

501.212

14

(5)

Application.--This part does not apply to:

Any person or activity regulated under laws

15

administered by the Department of Insurance or the Florida

16

Public Service Commission or banks and savings and loan

17

associations regulated by the Department of Banking and

18

Finance, or, in the case of actions initiated by the enforcing

19

authority, any activity regulated by the Division of Florida

20

Land Sales and Condominiums or the Florida Real Estate

21

Commission.
Section 7.

22
23

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

1 aw.

24
25

*****************************************

26

SENATE SUMMARY

27

Redefines the terms "consumer transaction" and "enforcing

28
29
30
31

authority" as used in the Florida Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Law. Defines the term "consumer".
Requires the Department of Legal Affairs to propose rules
and procedures for enforcing the act, and to adopt such
rules upon a majority vote of the Governor and Cabinec.
Requires that the state attorney in each judicial circuit
notify the department each time an action is brought
under such law. Deletes the requirement of probable
6
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cause hearings before actions may be initiated by the
department. Provides for attorney's fees and cost
awards. Exempts from such law certain activities
, regulated by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums or the Florida Real Estate Commission.

10
11
12
13
14

......,_..,
16
17
,::··

18

:--..
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

!

'·

.__,
2,

3

0

i

31 1

7
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A bill to be entitled

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTM.:NT OF STAT£
R. A. GRAY BUILDING

An act relating to the Florida Deceptive and
Unfair Trade Practices Act; amending s.

· Tallahassee, FL. 3239S-0250
Serlea

SB 11.52

Florida Senate - 1979

L� , Carton �

501.202(2), Florida Statutes, conforming the
purpose of the act; amending s. 501.203,
Florida Statutes, expanding the scope of the
act to include transactions beyond those
transactions between a consumer and supplier;
changing the circumstances in which the
10

Department of Legal Affairs may enforce the

11

act; clarifying the types of rules the

12

violation of which is subject to a penalty;

13

amending s. 501.205, Florida Statutes, 197B

14

Supplement, empowering the department, rather

15

than the Cabinet, to adopt rules specifying

16

prohibited acts and practices; deleting

17

provisions restricting the act and rules

18

thereunder to certain federal laws and court

19

opinions; adding a subsection to s. 501.206,

20

Florida Statutes, clarifying the state

21

attorneys' continued powers with respect to

22

criminal investigations; creating s. 501.2065,

23

Florida Statutes, requiring the office of state

24

attorney to notify the Department of Legal

25

Affairs of civil actions it files under the act

26

and specifies the effect of failure to notify;

27

amending s. 501.207, Florida Statutes,

78

providing additional remedies for the enforcing

n
30
31

authority; removing the requirement that the
enforcing authority maY.e a finding of probable
cause prior to filing an action; expanding the
CODING: Words in� I� type ere deletion!. f r om uisfing low; word !. unde,lin�4_crc cdditions.
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remedies which the court may order pursuant to
an action filed under the act; expanding the
time period in which such actions may be filed;
providing for termination of the action upon
the violator's acceptance of an administrative
consent order and specifies consequences of
failures to comply therewith; amending s.
501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement,
conforming provisions relating to cease and
10

desist orders to the Administrative Procedures

11

Act and limiting the authority to seek such

12

orders to the Department of Legal Affairs;

13

providing for expeditious review of petitions

14

for such orders; removing provisions

15

authorizing the enforcing authority to seek

16

such orders pursuant to applicable local

17

ordinances; amending s. 501.209, Florida

18

Statutes, to conform to the act; creating ss.

19

501.2092-501.2095, Florida Statutes, specifying

w
21

n
n
�
�

penalties for violations of the act and certain
orders issued thereunder; entitling the
enforcing authority to recovery of costs under
certain circumstances; specifying certain
presumptions and admissibility of evidence with
respect to a finding of knowledge or intent to
violate the act; providing for the disposition
of penalties and costs; amending ss. 501.210(1)
and 501.211(1) and (2), Florida Statutes,
conforming provisions relating to attorney's
fees and individual remedies to the act;
repealing s. 501.2091, Florida Statutes,
2
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removing provisions authorizing stays in
proceedings under the act under certain
circumstances; repealing s. 501.212(4) and (5),
Florida Statutes, removing exemptions from the
act provided to certain holders in due cause
and transferees of negotiable instruments
without knowledge of violations of the act and
provided to persons regulated by the Department
of Insurance and by the Public Service
10

Commission and banks and savings and loan

11

associations regulated by the Department of

11

Banking and Finance; p roviding an effective

13

date.

14
15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

16
17

18
19

�
11

Section 1.

Statutes, is amended to read:
501.202

14
15
16
17
18
19
30
31

Purposes; rules of construction.--The

provisions of this part shall be construed liberally to
promote the following policies:
(2)

13

Subsection (2) of section 501.202, Florida

To protect consumers from persons s����iefs who

commit deceptive and unfair trade practices.
Section 2 .

Section 501.203, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.203

Definitions.--As used in this chapter, unless

the context otherwise requires, the term:
( 1)

�€eRseme� Transaction'' means a sale, lease,

assignment, award by chance, or other disposition�
service, an intangible, or real or personal property from one
person to another for any purpose including, but not limited
3
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to, business or personal or investment purposes, or a
solicitation by any person with respect to any of these
dispositions e£-aA-item-ef-geees 7 -a-eeASHffief-SefYiee 7 -ef-aA
+AtaA�+ele-te-aA-+Ae+YieHal-feE-pHFpeses-that-afe-pfiffiaf+ly'
peE6eAal 7 -£am+ly 7 -ef-AeHsehela-eE-that-fel�ee-te-a-eHsiAess
eppeEtHA+ty-that-FeqHifes-eeeh-h+s-eMpeAaitHfe-e£-meAey-ef
pEepeEey-aAa-his-peFseAal-sefY±ees-eA-a-eeAtiAH¼A�-eas+s-aAe
8

4A-wh+eh-he-has-Aee-eeeA-pEeYieHsly-eA�a�ea 7 -eF-a-sel+e+eatieA
ey-a-sHppl+eF-w+eh-Fespeet-te-aAy-e£-ehese-eispes+t+eAs.

10
11

(2)

"Final judgment" means a judgment, including any

supporting opinion, that determines the rights of the parties

12

and concerning which appellate remedies have been exhausted or

13

the time for appeal has expired.

14

4�t--�SHppl+ef�-meaAs-a-sel±eF7-lessef7-ass+gAef7-ef

15

etheF-peFSeA-whe-fe�HlaFly-sel+e+ts,-eA�ages-+A7-ef-eAfefees

16

eeAsHmeF-tFaAsaet+ens7-whethef-ef-Aet-he-aeals-e+feetly-with

17

the-eeASWftefT

18

..Ql�4t

"Enforcing authority• means the office of the

19

state attorney if a violation of this part occurs in or

�

affects the judicial circuit under the office's jurisdiction

21

and if a complaint of such violation has been referred to the

22

state attorney by the Department of Legal Affairs.

23

authority" means the Department of Legal Affairs if the

24

violation occurs in or affects more than one judicial circuit

25

or if the office of state attorney fails to act upon a

26

violation within a reasonable period of time after it has been

ll

given reason to believe that a violation has occurred in or

28

affected the judicial circuit within the office's jurisdiction

29

fefeffee-te-him-ey-the-BepaFtffieAt-ef-begal-Affa+fs.
ill��t

31

"Enforcing

"Violation of this part" means either a

violation of a provision of s. 501.204(1) this-paft or a
4
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violation of any substantive rule which prohibits with
specificity acts or practices which violate said section fttle
�f'effi1,1lgatea-�ttf'sttaRt-te-this-�afe
.!21._-iGt

"Department" means the Department of Legal

Affairs.
(6)�+}

"Order" means a cease and desist order issued

by the Department of Legal Affairs eRfefeiRg-attthof'iey as set
forth in s. 501.208 and includes an administrative consent
order issued by the department without an adversary hearing by
10

consent of the adverse party.

11

J2.l"tSt

"Interested party or person" means any person

17

affected by a violation of this part or any person affected by

13

an order of the Department of Legal Affairs eRfefe¼Rg

14

a1,1thef'ity.
Section 3.

15
16

Section 501.205, Florida Statutes, 1978

Supplement, is amended to read:

17

501.205

18

"t±t

Rule-making power.--

The department shall adopt �f'e13ese rules to-the

19

eaeiRee which prohibit with specificity acts or practices that

20

violate this part and which prescribe procedural rules for the

71

administration of this part.

6tteh-fttles-shall-ee-aae13tea-ey

22

ffiajefity-Yete-ef-the-eaeiRee.

All such rules 13fesefieee-ey

23

the-eaeiRet and administrative actions taken by the department

24

shall be pursuant to chapter 120.

25

A££aifs-shall7 -ae-least-38-aays-eefefe-the-111eetiRg-at-whieh

26

Stieh-fttles-af'e-tee-ee-eeRsiaefea-ey-the-eaeinee,-ffiail-a-ee13y-ef

'l'he-Be13afe111eRte-ef-begal

27

s1,1eh-f'ttles-te-aRy-13efseR-ftltRg-a-wf'ieteR-fe�ttest-wieh-the

28

Be13aftffieRe-e£-begal-Affaif's-te-feeeive-ee13ies-e£-13f'e!3esee

29

f't!les.

30
31

"t2t--All-s ..esteaRtive-f't!les-aRa-f'eg"latieRs-13f'emtl±gated
t!RBef-this-13aft-shall-ee-eeRsiseeRt-with-the-f't!±es,
5
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£e�H±atieRs 7-aRa-aeeisieRs-e£-tRe-FeaeFa±-�Faae-€emmissieR-aRa
�A0-feeeEa±-88HFtS-¼R-¼RteF13Fet¼R§-tRe-13FeY¼S¼8RS-e£-s.
5fartlt-e£-tRe-FeaeFal-�t'aae-€emmissieR-Aet-fl5-ij.S.€.
45farfltr7-as-ft'effl-t¼ffle-te-t¼ffle-affleRaea.
Section 4.
6

Subsection (5) is added to section 501.206,

Florida Statutes, to read:
501.206
(5)

Investigative powers of enforcing authority.-

This section shall not impair the authority of

state attorneys to investigate violations of criminal law or
10
11
12
13
14

to secure testimony or evidence through process otherwise

authorized by law.
Section 5 .

Section 501. 2065, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
501.2065

State attorney to notify department of

15

certain action.--When the office of the state attorney files a

16

civil complaint allc�ing a violation of this part, it shall

17

notify the Department of Legal Affairs of the identity of the

18

suspected violator.

19

state attorney to provide such notice shall not bar any action

�

or investigation nor give rise to any defense in avoidance of

21

any complaint brought by the office of the state attorney on

22

account of that failure.

23

Section 6.

M
�

However, any failure by the office of a

Section 501.207, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
501.207

Remedies of enforcing authority.--

�

(1)

The enforcing authority may bring:

27

(a)

An action to obtain a declaratory judgment that an

28
29

act or practice violates this part.
(b)

An action to enjoin a p erson sH1313lier who has

JO

violated, is violating, or is otherwise likely to violate,

31

this part.
6
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An action on behalf of one or more aggrieved

persons eeAStiffieFs for the actual damages caused by an act or
practice performed in violation of this part.

However, no

damages shall be recoverable under this section against a
retailer who has in good faith engaged in the dissemination of
claims of a manufacturer or wholesaler without actual
knowledge that it violated this part.
(d)

An action to recover actual damages incurred by

the enforcing authorit y as a result of any transaction entered
10

into for purposes of acquiring evidence of a violation of this

11

part.

12

proven.

13
14
15
(

_

(,

However, no recovery shall lie unless a violation is
(e)

An action for civil penalties pursuant to s.

501.2092.
�?t--BefeFe-eFinging-an-aeeien-�Rde�-paFa�Faphs-tar-eF

16

�et-ef-sHeseeeien-tlt 7-ehe-eRfeFeing-aHeheFiey-shall7-pHFSHane

17

ee-aA-admiRistFative-heaFiRg7-deteFmiRe-that-theFe-is-pFeeaele

19

shall-ee-seFved-ey-eeFtified-mail-HpeR-the-paFty-ehaFged-with

�

a-vielat½eA-ef-this-paFt-at-least-39-days-pF½ef-te-sHeh

21

heaFing.--�he-paFty-ehaFged-shall-have-the-Fi�he-te-file-a

22

wF½eeeA-answeF-te-ehe-ehaFges-ae-aRy-eime-pF½eF-ee-the-heafiAg

23

aAd-shall-have-the-Fight-te-ee-FepFeseAted-ey-eeHRsel-at-sHeh

28
29

Ql�3t

Upon motion of the enforcing authority or any

interested party in any action brought under subsection (1),

30

the court may make appropriate orders, including appointment

31

of a master or receiverL o� sequestration of assets�
7
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disgorgement and divestiture of income or property, to
reimburse aggrieved persons eeflSHffiefs found to have been
damaged, to carry out a eeflSHffief transaction in accordance
with eeflSHffiefsL reasonable expectations, to strike or limit
the application of clauses of contracts to avoid an
unconscionable result, to exact any penalty, costs, or fees
imposed by law, to prevent unjust enrichment, or to grant
other appropriate relief.

The court may assess the expenses

of a master or receiver against a supplier.
10

J21�4t

If a violator se��±ief shows that a violation

11

of this part resulted from a bona fide error notwithstanding

12

the maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid the

13

error, recovery under this section is limited to the amount,

14

if any, by which the supplier was unjustly enriched by the

15

violation.

16

l!l��t

No ac�ion may be brought by the enforcing

17

authority under this section more than 3 � years after the

18

occurrence of a violation of this part, or more than 1 year

19

after the last payment in a eeflSHffief transaction involved in a

�

violation of this part, or more than 2 years after discovery

21

of the violation by the aggrieved person or his legal

22

representative if discovery of the violation was materially

23

delayed by fraud or deception or if complaint to the enforcing

24

authority was delayed in justifiable reliance upon the false

25

representations of the violator, whichever is later.

26

J2.l.�Gt

The enforcing authority may terminate an

27

investigation or an action upon acceptance of a violator's

�

se��¼ief L s written assurance of voluntary compliance with this

29

part or upon entry of an administrative consent order.

30

Acceptance of an assurance or administrative consent order may

31

be conditioned on a commitment to reimburse aggrieved persons
8
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and the enforcing authority their actual damages, to pay
7

costs, penalties, and fees, to effect disgorgement or
divestiture of income or property, eoft9tlffief9 or to take other
appropriate corrective action.

An assurance or administrative

consent order is not evidence of a prior violation of this
part.

However, unless an assurance or administrative consent

order has been rescinded by written agreement of the parties
8

or voided by a court for good cause, subsequent failure to
comply with the terms of an assurance or administrative

10

consent order is prima facie evidence of a violation of this

11

part.

12

terms of an administrative consent order shall be subject to

13

the appropriate penalties set forth in s. 501.2092.

14

Acceptance of an assurance or administrative consent order Ne

15

Stleh-asStlfaftee shall not act as a limitation upon any action

M

or remedy available to a person aggrieved by a violation of

17

this part.

18
19

Any person who intentionally fails to comply with the

Section 7.

Section 501.208, Florida Statutes, 1978

Supplement, is amended to read:
501.208
(1)

Cease and desist orders; procedures.--

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs eftiefe¼ft�

22

atlehefiey has reason to believe that a person has been, or is,

23

violating this part, and if it appears to the department

24

eA£e£e¼ft�-atlehe£fey that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

25

would be in the interest of the public, it shall issue and

26

serve upon such person a complaint or notice stating its

27

charges in that respect and containing a notice of a hearing

28

upon a day and at a place therein fixed at least thirty days

n

after the service of said complaint.

30

held in conformity with the provisions of chapter 120. ehe

31

eetlAey-ef-fesfaeftee-ef-ehe-pafey-ehaf�ea-ef-¼ft-ehe-eetlAey-fA

Said hearing shall be

9
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whieh-ehe-vio±atieA-is-a±±e�ed-ee-have-eeeeffee.--�he-pefseA
se-eeffip±aiAee-ef-shall-have-the-Ft�ht-te-appeaf-at-the-p±aee
aAd-tiffie-se-fi�ed-aAd-shew-eaese-why-aA-eFeef-Sheele-Aet-ee
eAtefee-ey-tAe-eAfefeiAg-aetAeFity-fe�e±f±Ag-seeA-pefseA-te
eease-aAe-eesist-fFeffl-tAe-vielatieA-ef-tA¼s-paft-se-eAafged-tA
saie-eeffip±a¼Aty--AAy-iAteFestee-paFty-ef-peFseA-fflay-fflake
app!ieat±eA 7-aAe-epeA-geed-eaese-sAeWA-ffiay-ee-allewee-ey-tAe
eAfeFe±Ag-aeeAef±ty7 -ee-tAtefveAe-aAe-appeaf-iA-saie
9

pfeeeeeiAg-ey-eeeAsel-eF-tA-pefseA.--�Ae-testimeAy-iA-aAy-seeA

10

pfeeeee±Ag-shall-ee-feeeeed-ee-wEitiAg-aAe-filee-iA-tAe-effiee

11

ef-tAe-eAfefetAg-aeeAefiey.--ff 7 -epeA-seeh-AeaEiA97-eAe

12

eAfefetAg-aeeAefiey-is-ef-eAe-epiA¼OA-�Aat-eAe-aet-is-¼A

13

Y¼O±atieA-ef-tA¼S-aet 7 -¼e-SAall-ffiake-a-Eepoft-¼A-WE±t¼A9-¼A

14

WA¼eA-tt-shall-state-ies-ftAeiAgs-as-te-eAe-faets-aAd-sAall

15

issee-aAe-eaese-eo-ee-sefvee-eA-seeh-pefseA-eA-efeer-re�eiriAg

16

seeA-pefSOA-to-eeas�-aAd-eesise-ffeffl-esing-seeA-ffieeAed-ef

17

eeffipetieieA-er-seeA-aet-eF-pEaetieey--�Ae-perseA-affeeted-ey

18

tAe-eEeeE-SAall-Aave-19-eays-fFeffi-tAe-eate-ef-isseaAee-ef-tAe

19

eEeeE-te-file-a-petitieA-feE-review-with-tAe-BepartffleAt-ef

�

he�al-Affaifsy--WAeA-a-petitieA-fer-Eeview-is-filed 7 -eAe

21

departmeAt-sha±l-either-af£irm7-moei£y7-er-set-aside-the-erder

22

withiA-45-eays-after-the-filiAg-eate-ef-ehe-petitioA-for

n

feview.

(2)

The department eAfeFe±Ag-aetAeFity may modify or

25

set aside its order at any time by rehearing upon its own

M

motion when such rehearing is in the interest of the public

V

welfare.

n

(3)

Judicial review of orders of the department

�

eAfefe±Ag-aetherity shall be in accordance with the provisions

30

of s. 120.68 of the Administrative Procedure Act and shall

31
10
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take precedence over other civil cases pending and shall be
expedited in every way.

f4t--ff-the-alleged-violation-e£-this-paft-eeettfs-in-a

eettnty-ef-fflttnieipality-having-an-efdinenee-eovefing-stteh
ttnlawfttl-aetivity-with-appFepFiate-adfflinistfative-pFeeeedings
te-enfefee-the-efeinanee7-then-the-enfefeing-attthefity-fflay
initiate-any-eease-ane-aesist-aetien-aeeefeing-te-the
pFeeeettFa±-Ftl±es-ef-the-eFeinanee-ane-ffiay-hela-aeffl±A¼StFatiYe
heaFings-eefeFe-the-eeafeS-eF-eeaies-eFeatea-ey-the-efdinanee;
10

hewevef7-any-appeal-e£-a-leeal-aefflinistfative-eedyis-aeeisien

11

shall-ee-te-the-BepaFtfflent-e£-begal-Af£aifs-with-jttdieial

12

feview-thFettgh-the-aistFiet-eettFts-ef-appeal-as-pFeviaed-fef

13

in-this-seetieRT

14
15

to cease and desist shall not become effective until 10 days

16

after all administrative action has been concluded or, if

17

appeal is made to the district court of appeal and bond is

18

posted, until a final order has been entered by that court.

19

J2lf&t

No cease and desist order shall act as a

20

limitation upon any other action or remedy available to a

21

person aggrieved by a violation of this act.
��1t

h�en a court remands an order of the department

23

eRfeFeiR§-atttheFity for rehearing, such rehearing shall be

M

held within 45 days after the remand.

25

fSt--Any-peFsen-whe-vielates-a-eease-ana-eesist-efeef

�

ef-the-enfeFeing-atttheFity-a£teF-it-has-eeeeffle-£inal-ana-while

27

stteh-efeef-is-in-effeet-shall-feFfeit-ana-pay-te-the-state-a

n

eivil-penalty-ef-net-ffleFe-than-�5,999-feF-eaeh-vielatien-whieh

�

shall-aeeFtte-te-the-state-ane-fflay-ee-FeeeveFed-in-a-eivil

30

aetien-eFettght-ey-the-stateT--6aeh-sepaFate-Yie±atien-ef-stteh

31

an-eFdeF-shall-ee-a-sepaFate-e££ense7-e�eept-that-in-the-ease
11
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ef-a-vie¼atieR-thfett�h-eeRtinttiR�-fai¼ttfe-ef-Re�leet-te-eaey-a
fiRa±-efaef-ef-the-eRfefeiR�-atttAefity 7 -eaeh-eay-ef
eeRtiRttaRee-ef-stteh-fai±ttfe-ef-Re�±eet-shall-ae-eeemea-a
sepafate-effeRSeT
49t--NetwithstaRaiR9-the-p�ovi�ion�-of-thi�-�eetion-end
sT-§G¼T�G+ 7 -the-aepaftffleRt-as-eRfefeiR�-atttAefity-sha±±
pfeeeee-iR-aeeefeaRee-with-the-pfevisieRs-ef-ehaptef-¼�eT
Section 8.

Section 501.209, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
10

501.209

Other supervision.--If the enforcing authority

11

receives a complaint or other information relating to

12

noncompliance with this act by a person sttpplief who is

13

subject to other supervision in this state, the enforcing

14

authority shall inform the official or agency having that

15

supervision.

16
17
18
19

Section 9.

Sections 501.2092, 501.2093, 501.2094, and

501.2095, Florida Statutes, are created to read:
501.2092
(1)

Penalties for violations.--

Any person who intentionally commits or

�

participates in a violation of this part or who intentionally

21

solicits another to commit or participate in a violation of

22

this part or who knowingly accepts or shares in income or

23

other benefits or enrichment generated by such violation,

24

participation or solicitation shall forfeit and pay to the

25

state a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000 for each violation

�

which shall accrue to the state and may be recovered in a

27

civil action brought by the enforcing authority in the name of

28

the state.

29

(2)

Any person who violates a cease and desist order

30

of the Department of Legal Affairs, including an order entered

31

by consent of that person, after it has become final and while
12
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such order is in effect or who solicits another to violate
such an order shall forfeit and pay to the state a civil
penalty not to exceed $5,000 for each violation which shall
accrue to the state and may be recovered in a civil action
brought by the enforcing authority in the name of the state.
(3)

Any person who violates an injunction, a

declaratory judgment, an order of restitution, reimbursement,
sequestration, disgorgement, divestiture, or specific
performance, or an order of other appropriate relief granted
10

by a court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to s.

11

501.207(2), after it has become final and while such

12

injunction, judgment or order is in effect, or who solicits

13

another to violate the same, shall forfeit and pay to the

14

state a civil penalty not to exceed $10,000 for each violation

15

which shall accrue to the state and may be recovered in a

16

civil action brought by the enforcing authority in the name of

17

the state.

18

(4)

With respect to each of the civil penalties

19

enumerated in subsections

�

when the conduct constituting a violation is of a continuing

21

nature, each day of such conduct shall constitute a separate

22

violation.

23

(5)

(1),

(2), and (3) of this section,

Unless otherwise expressly provided, the remedies

24

or penalties provided by this section are cumulative to each

25

other and to the remedies or penalties available under all

�

other sections of this part and all other laws of this state.

27
28

501.2093
(1)

Costs.--

The enforcing authority shall recover its costs in

�

any civil, criminal, or administrative proceeding from the

30

person or persons charged with violating this part unless, for

31

good cause shown, the presiding judge or hearing officer
13
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having jurisdiction to hear the merits of the cause determines
the recovery of such costs are not in the public interest or
are not warranted in view of the disposition on the merits.
(2)

If the presiding judge or hearing officer

determines that the recovery of such costs are not in the
public interest or are not warranted in view of the
disposition on the merits, he shall enter a written order to
that effect within 15 days of the disposition setting forth
9

with specificity his reasons and the factual basis therefor.
(3)

The enforcing authority shall be entitled to

11

recover as costs its actual costs; in lieu of actual costs, it

12

shall be entitled to recover as costs the following: $1,000 if

13

the proceeding is by civil complaint; and $500 if the

14

proceeding is by administrative complaint.

15

501.2094

16

(1)

Presumptions; proofs.--

With respect to any action to recover a civil

17

penalty pursuant to s. 501.2092, a violation of this part is

18

deemed intentional or knowing if it is done with actual

19

knowledge or with knowledge fairly implied from objective

20

circumstances that it would violate this part.

21

(2)

The existence of prior assurances, orders, or

22

judgments, whether administrative or judicial, and the

73

existence of a specific substantive rule enumerating.an act,

u

acts, or practices violative of this part are relevant and

25

material to a determination of whether a violation of this

U

part was intentional or knowing.

27

501.2095

n

(1)

Disposition of penalties and costs.--

All civil penalties recovered pursuant to s.

29

501.2092 of this part and all other sums forfeited or

30

disgorged to the state or otherwise received by the enforcing

31

authority, including sums received pursuant to consent orders,
14
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shall be paid into a trust fund established pursuant to s.
215.32 and shall be used by the enforcing authority
responsible for its recovery to enforce within its particular
jurisdiction Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices
Act.
(2)

All costs recovered pursuant to s. 501.2093 shall

be paid into a trust fund established pursuant to s. 215.32,
and shall be used by the enforcing authority responsible for
its recovery to enforce within its particular jurisdiction
10
11

Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act.
(3)

All other real or personal property forfeited or

12

disgorged to the state or otherwise received by the enforcing

13

authority, including such property received pursuant to

14

consent orders, shall be disposed of by a court of competent

15

jurisdiction as set forth in s. 116.29(3) and the proceeds, if

16

any, of any sale shall be paid into a trust fund established

17

pursuant to s. 215.32 and shall be used by the enforcing

18

authority responsible for its recovery to enforce within its

19

particular jurisdiction Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade

20

Practices Act.

�
22

Section 10.

Subsection (1) of section 501.210, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

23

501.210

24

(1)

Attorney's fees.--

In any civil litigation resulting from a eenstlme�

25

transaction involving a violation of this part, except as

M

provided in subsection (5), the prevailing party, after

27

judgment in the trial court and exhaustion of all appeals, if

28

any, shall receive his reasonable attorney's fees and costs

N

from the nonprevailing party.

30
31

Section 11.

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

501.211, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
15
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501.211
(1)

Other individual remedies.--

Without regard to any other remedy or relief to

which a person is entitled, anyone aggrieved by a violatio� of
this part may bring an action to obtain a declaratory judgment
that an act or practice violates this part and to enjoin a
person stt��±¼ef who has violated, is violating, or is
otherwise likely to violate this part.
(2)

In any individual action brought by a person

eeASttffief who has suffered a loss as a result of a violation of
10

this part, such individual may recover actual damages, plus

11

attorney's fees and court costs as provided in s. 501.210;

12

however, no damages, fees, or costs shall be recoverable under

13

this section against a retailer who has, in good faith,

14

engaged in the dissemination of claims of a manufacturer or

15

wholesaler without actual knowledge that it violated this

16

part.
Section 12.

17
18

(5) of section 501.212, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 13.

19
20
21

Section 501.2091, and subsections (4) and
This act shall take effect October 1,

1979.

22

*****************************************

23

HOUSE SUMMARY

24
25
26
27
28
'l9
30
31

Substantially revises the Florida Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Act. Expands the application of the act
beyond consumer transactions to include the sale, lease,
or assignment of services, real or personal property, or
intangibles from one person to another for any purpose.
Restricts the application of penalties for violation of
rules to substantive rules which specify prohibited acts
or practices. Changes the circumstances under which the
Department of Legal Affairs may enforce the act.
Authorizes the Department of Legal Affairs rather than
the Cabinet to adopt rules which prohibit specified acts
or practices. Removes the requirement that the rules be
consistent with the rules, regulations, and decisions of
16
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the Federal Trade Commission and federal courts in
interpreting the Federal Trade Commission Act.

10

Requires the state attorney to notify the Department of
Legal Affairs of any complaint it files alleging a
violation of the act. Specifies the effect of failure to
notify. Provides that in addition to existing remedies
the enforcing authority may seek actual damages or civil
penalties. Removes the requirement that the enforcing
authority (either the state attorney or the Department of
Legal Affairs) make a finding of probable cause pursuant
to an administrative hearing prior to bringing an action
under the act. Authorizes the court in any such action
to, in addition to present remedies, exact any penalty,
costs or fees imposed by law or prevent unjust
enrichment. Increases the time period in which an action
may be brought. Provides for the termination of the
action if the violator accepts an administrative consent
order and specifies various consequences upon the

11

the consent order.

12
13
14
15

17
18
19

21

V

31

violator's failure or intentional failure to comply with

Restricts the authority of an enforcing authority to
issue cease and desist orders to the Department of Legal
Affairs. Conforms the procedures for obtaining such
orders to the Administrative Procedures Act. Provides
that petitions for such orders shall be expedited.
Specifies penalties for intentional violations of the
act, intentional solicitations of others to violate the
act, violations of cease and desist orders, and
violations of injunctions, declaratory judgments, and
certain other orders. Specifies that each day
constitutes a separate violation. Repeals provisions
which entitle the enforcing authority to seek a cease and
desist order pursuant to a local ordinance covering the
prohibited activity.
Entitles enforcing authorities to a recovery of costs of
proceedings against violators and specifies the amount
thereof, unless the court finds that such recovery is not
in the public interest or is not warranted.
Specifies circwnstances under which a violation is deemed
intentional or knowing and declares certain evidence as
relevant or material to a determination of whether an act
was intentional or knowing. Provides for the disposition
of penalties and costs collected pursuant to the act.
Repeals provisions which entitle a party to any
proceeding under the act brought by an enforcing
authority to obtain a stay in the proceeding by filing a
civil action on the issues and which provide that the
circuit court's order in such civil action will be
binding on all parties. Repeals provisions which exempt
from the Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act
holders in due course of a negotiable instrwnent or the
transferee of a credit agreement received in good faith
without knowledge of a violation of the act. Repeals the
exemption from the act provided to persons regulated by
the Department of Insurance or by the Public Service
Commission and banks and savings and loan associations
regulated by the Department of Banking and Finance.
17
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